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THE BANCROFT ORAL HISTORIES 
OF CALIFORNIA WINEMEN 


by 
Allan Shields 


[Allan Shields , retired San Diego State University 
professor of philosophy who now lives in the heart of 
California's Central Valley wine country , is no idle 
fellow. Composer Korngold , "Wild Bill" Neely, Rin
Tin-Tin , the School of Enology at C.S. U.,Fresno - to 
name a few - have all been subjects of his studious 
examination . We are pleased to present his essay on 
the Bancroft Library's valuable contribution to wine 
literature . - Ed.] 


hile the Bancroft Library 
series (see list at end) is the 
most ambitious and orga
nized, it is not the first. Is it 
appropriate to suggest that, 
aside from Robert Louis 
Stevenson's literary excursus 
on California wines, Idwal 
Jones' Vines In The Sun: A 


~~~~~~~==~~:!:iJourneyThrough Californ1a 
Vineyards, (1949), should be 


mentioned as precursor to the current oral histories? 
Jones' highly literate classic contains a great deal of 
first-hand "reporting" that could only result from 
extensive social intercourse with figures he 
immortalizes, such as Almond R. Morrow, paragon of 
master tasters, he of the golden palate (pp.68ff .). 
Surely, Jones' work must count as one kind of oral 
history, broadly defined. He is not alone. 


Robert Benson's, Great Winemakers of Cali
fornia (1977), a recognized milestone in the historical 
records of the wine industry, is a verbatim account of 
structured interviews with twenty-eight winemakers 
carefully selected on criteria of his own devising. 
Essentially, Benson included those vintners who 
make wines of the highest quality (the top 10%), are 
of the post-Prohibition era, often from well
established family wineries, though he also includes 
representatives of large corporations . 


The very first interview in the book is with 
Martin Ray; Andre Tchelistcheff rece ives a special 
place, as well. Other names are equally well-known 
in the profession: Concannon, Wente, Joseph Heitz, 
Robert Mondavi, Brother Timothy , John Parducci, to 
name some. It is clear that Benson wanted to 
highlight the eccentric and controversial Martin Ray, 
whom he greatly respected, virtually as his guru 
among the high priests of wines. Eleanor Ray and 
Barbara Marinacci have produced the definitive work 
about Martin Ray, of course , Vineyards In The Sky: 
The Life of Legendary Vintner, Martin Ray (1993), a 
still different kind of oral history gleaned from years 
of intimate association. Indeed, few vintners have left 
such a rich body of written material in manuscripts, 
correspondence, and specific statements about his 
winemaking philosophy. It is significant that Martin 
Ray's name fails to occur in the oral histories 
produced by the Bancroft Library; nor does his name 
occur in the excerpts published as a separate, Cali
forn1·a Wine Pioneers: Profiles of the State's Wine 
Industry Leaders (1990), which contains brief biogra
phies and handsome, flattering portrait sketches of 
each of the forty-two subjects. Comparing the list of 
subjects of the latter work with that of Benson, only 
these names are common to both lists as of 1990: 
Joseph Heitz, Louis M. and Louis P. Martini, Robert 
Mondavi, Andre Tchelistcheff, Brother Timothy, and 
Ernest A. Wente. Oral histories after 1990 are, of 
course, not reflected in these observations. (Omitted 
from all lists, is our friend from the 1950s, Leon 
Brendel , a true-to-life Swiss "little old winemaker," 
he of "The One and Only Grignolino." Pity.) 


INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
• COLLECTING MINIATURE WINE BOOKS 
• ELEANOR RAY: IN MEMORIAM 
• ZINFANDEL HISTORY - PART V 
• THE STORY OF WINE IN CALIFORNIA: 


PART III -THE ILLUSTRATIONS 
• A FURTHER WORD ON CYNTHIANA 
• AN OLD-FASHIONED STORY 
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The Regional Oral History Office of the 
Bancroft Library , University of California , Berkeley , 
in cooperation with the Department of Enology and 
Viticulture , University of California , Davis , began 
this extensive series of interviews in 1969, with a 
chronological hiatus between 1975 and 1983, re
suming the series with support from The Wine 
Spectator Scholarship Foundation and continuing to 
the present date. 


By 2000, the number of completed , published 
interviews distributed to libraries has increased to 
sixty-six , far too many even to adumbrate in a short 
article . In lieu of individual summaries of each 
publication , it seemed appropriate to describe one 
example in an extended statement , letting it serve as 
a limited paradigm for the others. (The list at end 
gives data for reference of all of the series to date .) 


FICKLIN PORT: A FAMILY ACHIEVEMENT 
My personal knowledge of both the family and the 
port extends back many years , nearly to the first 
release date in 1952. In 1967, when I resolved to 
rectify the neglect of the aesthetics of wine by the 
venerable American Society for Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism , of which I was an active member, I asked 
Maynard Amerine to recommend a speaker for a 
wine tasting session during the annual meetings , 
since he was unable to participate . He suggested I 
ask Philip Wagner , Editor of The Baltimore Sun and 
owner-vintner of the Boordy Vineyard . When Philip 
Wagner accepted the invitation to give a lecture
demonstration, I asked him what wines he would like 
to present and he proposed to treat port wine , at 
which point I offered the California port by Ficklin . 
Instantly , he approved with enthusiasm , saying that 
he would add a port by Taylor from New York and 
one other. Thus , on October 14, 1967, in Princeton 
University , before the national gathering of 
aestheticians , the first , enthusiastically received 
session on wine tasting was held , with many requests 
to repeat the event annually. (Not adopted.) The 
winner , recognized universally by acclamation, was 
the Ficklin Tinta Port . 


This same judgment by the general wine
consuming public is reflected in the reception given 
Ficklin's singular wine. In 1952, the price was less 
than $2.00 a bottle. A recent check in Clovis found 
the price to be $14.95. Of course , it is true that their 
wine is variously produced from year to year , so it 
isn 't altogether precise to refer to their one wine, 
though the Ficklin story is mainly about their port 
vintages. 


' 


I 
'' 


The Story of 


. . klifl 
fie 1;,,ta 


,port 


FICKLIN 
Vineyards 


MADERA, CALIFORNIA 


-- --~ 


[ UNDATED (1950s? '60s?) FICKLIN VINEYARDS BROCHURE1 


BANCROFT INTERVIEW OF THE FICKLIN FAMILY 
Making Califorma Port Wine: Ficklin Vineyards from 
1948-1992 , Regional Oral History Office , Bancroft 
Library , 1992. (See complete reference in list below.) 


This extensive interview , conducted by Carole 
Ricke , with David B. Ficklin , his wife Jean, Peter 
Ficklin (David's son), and Steven Ficklin (son of 
Walter C. Ficklin, Jr.) covers the essential historical 
details of the long development of the family business 
over three generations, concentrating on the 
problems of finances, equipment, vine selections, 
education of the viticulturalists and enologists, labor 


r 











problems , as well as the sales and distribution of 
their major product : the different port vintages. 


Included are details of the famil y history , 
such as birth dates , assignments of responsibilities , 
education , and the European roots of the family tree. 
Walter C. Ficklin , Sr ., founder , became the affable 
sales and distribution specialist. His son , David B. 
Ficklin, became the enologist, while his brother , 
Walter C. Ficklin , Jr ., handled the basic and de
manding tasks of the vineyardist, about whom more 
later. As these three men retired , other, younger 
family members took over the operation: Peter , wine
maker , Steven , vineyardist . 


This published account includes a helpful 
chronology of the history , an item that is not uniform 
with the others in the series. 


Relations with other winemakers emerge in 
this , as in other interviews , making the world of 
wineries a small one indeed . The first crusher 
Ficklins bought was one from Martin Ray , a close 
family friend. It is still in use today . Walter C. 
Ficklin , Sr ., especially was on a first name basis with 
many of the vintners in Napa County , San Francisco , 
and the Central Coast region . He even attended some 
classes at the University of California , Davis , as a 
visitor to become more conversant with the argot and 
technology of the industry. Chaffee Hall , founder of 
Hallcrest Vineyards in Felton , California (near Santa 
Cruz) recommended the Grabhorn Press to print 
their labels , with a design that has become familiar 
as an identifying symbol of Ficklin port. 


On the matter of winery buildings , David B. 
Ficklin describes in some detail how they made their 
own adobe blocks (4"x12"x16-18" ) weighing forty 
pounds each, the "mud" mixed with bitumen oil, and 
how they constructed the winery walls , later using 
the same materials and methods for dwellings . The 
instructions came from a bulletin on adobe 
construction published by the University of Cali
fornia Extension.Service. 


Because their port wines are all aged for at 
least four years , the first shipment didn't occur until 
October 20, 1952, even though the initial grafts of the 
first Portuguese grape varieties onto their rootstock 
were made in 1945 , at the end of World War II . The 
"Ficklin Vineyards" was formally established in 1948. 


Finally , when Carole Hicke asked David for 
a short piece of advice to pass on to other wineries, 
his reply was terse and emphatic: "Cleanliness!" 


INTERVIEW WITH WALTER C. FICKLIN, JR., 3 MAY 2000 
Since Walter C. Ficklin , Jr. , was not interviewed for 
the Bancroft series , I wanted especially to ask him 
about his work as the vineyardist from the start , 
about the years of experimental selection needed to 
bring the wine to their posited standards. On May 
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3rd of this year, my wife , Bernice, and I spent part of 
a morning visiting and interviewing in his adobe 
home situated in the vineyard in Madera County . 
Had he not told us his age (86), we could not have 
guessed accurately , he appeared to be so well . He, on 
the other hand , voluntarily apologized in advance for 
probable memory lapses. I told him just to forget it. 
At 80+ , I understood the problem well , as I recall . 


Almost instantly, Walter produced a rapidly 
yellowing copy of a special agriculture section of~ 
Fresno Bee for May 25, 1952 , which contains an 
article about the "new" Ficklin win ery operation, 
based on oral interviews. Young Wal ter's picture is 
on the cover , and inside , his father is p ictured with a 
very young Vincent Petrucci , now retir ed professor of 
viticulture , California State University, Fresno . This 
original article does , indeed , answer many questions 
about the growing of port wines and the numerous 
trials and tribulations required to bring in the ideal 
crops. 


Walter attended Fresno State College from 
1932-1933 , studying viticulture , but had to drop out 
to go to work to help with the family finances. The 
Ficklins suffered heavy losses during the Great 
Depression and Prohibition. 


The article identifies the varieties of grapes. 
Originally, there were four varieties of Portuguese 
vines planted to make port : Tinta Madeira, Al
varelhao , Tourriga , and Tinta Cao . Walter remem
bers with pride how they propagated Tourriga and 
Alvarelhao. In 1945, when he went to the viti
culturist at the University of California , Davis, for 
graft wood, there were only two vines of each kind in 
the United States . Walter was able to get enough 
scion wood to graft onto old Thompson Seedless 
vines. (Walter Sr. had grown currants, table grapes, 
and raisins from 1911.) From these grafts, budwood 
was produced in an astounding abundance that was 
later grafted onto "1613" rootstock , resistant to 
phylloxera and nematodes . These experimental 
plantings of Portuguese varieties are the foundation 
for the success of Ficklin's various vintages of port 
wine from the San Joaquin Valley . 


Walter retired in 1975 when his son , Steven, 
became the vineyardist. (Walter was born March 28, 
1914 ; David B., May 31, 1918.) Walter's wife, Beth , 
known widely for her wonderful cooking , died in 1996 
of Alzheimer's disease, and his brother, David B., 
died in 1998 of leukemia. Robert Ficklin, a second 
brother , younger by eighteen months , lives in Illinois 
and has never been a part of the winery operation . 


Two other pieces of new information emerged 
from the 1952 article. Though Ficklin Vineyards 
produced several other wines for local consumption, 
a Peverella, Emerald Riesling and a Ruboso Piave, 
not to neglect table grapes, Ficklin no longer offers 
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any of these for sale . The other new information is 
this : Wente Winery now distributes all of Ficklin port 
wine , letting the Ficklin winery operators stay free of 
sales and distribution to concentrate on production. 


Perhaps the most direct way , short of an 
actual visit , to understand and appreciate the 
warmth of the Walter Ficklin hospitality is to read 
the account by William L. Neely of his visits with 
Walter and Beth recorded in rollicking, exuberant, 
even vinous detail in the book, Wild Bill Neely and 
the Pagan Brothers' Golden Goat Winery, Jerseydale 
Ranch Press , 1992, pp . 48-62 . [EDITOR'S NOTE: See 
Roy Brady's review of this book, Vol.4 No.I , January 
1994.] One "light lunch " lasted for nine hours , and 
the "Great Dinner" lasted from 7:30 P.M. to 1:15 A.M., 
when all arose from the table bestrewn with a 
random flock of wine glasses and bottles. Walter said 
that if others could drink as much wine as Bill Neely , 
there would be a wine shortage in California . Bill 
(Will) was a seasonal ranger-naturalist in Yosemite 
in Tuolumne Meadows where he was isolated for the 
entire summer. Each year , on his way to Yosemite , 
he stopped in at Ficklin's Vineyards to load up with 
a cask or'Peverella or Ruboso Piave or both and more , 
enough to last through the long season-an unlikely 
possibility , obviously . 


For many years , Walter has identified his 
home place with a sign in front that reads , "Wayward 
Tendrils ," a title he (also) purloined from Ian Camp
bell's book , quite independently from the more 
familiar newsletter you are holding . 


THE BANCROFT ORAL HISTORY SERIES 
All of the following volumes of the California Wine
men Oral History Series were published by The 
Regional Oral History Office , Bancroft Library , 
University of California , Berkeley . Distribution has 
been made to libraries , including the Bancroft 
Library; Special Collections Library , Shields Library , 
University of California , Davis ; and the Sanoian 
Special Collections Library , Henry Madden Library , 
California State University , Fresno , and other wine 
libraries. All of the volumes are indexed and 
illustrated; publication and interview dates are 
provided. 


The Wine Spectator Foundation , which has 
supported the series since 1983, has also published a 
separate volume of brief winemen biographies drawn 
from the oral series , titled , California Wine Pioneers: 
Profiles of the State's Industry Leaders , 1991 edition, 
M. Shanken Communications , Inc .,© 1990. [N.B.: En
tries in this publication show the date of interview.] 


ABOUT THE INTERVIEWERS 
The art of oral history interviewing was advanced by 
Ruth Teiser . A glance down the list will find her 


name a constant from the start of the series until her 
death in 1994. Her work with the Regional Oral 
History Office extended the tradition of first-hand 
history-gathering begun by Hubert Howe Bancroft. 
Beginning in 1965, Ruth became a creative force in 
the Bancroft projects . In 1983, she and Catherine 
Harroun published Winemaking In California 
(McGraw-Hill) , a prize-winning history of the wine 
industry, an off-shoot (or spur cane) of their winemen 
interviews , greatly enlarged and illustrated . Follow
ing her death , the Bancroft Library published an 
appreciation of Ruth in which her career is detailed. 
The article concludes with these statements: 


"Ruth died in June 1994, but her influence 
continues. She conducted more than on[e] 
hundred oral histories, and donated to the 
Bancroft a large photographic collection 
documenting California places and persons. 
To assure that her influence will carry into 
the future , Ruth bequeathed a generous 
endowment to The Regional Oral History 
Office. 
"The Ruth Teiser Endowment Fund will be 
used for oral histories reflecting Ruth's 
broad , compassionate world view . The En
dowment will help measw·ably in meeting 
ROHO's need to pursue oral histories docu
menting significant social issues where the 
social need itself is the main competitor for 
limited funding . It is a splendid memorial, 
and a great tribute to The Bancroft Library , 
where she found an academic home , and an 
introduction to a world she both chronicled 
and participated in with joy ." (Willa K. 
Baum and Willa Riess, "Ruth Teiser , 1915-
1994," Bancroftiana , Vol.109, 9/1995 , p. 3.) 


Carole E . Ricke has been an Interviewer-editor with 
the Regional Oral History Office, Bancr9ft Library, 
since 1985, following her similar experience making 
oral histories for business and law firms. When Ruth 
Teiser died , Carole Ricke continued the oral history 
winemen interviews. 


THE BANCROFT 
ORAL HISTORY SERIES 


of CALIFORNIA WINEMEN 


ADAMS, Leon David . Califorma Wine Industry Affairs: 
Recollections and Opinions , vii , 52 leaves , interview 
conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1990 . 


ADAMS, Leon David. Revitalizing the California Wine 
Industry, v, 154 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1974 . 


AMERINE , Maynard A. The um ·versity of California and 
the State's Wine Industry , vi, 142 leaves , interview by 
Ruth Teiser , 1972. This is a valuable historical overview of 
the university's involvement in the wine industry to 1972. 











It contains an extensive bibliography of Amerine's 
publications , "Published writings of Maynard A. Amerine ." 


AMERINE, Maynard A. Wine Bibh"ographies and Taste 
Perception Studies , ix , 91 leaves , interview conducted by 
Ruth Teiser , 1988. 


ARROWOOD, Richard L. Sonoma County Winemaking : 
Chateau St . Jean and Arrowood Vineyards and Winezy , 
viii , 140 p., interview conducted by Carole Ricke , 1996 . 


BIANE, Philo . Wine Making 111 Southern California and 
Recollections ofFz ·uit Industzies , Ltd. , iv, 100 leaves , inter
view conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1972 . 


BONETI'I , William. A Life of W111emaking at Wineries of 
Gallo, Schenley , Charles Krug, Chateau Souverain , and 
Sonoma Cutz·er, ix , 116 p ., interview by Carol Ricke , 1998 . 


CARPY, Charles A. Viticulture and Enology at Freemark 
Abbey, vii , 61 leaves , interview by Carole Hicke , 1994 . 


CELLA, John B. The Cella Family in the California Wine 
Industzy , viii , 75 p., interview by Ruth Teiser , 1986 . 


CRAWFORD, Charles M. Recollections of a Career with the 
Gallo Winezy & the Development ofth ·e California Wine 
Industry, 1942-1989 , viii , 121 p. , interview conducted by 
Ruth Teiser , 1990 . 


CRITCHFIELD, Burke H . The California Wine Industzy 
during the Depression , xvii , 79 leaves , interview by Ruth 
Teiser , 1972. Contents : Work in California Agricultural 
Economics , 1927-1934 I [interview with Burke H . Critch
field] - Economics of Grape Growing in California , 
1918-1942 I Carl Wente - The Prorate and Central Cali
fornia Wineries/ [interview with] Andrew G. Frericks . 


CRUESS, William Vere . A HalfCentuzy in Food and Wine 
Technology , 122 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1967 . 


DAVIES, Jack and Jamie. Rebuilding Schramsberg: The 
Creation of a California Champagne House , x, 131 p. , 
interview conducted by Ruth Teiser with Jamie Davies and 
Lisa Jacobson , 1990 . 


DIEPPE , William A. Almaden is My Life , v, 101 p. , 
interview by Ruth Teiser with Morris H. Katz , 1985 . 


DRAPER, Paul. Histozy and Philosophy of Winemaking at 
Ridge Vineyards, 1970s-1990s , viii , 77 leaves , interview 
conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1994 . 


DUCKHORN, Margaret. Mostly Merlot: The Histozy of 
Duckhorn Vineyards , viii , 137 p ., interview conducted by 
Carole Hicke with Dan Duckhorn, 1996 . 


FICKLIN, David B. Malnng Caliform·a Port Wine: Fickhn 
Vineyards 1948-1992, xii , 106 p., interview conducted by 
Carole Ricke , 1992. 


FIRESTONE, A. Brooks. Firestone Vineyard : A Santa Ynez 
Valley Pioneer , vii , 64 leaves , interview conducted by 
Carole Hicke, 1996. 


FOPPIANO, Louis J. A Centuzy of Winegrowing in Sonoma 
County , 1896-1996, vii , 94 p. , interview conducted by 
Carole Hicke, 1996 . 
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FROMM, Alfred. Marketing Caliform·a Wine and Brandy , 
vii , 55 leaves , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1984. 


GOMBERG, Louis . Analytical Perspectives on the California 
Wine Industzy , 1935-1990, ix , 88 p ., interview conducted 
by Ruth Teiser , 1990. 


GRGICH, Miljenko . A Croatian-American Winemaker in 
Napa Valley, ix , 60 leaves, interview by Ruth Teiser, 1992. 


HEITZ, Joseph E . Creating a Winezy in the Napa Valley, 
viii , 89 p. , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1986. 


HILL, William H . Vineyard Development and the Wilham 
Hill Winezy, 1970s-1990s , viii , 79 p ., interview conducted 
by Carole Hicke , 1998. 


JOSLYN, Maynard Alexander . A Technol ogist Views the 
Caliform'a Wine Industzy , v, 151 leaves , interview con
ducted by Ruth Teiser , 1974 . 


KASIMATIS, Armand N. A Careez· in Caliform'a Viti
culture , viii , 54 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1988 . 


K<\.TZ, Morris H . Paul Masson Winezy Operations and 
Management , 1944-1988, vii , 75 leaves , interview by Ruth 
Teiser , 1990 . 


KNOWLES, Leigh F . Beauh ·eu Vineyards from Family to 
Corporate Ownership , viii. , 118 p ., interview conducted by 
Lisa Jacobson , 1990 . 


LANZ A, Horace 0. Caliform'a Grape Products and othez· 
Wine Enterprises , v, 150 leaves , interview conducted by 
Ruth Teiser , with Harry Baccigaluppi, 1971. 


LONG, Zelma R. The Past is the Beginning of the Future: 
Simi Winezy in Its Second Centuzy , ix, 103 p. , interview 
conducted by Carole Ricke , 1992 . 


McCREA, Eleanor . Stony Hill Vineyards : The Creation of 
a Napa Valley Estate Winezy, viii, 65 leaves , interview 
conducted by Lisa Jacobson , 1990. 


MAHER, Richard L. Caliform'a Winezy Management and 
Marketing, ix , 76 leaves, interview by Ruth Teiser, 1992. 


MARTINI, Louis M. Wine Making in the Napa Valley, vi , 
94 p. , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , with Louis P . 
Martini and Louis Chambers Stone, 1973. 


MARTINI, Louis P . A Family Winezy and the California 
Wine Industzy , v, 126 p. , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1984. 


MEYER, Otto E. Califorma Premium Wines and Brandies, 
vi , 71 leaves, interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1973 . 


MIRASSOU, Norbert C. and Edmund A. The Evolutz ·on of 
a Santa Clara Valley Winezy, xii , 144 p., interview by Ruth 
Teiser , 1986 . 


MONDA VI, Peter . Advances in Technology and Production 
at Charles Krug Winezy, 1946-1988, viii , 66 leaves, inter
view conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1990 . 


MONDAVI, Robert . Creativity in the California Wine 
Industzy , vi , 107 p. , interview by Ruth Teiser, 1985. 
MOONE, Michael. Management and Marketing at Beringer 
Vineyards and Wine World, Inc., viii , 109 p., interview 
conducted by Lisa Jacobson , 1990 . 
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NIGHTIN GALE, Myron S. Making Wme 111 California , 
1944-1987 , viii , 85 leaves , interview conducted by Ruth 
Teiser with Lisa Jacobson , 1988. 


OLMO, Harold Paul . Plant Genetic s and New Grape 
Varieties , vi , 183 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1976. 


OUGH, C . S . Researches of an Enologist , University of 
California , Davis , 1950-1990 , vii , 83 leaves , interview 
conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1990. 


PARDUCCI, John A. Six Decades of Makmg Wine in 
Mendocmo County, California , xiii , 108 p., interview by 
Carole Ricke , 1992 . 


PERELLI -MINETTI , Antonio . A Life 111 Wine Makmg , iv, 
174 leaves , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1975 . 


PETRI , Louis A. The Petri Family in the Wine Industry , v, 
67 leaves , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser , 1971. 


PEYSER , Jefferson E. The Law and the California Wme 
Industry , vi , 71 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1974. 


PHELPS , Joseph. Joseph Phelps Vineyards : Classic Wines 
and Rhone Varietals , viii , 68 leaves , interview conducted 
by Carole Ricke , 1996 . 


POWERS, Lucius. The Fresno Area and the California Wme 
Industry , iv , 55 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1974 . 


REPETTO, Victor. A Career 111 the Wme Industry 111 New 
York and California , ii , i, 18, i , 47 leaves , interview by 
Ruth Teiser , 1976. Title on spine , Perspectives on Califor
nia Wines . Other authors, Sidney J . BLOCK, Selling 
California Wmes 111 New 01-Jeans. 


ROSSI, Edmund A. Italian Swiss Colony and the Wine 
Industry, iv, 103 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1971. 


ROSSI , Edmund A. Jr . Itah ·an Swiss Colony, 1949- 1989: 
Recollect.ions of a Third-Generation California Wmemaker , 
ix , 184 p. , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser with Lisa 
Jacobson, 1990 . 


SETRAKIAN, Arpaxat , A. Set.rakian , a Leader of the San 
Joaqum Valley Grape Industry, xii , 107 leaves , interview 
conducted by Ruth Teiser , with Robert Setrakian and 
Bruno T. Bisceglia , 1977 . 


SKOFIS , Elie C. California Wine and Brandy Maker, viii , 
137 leaves , interview e;onducted by Ruth Teiser , 1988 . 


STARE, David S. Fume Blanc and Menlage Wines 111 
Sonoma County: Dry Creek Vmeyard's Pioneer Wme
makmg , vii , 85 p., interview by Carole Ricke , 1996 . 


STRONG, Rodney D. Rodney Strong Vmeyards : Creative 
Wmemaking and Wmery Management 111 Sonoma County . 
vii , 100 p., interview conducted by Carole Ricke , 1994. 


TCHELISTCHEFF , Andre . Grapes , Wme, and Ecology, iv, 
230 p., interview conducted by Ruth Teiser with Catherine 
Harroun, 1983. 


TIMOTHY , Brother . The Chnstian Brothers as Wme
make1·s, v, 142 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser , 1974 . 


TREFETHEN , Janet Spooner . Trefethen Vmeyards , 1968 -
1998, ix, 101 p. , interview conducted by Carole Ricke with 
John James Trefethen , 1998. 


TRINCHERO, Louis. Califorma Zinfandels, A Success Story, 
ix , 121 p. , interview conducted by Carole Ricke, 1992. 


WAGNER, Charles F . Caymus Vineyards: A Father-Son 
Team Producing Distinctive Wmes, ix, 91 leaves, interview 
conducted by Carole Ricke with Charles J . Wagner , 1994. 


WENTE, Ernest A. Wme Makmg 111 the Livermore V.1lley, 
v, 97 leaves , interview conducted by Ruth Teiser, 1971. 


WENTE , Jean , Carolyn Wente , Philip Wente , Eric Wente. 
The Wente Family and the Califorma Wme Industry: 
Interviews with Jean Wente , Carolyn Wente , Phihp 
Wente , Eric Wente , viii , 159 p. , interviews conducted by 
Ruth Teiser with Jean Wente , 1992. 


WINIARSKI, Warren . Creating Classic Wmes 111 the Napa 
Valley, viii , 93 leaves , interview by Ruth Teiser, 1994. 


WINKLER, Albert Julius . Viticultural Research at Univer
sit y of California , Davis , 1921-1971, ix, 144 leaves , 
interview by Ruth Teiser and Joann Leach Larkey , 1973. 


WOODS, Frank M. Founding Clos du Bois Wme.ry: A 
Market.mg Approach , ix, 115 p. , interview conducted by 
Carole Ricke , 1998 . 


WRIGHT , John H . Domame Chandon , The First French
Owned Califorma Sparkling Wine Cellar, x, 151 p., inter
view by Carole Ricke with Edmond Maudiere , 1992 . 


[ We are informed by Carole Hicke that the ongoing 
Series , renamed The Wine Spectator California Wine 
Oral History Series, pubh .shes several interviews 
every two years. Available in November 2000 are 
interviews with Andrew Beckstoffer; Albert Braun
stein; Arthur Ciocca; John DeLuca; Richard Forman; 
Justin Meyer; and Edward Sbragia. - Ed.] 


ESTATE BOTTLED IN OUR CELLARS BY 


CALIFORNIA 


PORT 
ALCOHOL, 18.11% BY VOL. 
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THE MINIATURE WINE BOOK 
by 


Leonard Bernstein 


[ Tendril Bernstein , a big fan ofli ttle book s, shares his 
enthu siasm and knowledge of wine-related miniature 
books . The illustrations are true to size. - Ed .] 


A 
mong the books collected about grapes and 
wine , there are few that measure under three 
inche s high. Those that do are defined by the 
miniature specialists as miniature books , and 


they have been intriguing collectors - not just wine 
book collectors - for a long time . 


Many years before Gutenberg , miniature 
books were a popular format made by hand to fit 
comfortably in small hands . They were usually 
produced to convey religious or moralistic messages. 
Those early ones , and those that came after , have 
been prized for their charming format - but few, 
other than in a clever title , can be found specifically 
relating to grapes and wine . 


Aunt Laura 's A Bunch of Grapes 
, (Buffalo: Breed , Butler & Co., 


1863) measures l W' x l 'I,;". 
Despite the title , the book 
presents a 19th century moral , 
semi-religious lesson for young 
readers , emphasizing hard work 
and virtuous living. It is a long 
way from Haraszthy or Hyatt , 
which deal directly with grapes 
and wine , but it does provide the 


collector looking for a different kind of challenge 
something that is not common and fun to pursue. 


The unique size of miniature books is only 
one reason why they are interesting . Many minia
tures can be thought of as novelties or doll-house 
furniture , and there are many that have been used 
this way . But many miniature books share the same 
qualities of fine printing , binding and art work that 
make "normal" -sized books so appealing . 


Two early developments in typography con
tributed to the production of miniatures: "Diamond" 
type , measuring 4 point , was used in the early 1700s; 
''Fly's eye" tvpe , measuring 2 point , was used in the 
early 1830s. These tiny sizes were hand set, and 
require a good magnifying glass to read . 


Novel in design , the next two titles manage 
to provide substance and form , even though one is 
not in a traditional book format: The Corkscrew Book 
(Salisbury , CT: Lime Rock Press , 1981) measures 3" 
x 7/a". Bound in grosgrain ribbon and "slipcased" in 
a corkscrew handle , it contains fifteen pages of wine 
proverbs: "One barrel of wine can work more 
miracles than a church full of saints (Italian) ." 
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Thoughts from the Cork (Salisbury , CT: Lime Rock 
Press , 1981) measures 11/.a" x 7/a" and uses two halves 
of a cork as a binding . This little gem has twenty
eight pages of quotations related to imbibing: "I fear 
the man who drinks water . And so remembers this 
morning what the rest said last night. - Greek 
Philosopher." 


~ __ .... ~ ~ 


. . . 
... Champagne by Jane Mc


Donald (Kansas City : 
Ariel Books , 1996) has a 
beautifully designed dust 
jacket , the front cover of 
which has a silhouette 
cut- out of a bottle under 
the title showing white 
bubbles on a blue paper 
background . This com
pany also published , in 
1998, Wine . The Univer
sal Drink (2114'' x 1 %"). 


Edgar Allan Poe's 
-------------" classic horror story , The 


Cask of Amontillado , was produced in miniature (2W' 
x 2") by Boston's Bromer Booksellers in 1981. It is an 
elegant, finely designed and crafted book in an 
attractive binding . The edition was limited to 150 
copies , of which 35 "deluxe" copies were specially 
bound and illustrated . (ls this the only separate 
printing of The Cask of Amontillado? - Ed.] 


I 
I 


) 


References for the miniature collector include 
the very useful A Bibh"ography of Miniature Books 
(1470-1965) compiled by Doris Varner Welsh- not 
a miniature , this book is 11 W ' high and contains 250 
pages . The author , head of cataloguing at Chicago's 
Newberry Library , began her project as a checklist , 
but it continued to grow as collectors learned of her 
project and began to contact her with questions and 
to share information about miniatures . Some twenty 
years later , in 1989, the manuscript was published in 
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a limited edition of 500 copies , and today is difficult 
to find . 


Welsh did not have access to all of the books 
listed , so some inconsistencies exist - there are some 
variants and double entries , and due to a lack of 
uniformity , there are discrepancies in some of the 
measurements . Nonetheless , with 7,271 entries , it is 
the standard reference guide to miniature books. 


For example , there are forty-seven entries for 
the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam (and seven other 
titles by Omar Khayyam) . Number 5346 seems to be 
the earoest Rubaiyat listed; it was published in 
Madras, India , in 1862 in an edition of fifty copies. 
Number 5348 , published in Cleveland in 1900 (48 
pages , 1 x 10 mm ), is listed as "smallest book in the 
world at time printed. Fifty seven copies printed by 
photographic reduction ." Another tiny Rubaiyat 
(#5356), published in 1905 and noted as "the smallest 
book in the world until 1932 ... printed by reduced 
photography ; only one or two copies printed on silver 
leaves (9 x 9 mm binding)." The Black Sun Press 
printing of 1930, measuring 1 3/16" x 1 1/4", was 
issued in ,an edition of forty-four copies in an oblong 
binding. A quite lovely printing was done in 1905 by 
Treherne of London I Claflin of New York on water
marked paper , with all edges gilt , and bound in gilt
decorated tree-calf. 


RUBAIYAT 
OF OMAR 
KHAYYAM 


~ 
LONDON: ANTHONY 
TREHERNE & CO., LTD . 
12 YORK BUILDINGS 
ADELPHI, w.c. : : : : ; 
NEW YORK: THE H. B. 
CLAFLIN CO.: MDCCCCV 


There are also several miniature titles 
related specifically to gastronomy 'that are fun to 
collect . For instance, Guacamole According to Luke 
(Oak Park Press) , A Miniature Candy Cookbook 
(Frankfort, KY: Whippoorwill Press , 1981) and The 
Tomato in Prose and Prosody by G. K. Chesterton , 
privately printed by Wallace Nethery in an edition of 
only seventy-five . The Little Cookie Book: Thirty-one 
Favorite Recipes of a Minibibliophile published by 
The Lilliputter Press of Woodstock , Vermont , in 
1960 . From the colophon: "A batch of 2000 of this 


book has been baked on Warren's Thintext paper by 
The Elm Tree Press .. . The type is 6 point Caledonia 
with Garamond frosting ... ". 


The LI T TL E 


Cookie 


The Lllllvuttn Preu 
W'OODITOCIC, VERMONT 


1960 


Book 
Thirty-one 


uf a Mmlbibllr,phiu1 


Louis W. Bondy (1910-1993) was considered 
the world's leading authority on miniature books. He 
wrote the very informative book, Miniature Books: 
Their History from the Beginnings to the Present 
Day , first published in 1981. Bondy believed that 
miniature books could also be defined: " .. . in a few 
exceptional cases where very small print is combined 
with a characteristic and carefully conceived 
miniaturization of binding and design , slightly larger 
volumes should be included in a miniature book 
collection." He also ruled out so called miniatures 
under three inches if they were uncharacteristically 
ill-proportioned or crudely designed and printed. 


The scarce original 1895 edition of A Madeira 
Party by S. Weir Mitchell (New York: Century Co.) is 
a small beautiful book , but it is not a miniature 
because it measures five inches - and there was 
probably no intent to make this small book "a 
miniature." 


There is a Miniature Book Society that meets 
at an annual "Conclave" in a different city every year. 
At these meetings , many beautiful miniature books 
are presented for sale by collectors and dealers, while 
others are auctioned and a few are offered in 
competition for best design. 


Clearly , miniatures can become a big part of 
collecting. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a oot-for-projit organizaiionfounded 
in /990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership/ Subscription 
to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS NEWSLETTER is $15 USA and 
Canada; $20 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. Please 
address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box 9023, 
Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. Editor and 
Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -











ELEANOR RAY: A PROFILE IN MEMORIAM 
by 


Barbara Marinacci 


[As Charh"e Rose says to his distingwshed guests , ''l 
am more than pleased to have y ou at this table" -
welcome to our wine book table , Barbara-we are 
more than pleased to have you join our Societ y, and 
we welcome this special article . - Ed .] 


r::::====-o::-,,:"'T';"rr.:"e"'::::-,i leanor Ray, a vivacious 
m.1J4!'io;;~,7'11:<~~,W;:~J;:J~ grande dame of California 


winemaking , author of three 
books , accomplished textile 
artist , and · fabled hostess , 
died in Saratoga on April 24, 
2000 , at the age of 96. She 
now joins in wine history her 
long-departed husband , Mar
tin Ray-the colorful and 
zealous vintner reputed to 
have produced California's 


first world-class wines , from the Repeal period of the 
1930s through the 1960s . For 25 years, from her 
marriage to "Rusty" Ray in 1951 to his death in 1976, 
Eleanor Ray was an equal partner in the making and 
marketing of his robust, pure varietal wines. 


Given the name of Eleanor Golden Williams 
at her birth on January 20, 1904, she was the third 
of four daughters born to Wallis Barker Williams and 
Ina Phillips Williams ofYakima , Washington , whose 
last child was a son . Eleanor' s father owned a flour 
mill in town and also farmed apple and cherry 
orchards in southeastern Washington . During her 
childhood her mother achieved fame as a progressive 
politician and suffragist . Women got the vote early in 
Washington , and in 1917 Mrs . Williams became the 
state's third female legislator-the first in her 
county . A dynamic orator as well as passionate 
gardener , she was a strong role model for her 
daughters , who always called her "lnyma." 


Eleanor's first marriage was to Karl Walter 
Kamb , shortly after receiving her B.A. degree in 
English at the University of Washington in 1925. 
Their good friend and classmate , Martin Earl Ray , 
served as best man at the wedding . All three 
migrated to the San Francisco Bay area , where Kamb 
eventually became a partner in Ray & Co., a stock 
brokerage. Eleanor held several jobs in journalism 
before becoming a mother-the first time , in 1931, of 
fraternal twin boys named Peter Martin and Walter 
Barclay Kamb ; then of a daughter , Barbara, 
nicknamed "Bobo." With her husband she coauthored 
a collection of privately printed Sonnets. 


When her marriage broke up in 1936 during 
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the Depression years , Eleanor Kamb moved with her 
three young children to San Francisco . Regarding her 
new single status as a challenge, she talked herself 
into an advertising copywriter's job at The Emporium 
on Market Street , rented a three-bedroom cottage for 
$25 a month , and adroitly handled her slim income. 
In 1941, before World War II , she relocated her 
family in Pasadena , where she would be executive 
secretary to the founder of the Joyce Shoe Company; 
in time she became the advertising manager . At a 
period when the "broken home" was considered both 
unusual and tragic, Eleanor Kamb-who had always 
been free-spirited and self-reliant-actually thrived. 
In 1950 she published a lighthearted account (told 
actually from her daughter's perspective) of her 15 
years in the "single working mother" role , entitled 
We Kept Mother Single . The book sold well, 
appealing especially to divorcees who appreciated her 
jaunty , courageous approach to single parenting . 


VzneyR[ds' 
inthe~ky 
1111'1,¥,fl(~ "'-'-' 


Martin Ray 


• Eleanor Ray ... 
Barbara Marinacci 


IIERJTAGE WEST BOOKS 
Stockloo, Call(onua 


In September of 1951 Eleanor changed her 
last name again when she married Rusty Ray, after 
resuming a connection with this old friend from 
college days-a widower since his wife Elsie's death. 
A wholly different lifestyle , with ample subject 
matter for writing , now opened up to her. Much later, 
Mrs . Ray would tell the drama-filled story of her 
second husband's life , including her own later 
involvement with it , in Vineyards in the Sky. The 
Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray (1993). [For a 
Wayward Tendrils review of this book, see "Martin 
Ray Reviewed" by Roy Brady in Vol.3 No.2, April 
1993 -Ed .] 
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Retiring as a stockbroker, Martin Ray in 
1936 had purchased Paul Masson's Saratoga winery 
and vineyards . There he began making elegant 
champagnes and expensive , 100% varietal wines , 
such as Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Pinot 
Noir-wholly unfamiliar names at that time. (A good 
friend of his in that period was the young author 
John Steinbeck. Living nearby and working on 
Grapes of Wrath, to relax he often worked alongside 
Rusty in the vineyard and wine cellar , and some
times brought friends of his , such as film comedian 
Charlie Chaplin.) 


The new Paul Masson wines received high 
praise from American connoisseurs like Julian 
Street , who previously had disdained all California 
wines-which from the start Martin Ray asserted 
could eventually equal or even outmatch Europe's 
best vintages . However , for several decades , 
struggling to recover from the disastrous effects of 
Prohibition , most wineries focused on producing 
blended wines in quantity instead of superior wines 
crafted from fine varietal grapes and often , to charge 
higher prices , deliberately mislabeled bottles sold as 
pure varietals . Ray, a self-styled "loner," habitually 
lambasted them and the California Wine Institute, 
the industry's high-budget promotional organization. 


After selling the Masson premises (now a 
well-known entertainment and event-catering venue, 
the Mountain Winery ) to the Seagram corporation in 
1943, Martin Ray purchased a half-section of land 
adjoining it to the northwest, covered by oaks , 
laurels , and impenetrable chaparral. There he began 
developing new vineyards and a wine label bearing 
his own name . He also built a redwood cabin as his 
first home on the mountain, looking down some 2000 
feet to the Santa Clara Valley. But in 1950, 
depressed by his beloved wife Elsie's terminal illness, 
he sold off this property . He repurchased it, however, 
in 1951 , soon after marrying Eleanor. 


Now with his second wife by his side as 
hands-on helper in vineyard , cellar, marketing , and 
public relations work , Rusty Ray revived his long
held dream of creating a new vineyard domain that 
would produce an array of fine wines . He designed 
and built a larger home , made of concrete and with 
picture windows with expansive views in all 
directions , as a suitable setting for entertaining 
customers , both established and prospective, as well 
as people who would help promote the new Martin 
Ray wines. 


Visitors were enchanted by Eleanor Ray's 
talents as a hostess. Among the Rays ' many guests 
on Mt . Eden over the years were actor Burgess 
Meredith, publishers Alfred and Blanche Knopf, 
French winemaker Louis Latour , enologist Maynard 
Amerine, golfer Jack Nicklaus , wine writers John 


Melville , Robert Balzer, and Ernest Peninou, authors 
Angelo Pellegrini and Alec Waugh, chef James 
Beard, and aspiring winemakers David Bruce , Dave 
Bennion , Jack Davies , Warren Winiarski , and 
Robert Travers , as well as innumerable scientists , 
physicians , professors , generals , politicians , and 
entrepreneurs . At the top of Mt. Eden , with a 
panoramic view of the valley spread out below them, 
and the redwood-covered forests of the Santa Cruz 
Mountains seen at the skyline to the west , they 
enjoyed Eleanor's gourmet meals served with Martin 
Ray wine alongside fine European ones. For hours 
they would be regaled by tales told by Rusty , a 
charismatic raconteur; after dinner Eleanor often 
serenaded them with romantic Mexican songs , 
accompanying herself on the guitar. 


Besides engaging in various writing projects 
and inventing new recipes, which added to her 
reputation for conducting elegant dinner parties , 
Eleanor Ray created strikingly dramatic multicolored 
garments , such as tunics and long skirts , whose 
intricate patterns she designed herself and then 
carried out in what she called "needlepoint knitting." 
She was also an avid gardener-as when under
taking to populate barren areas around the houses on 
Mt. Eden with native shrubs, trees, and wildflowers , 
or when filling old wine casks with soil and 
developing raised beds , where she grew an 
impressive array of vegetables and fruits , including 
artichokes , raspberries , asparagus, and rhubarb. 


Had it not been for Eleanor Ray's sustained 
publicity efforts , it is probable that the Martin Ray 
label would not have achieved the attention it got 
from wine retailers and wine connoisseurs during the 
1950s and 1960s, and into the early 1970s , when Ray 
finally retired from winemaking , due more to legal 
problems than old age. Nor would his contentious 
voice have been heard as much and heeded by a 
small phalanx of devotees . For two and a half 
decades, Eleanor's correspondence skills and 
publicity talents were instrumental in marketing 
Martin Ray wines. Her humorous or eloquently 
descriptive letters to customers were cherished , as 
were her breezy newsletters periodically sent out to 
favorite customers, retailers , and restaurateurs , 
which described the latest Martin Ray wine releases, 
quoted from letters extolling particular vintages , or 
recounted a recent dramatic event . (The most 
popular one, reprinted later in her Vineyards in the 
Sky, detailed the social doings during the Vintage of 
1958.) 


Eleanor also greatly assisted her husband in 
his own letter writing and in producing a number of 
informative publications directed toward ratailers, 
wine writers, and wine-quality advocates. More often 
than not , she served as his "ghost writer ," drafting 











the text (which her husband may partially have 
dictated initially , though she certainly well knew and 
could spout his opinions on her own) ; afterwards he 
went over them for final approval and , whenever 
appropriate, added his signature . However , when 
Rusty made time to put his own hand to writing, 
especially in letters to close friends , he could be 
amazingly eloquent about the labors , perils , and 
frustrations of the vintner's life-whose abundant 
compensatory joys he and Eleanor always 
characterized as "The Good Life ." 


The Rays' communications , in both con
versation and correspondence , stressed the crucial 
need for establishing effective quality standards in 
California , and indeed America's , wine industry . The 
cause was noble but premature. Martin Ray , 
regarded by most of his peers as a cranky firebrand 
and treated as a "controversial" outcast , was denied 
mentions in most wine-promoting articles and books. 
But to idealistic young vintners who drank his potent 
varietal wines , Ray became an icon because of his 
classic techniques , perfectionism , and outspoken 
stand against the commercial wine industry of the 
time ; most acknowledged Eleanor's importance to 
"the quality fight" as well. In the Wine Revolution of 
the 1970s , the Rays' long , near-solitary crusade for 
quality regulations , for increased planting of fine 
varietal grapes , for appellations of origin , and other 
needed changes was vindicated. Yet their efforts had 
been largely and undeservedly ignored and forgotten 
except in a few books , notably Charles L. Sullivan's 
A Compam ·on to Cahforma Wine (University of 
California Press , 1998). 


In the years before copier machines and 
computers , the Rays made carbon copies of all their 
letters, including handwritten notes . And in the pre
desktop publishing era, Eleanor herself printed 
copies of their publications by the hundreds on a 
small , home-based duplicating machine , using 
stencils she had cut on her typewriter. They also 
saved all letters sent to them, which often 
accompanied wine orders. After receipt or in 
subsequent years , either or both of the Rays 
frequently handwrote or typed in commentaries on 
various letters . (As a frustration to future archivists 
and researchers , Eleanor , an inveterate scrapbook
assembler , sometimes removed interesting portions 
of letters , including ones to or from celebrities, and 
usually failed to identify the addressee or sender and 
the date. In her later years these pieces , not yet 
mounted in albums , remained in scattered file folders 
and boxes , to await a reuniting with their original 
contexts, done by others whenever possible.) 


Since the Rays' collected papers contain 
unique , invaluable materials for wine historians , 
wine scholars and winemakers will be interested to 
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know that the Martin Ray and Eleanor Ray Papers 
were recently contributed to Special Collections at 
the Shields Library of the University of California at 
Davis , now the main repository for documents 
relating to the history of the state's wine industry. 
(For more information , contact John L. Skarstad , 
Head , Special Collections: phone 530-752-1628 ; e
mail jlskarstad @ucdavis .edu.) 


After Rusty Ray's death in January of 1976 , 
his widow remained in their home. Eleanor enjoyed 
excellent physical health for her age, although as the 
years went by her mental functions , including her 
memory, slowly declined. Only in the last year of her 
life did her pace slow down signific antly , due to 
congestive heart failure. 


Fortunately , during the 1980s Eleanor Ray 
had basically written most of the text that would 
later appear in her biography/memoir of Martin Ray's 
life , including her years with him, Vineyards in the 
Sk y. Despite her efforts , she was unable to gain a 
trade publisher's acceptance of the book, so she 
circulated a photocopied , spiral-bound manuscript 
among friends ; copied again by others , it gained an 
enthusiastic "underground" readership. In 1992 her 
daughter, Barbara Marinacci , assumed responsibility 
for the project. While preparing the book for 
publication she made a cooperative production and 
distribution arrangement with Heritage West Books 
of Stockton , and added sections of new text that 
provided more background history and technical 
information about winegrowing and winemaking , 
often using the fictional narrative style already set by 
her mother. She also rescued entire chapters that 
Eleanor had discarded in an earlier attempt to 
reduce the book's wordage-chapters that Barbara 
felt contributed some of the "most endearing" insights 
into Martin Ray , such as the one telling of his 
romantic courtship of his first wife , Elsie . 


The book, published in 1993, has been much 
admired by readers , including wine writers. Anthony 
Dias Blue , for instance , called it a "gripping memoir 
that reads like a 'major' novel." (Virtually out of 
print now, a few copies are still available-contact 
Barbara Marinacci at 408-867-9450.) 


For the past decade of Eleanor Ray's life, her 
daughter Barbara, son-in-law Rudy , ancl several pets 
kept her company on Mt . Eden. In February of this 
year, when her overall condition began to require 
professional care , she left her mountain home for the 
last time , and entered Saratoga Retirement Com
munity's Health Care Center . There her passing 
away was gradual and peaceful. 


Eleanor Ray's three children have produced 
a total of nine grandchildren-eight boys and one 
girl. Barbara Marinacci is an author, editor, and 
nonprofit-management consultant . Eleanor's sons 
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are both well-known scientists. W. Barclay Kamb is 
Professor Emeritus of the Division of Earth and 
Planetary Sciences at the California Institute of 
Technology. Peter Martin Ray (who was adopted as 
an adult by Martin Ray and therefore took his 
surname) is Professor Emeritus of Biology at 
Stanford University. From his stepfather's death in 
1976 until the early 1980s , Peter was president of 
Martin Ray Vineyards , Inc . (Later, the Martin Ray 
name and wine inventory was sold to Codera Wine 
Group; the Martin Ray Winery now has a business 
office and tasting room in Graton, Sonoma County.) 


A private memorial service for Eleanor Ray 
was held by family members on Sunday , May 21, at 
her long-time Mt . Eden home in Saratoga. After
wards , per her instructions , her ashes were scattered 
on the vineyard property , together with those of both 
Martin Ray and Elsie Ray , retained for this occasion 
for many years. The ceremony gave symbolic closure 
to a dramatic and historic era in winemaking. 


"A Ylaeyord any Bw9u.ndlan would he proud oL" 
DR. MA YNAJID AMERINE 
· Au.lbor of "Table WlDea" 


A NOTE ON THE AUTHOR: Barbara Marinacci has been 
a book editor and writer for many years. After 
attending Reed College, Stanford University, and UC 
Berkeley , she began a career as an associate editor of 
trade books at a New York publishing house. Since 
that time she has written or coauthored nine 
nonfiction books: Leading Ladies: A Gallery of 
Famous Actresses; They Came from Italy: The 
Stories of Famous Italian-Americans; 0 Wondrous 
Singer.I- An Introduction to Walt Whitman; 
Commodity Speculation for Beginners: A Guide to 
the Futures Market ; Caliform ·a 's Spamsh Place
Names : What They Mean and How They Got There; 
Take Sunset Boulevard: A Los Angeles Guide; 
Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of Legendary Vintner 
Martin Ray; and Linus Pauling in His Own Words: 
Selections from His Speeches, Writings, and 
Interviews. Her latest book (Fall 1998) is Linus 
Pauling on Peace: A Scientist Speaks Out on 
Humanism and World Survival. She is currently 


ESTABLISHED 1852 


finishing coauthorship of 
Curing the Incurable, a 


"Wine which wlll make I.be Ylneyard known 
throu.qboul the world , , . with commendable ln· 
alalence Martin Ray baa withdrawn hLe wlnH from 
compatlaon wllh other Calilomla (wlnH } and HI 
h.il alcmdarda on par with any la. U.. world, Fa 
Yored by lortu.ne a.od with wladom to HlabU.h 
un.lque mcuketlaq practlcH (he) baa atepped Lnlo 
leadership of an la.duatry which may one day be 
able to emu.lale (bla) pwialic and claaaical meth· 


MADAME PINOT CHAMPAGNE •• $180 
FREE-RUN JUICE OF PINOT NIIR 


biography of German-Jewish 
emigre physician Dr. Max 
Gerson, and has already 
begun working with wine 
historian Charles L. Sullivan 
on a biography of winemaker 
Andre Tchelistcheff . A pro
posed biography, Wine Revo
lutionary. Martin Ray and the 
Battle for Fine Varietals , 
which Marinacci would write 
with Sullivan, has not yet 
found an interested publisher . 
Since the mid-1970s Barbara 
Marinacci has operated The 
Bookmill , an editorial service 
that assists in bringing a wide 
range of projects to the publi
cation stage, either as books · 
or articles. 


oc1 .. •• ROBERT LAWRENCE BALZER 
Author oJ "Caillomla 'a ... t WlDH " 


"(Kia cue) the 9rea l wlD•• al CalUomla ." 
ALEXl& LICHI.NE Aulhor of ''Tb.e WlD.H oJ FrGDce" 


''1'he bJ9hHI priced , mo•I expe1111lT•ly made . moat 
ccuelully botUe-a9ed nallTe Tinta9H la the cou.ntry 
. . . their quallly la ao hl9b they cGADot be •e9· 
lected ," MABON: "ABC of Amedca. '1 WblH " 


•· .. . the fiDHI Olld co,lllHt Callfonala wlDH ... 
comparable to the llnHl wlnes of Frallce ." 


MEL VILLE: "Guld• to CaWonila WinH " 


", , , wlDH comparable ba character Olld quallty to 
the llnHt Eu.rap.an 9rowtht ln tbelr 9realHl 
yoa, .. •· DR. ANGELO PELLEGRINI 


Author of "Th• UnpreJudlc:ed Palate " 


"Mr. Ray ... has done a lol to ralae the slandard1 
oJ wlnemakln9 1D CalUornla ." 


JOHN STORM : "AD lnTltalioo to wm .. .. 
"I'd laTe to try (hta Pi.not Nair) an a 9ood Bw9un · 
diGD. It would greatly asloniah h1m to 9et that ua · 
m.latakahle. unfor9ellable JlaTor ou.t of CaWon:lla. 
I'm alill excited when I think af (h.la wlDH) . , . they 
proTe what CalUorn.la COD do U ll •••r 9e1a arou.nd 
lo !allowla9 the beat pracUcH ol the lioesl Ewo
SHIGD Tlnerard.a. , .. H• baa mad• the best wlD.H 
lbal baTe •••r been made la. the UD..iled Statea. " 


JULIAN STREET Avtbor ol ""WIAH'" 


BLANC OE NO IR CHAMPAGNE •• $200 
PALE-GOLD RARITY, PINOT NOIR 
NOT CRUSHED, PRESSED~. 


SANG OE PINOT CHAMPAGNE •• $180 


CHAMPAGNE OE CHARDONNAY 
SUPERB~~~ 


PINOT NOIR 
1964 FIRST CRUSH 
1962, 1964 GREAT CRUSH 


CHARDONNAY 
1965 • •• 
1966 FIRST CRUSH, 1967 
1966, 1968 •••• , • 
F INEST CASK 1966, 1968 


CABERNET SAUVIGNON 


$180 


.$ 96 
• 180 


.$ 96 
120 


• 180 
240 


1965 •••••••••••• $ 96 
MARIAGE 1946-1949, UNIQUE, • 120 
1953, GREATEST OF CABERNETS. 180 


RETAIL CASE PRICES 


Martin Ray Price List- Brochure 1970 


Barbara , a native Californian 
born in San Jose, has three 
grown children. For almost 30 
years she lived and worked in 
the Los Angeles area. For the 
past 10 years she has lived in 
Saratoga, on a vineyard prop-
erty that overlooks the Santa 
Clara Valley. ti:) 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


" [INSTALLMENT V: Our ''stealth grape" enters the 20th 
century and races head-on into Prohibition. - Ed.] 


BAH! 
he amount of space I used to 
explain the origins of the 
Haraszthy legend and Zin
fandel really misrepresents 
its importance at the time. 
The great boom of the eight
ies was flattening out by 
1887. Industry leaders and 
promoters, except for Arpad 


Haraszthy , had little real interest about grapes' 
origins . Prices were falling and by 1893 the bottom 
had fallen out of the wine market. During the 
depression that lasted through 1897 farmers of all 
commodities faced economic disaster . Thousands 
went under. This was the time of the great agrarian 
revolt we call the Populist movement. 


The demand for wine plummeted . Dozens of 
winery owners in California were forced into bank
ruptcy . The great fact about the state 's vineyards 
was that there seemed to be too many of them . 
Overproduction was blamed by some for the wine 
industry 's ills. But not by all. Many blamed 
underconsumption and those who did pointed at the 
huge expanses of vineyard land created in California 
since 1878. Able wine pioneers like Napa's Charles 
Krug and Sonoma ' s Emil Dresel argued that there 
were too many vines planted in the wrong places, 
and that the result was poor wine that couldn't be 
sold except at rock-bottom prices. The same view was 
expressed by the professors in the University 's 
Department of Agriculture. Hilgard argued that mas
sive dumping of cargo wine on the market lowered 
the prices for all wine. 


When vineyard expansion in the 1880s came 
to Napa no one could say enough about the excellence 
of the clarets made from the new Zinfandel vineyards 
around St. Helena. Now people who complained 
about the quality of California table wine in general 
saw a unifying factor . The thousands of gallons being 
dumped in eastern markets were mostly Zinfandel 
clarets. Glen Ellen and Los Gatos Zinfandels might 
still be delicious , but everyone in the industry by 
1892 seemed well aware that Zinfandel was a culprit. 


Nevertheless , very little California wine was 
sold as a varietal. In fact much of the best coastal 
valley Zinfandels ended up blended with Cabernet 
Sauvignon and labeled California "Medoc." And lots 


was still actually being bottled with phony French 
labels and branded corks , a practice that did not 
become illegal until 1906. Thus, the typical consumer 
rarely saw a bottle labeled Zinfandel, except in 
Northern California where there were lots of 
experienced wine drinkers. The knock on Zinfandel 
came from within the industry itself , and in trade 
journals . Gradually there developed a fairly common 
prejudice , that Zinfandel was a "junk" grape . And to 
a certain extent this was true, so far as the thousands 
of acres planted in the Central Valley and Southern 
California were concerned. 


"Bah! I wouldn't crush a pound of Zinfandel." 
So was Paul Masson supposed to have said. But no 
matter how much poor , hot valley , overcropped Zin
fandel became a drug on the red table wine market in 
the 1890s, people who really knew wine knew very 
well how good a wine could come from a properly 
tended Zinfandel grown on the hillsides or on the 
upper slopes of coastal valleys. Professor Husmann 
understood the matter perfectly. "I have yet to see a 
red wine of any variety I would prefer to the best 
samples of Zinfandel produced in this state." 1 But, 
he complained, such samples were all too rare. He 
conceded that there was too much poor Zinfandel 
wine . 


But if planted on soils rich in iron, 
along our hillsides ... it will develop 
an abundance of sugar and fine 
flavor .... Grown on rich valley lands , 
it is a wine of little color and 
character and becomes an indifferent 
beverage .... A Zinfandel claret from 
locations best adopted to it , carefully 
made , is good enough for anyone . 


Before I leave the 19th century , having 
traced the path of the Zinfandel grape to California 
from New England and Long Island , and in less 
concrete fashion from Central Europe to the New 
World , I want to make a special point about this 
wine . The origins of the grape may be a bit mys
terious , but the home of the wine is not. The place of 
its origin is California! 


The Stealth Grape 
Lurking in Our Vineyards 


I have references to my research on California wine 
history in a computer database with about 28,000 
entries. I've read and indexed almost all beverage 
journals and relevant agricultural publications of the 
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19th century. And I've read through and indexed 
most of the California wine country newspapers, 
including the big city publications that have taken an 
interest in wine . (These are the only articles which I 
consider of real historical significance. I sometimes, 
but rarely , include wine writers' columns.) 


I have found a total of 627 articles on Zin
fandel or in which our grape has an important part. 
These date from the 1850s. For the years before 1900 
there are 257 entries on Zin. From 1900 to 1919 there 
are 11, from 1920 to 1960 but 22. Then, from 1961 to 
1997 there are 337. 


What's going on here? Only 33 important 
references to ZiPfandel over a period of sixty years? 


I think we have a situation which the great 
German historian Oswald Spengler would call a 
matter of "form and actuality ," or as he wrote it, 
"Gestalt und Wirklichkeit." The form of the matter, 
the manifest actuality, shows us that Zinfandel after 
1900 was not important in California. The actuality 
is just the opposite, partly due to the negative factors 
in people's minds from the 1890s. 


1. There was too much wine being produced. 
2. Much of this wine was poor to mediocre in 


quality. 
3. Overwhelmingly the vine planted most in 


the period 1878-1890 was Zinfandel. 
4. A large percentage of these grapes came 


from the hot Central Valley and con
tributed to the oversupply . 


Therefore : It is not a good idea for you to plant 
Zinfandel. Time and again Zinfandel was associated 
in readers' minds with what was wrong with the 
California wine industry. So if you really know the 
value of good Zinfandel, and you want to plant it in 
places where it will make good wine, you don't 
advertise the fact in the press or trade journals. 


Planting our Old Old-Vine Zin 
America began coming out of the great industrial 
depression of the nineties in 1897. Agricultural prices 
began rising , credit became readily available , con
sumer buying power was on the rise, and the flow of 
immigration picked up again. All these factors 
pointed to a rise in the demand for California wine. 
But the Golden State's wine industry had been suf
fering from more than just an economic depression. 
The phylloxera root louse had practically wiped out 
some of our finest vineyards. The bearing acreage in 
Napa Valley had fallen from about 21,000 in 1890 to 
little more than 3,000 in 1898 . It was almost as bad 
in the Sonoma , Santa Clara , and Livermore valleys. 


It was clear to anyone who could work the 
figures in 1898 that there was going to be a short 
supply of California wine and that investing in 
planting wine grape vines was going to be a good way 


to make money. The result was an explosion in 
vineyard planting , all over the state. This develop
ment was facilitated by University of California 
experts and several Northern California vineyardists 
between 1894 and 1897. During these years a 
satisfactory answer to the phylloxera problem was 
settled on. A native American vine, isolated by 
French scientists and named by them "Rupestris St. 
George," was identified as a universal rootstock, 
satisfactory for most California conditions . (Actually, 
better vines for specific conditions were identified in 
the years to come.) 


The deep spirit of gloom that had been 
hanging over California· s pre mi um wine growing 
regions began to evaporate after 1897. By the end of 
the century a new planting binge in established 
winegrowing areas ha ·d struck the California wine 
country. But new areas began to open as well. Much 
of this new expansion was large scale and industrial, 
the result of massive investment by capitalists with 
their eyes of rising wine prices. The southern Santa 
Clara Valley, Mendocino County, the Lodi
Woodbridge area , even the desert-like Cucamonga 
area of Southern California all became the home of 
huge new vineyards largely devoted to red table wine 
production. There were also thousands of acres 
planted in the San Joaquin Valley, but there the 
emphasis was on sweet wine production. 


This new planting was far more orderly than 
it had been twenty years earlier . Most of the vines 
planted were varieties with good yields and proven 
reputations for sound quality . (There was no 
significant growth in what we today call world class 
varietals, such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot 
Noir.) Zinfandel still had an important role but was 
nowhere nearly so dominant as before. We have no 
good statistics on varieties planted between 1898 and 
1915, but acreage at the beginning of Prohibition 
gives us a fairly accurate picture of which varieties 
were most numerous . They were Zinfandel , Carig
nane , Mataro (Mourvedre) , Grenache, and Durif, 
which Californians were by then mistakenly calling 
"Petite Sirah." In some areas in Sonoma and Napa 
Counties this variety became the red wine leader. 
But overall there was probably more Zinfandel 
planted in the Northern California coastal counties 
than any other variety. And there was hardly a word 
about it even in trade and farm journals. 


Thus it was that our old old-vines (OOV), 
which survive here and there today, were planted . 
I'll call "old-vine" the Zin planted during Prohibition , 
about three-quarters of a century ago . And there is a 
bit of old , old old-vine Zin that survived the 
phylloxera devastation of the 1890s and lives today. 
Some of it is in Amador County, in the Sierra 
Foothills , where phylloxera arrived late or not at all. 
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Other vines were planted on good resistant rootstock 
before 1900 and still live . An example is a patch of 
Zinfandel vines on the Kunde Estate near Glen Ellen 
in Sonoma County . , 


From 1900 to 1920 Zinfandel was just 
another variety that was part of most producers ' 
clarets. People who wanted a truly fine claret in what 
they thought was a European style bought wine 
made from red Bordeaux varieties, particularly 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Such California wine almost 
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always traveled under labels that bore the generic 
term "Medoc." But the yields on such red Bordeaux 
varieties were low and man y wine houses , when 
making their blends , knew that a healthy shot of 
good Zinfandel made their house Medoc more profit
able and didn ' t hurt it at all. But you can be sure 
that there was no mention of the Zin on the label. 
When people did speak about such matters it was 
always on the q.t. And, as I have noted , there was 
virtually no mention of Zinfandel in the press. 


We get a revealing statistical picture of the Zinfandel I claret situation from a survey made by 
the California Agricultural Society published in 1907, right after the planting frenzy had cooled some. 
County production figures were recorded for several types of wine , mostly for 1906. The stats for most 
counties were recorded for generic wines such as sauterne , burgundy , and claret. But some counties did 
report a few varietal numbers , Zinfandel and Riesling the only two of importance, although a few 
Cabernet gallons were also recorded . If we accept the idea that almost all California claret was well laced 
with Zinfandel , we can get a fair picture of the extent to which our stealth grape was lurking in 
California vineyards . I have selected the statistics I thought of most interest . 


1906 - GALLONS OF WINE PRODUCED 
SELECTED COUNTIES , SELECTED GENERICS AND VARIETALS 


County Zinfandel Claret Burgundy Cabernet Riesling 
Alameda 119,000 581,500 22 ,500 17,000 17,000 
Contra Costa 0 900 ,000 3,000 4,500 8,000 
Los Angeles 50,500 650,000 6,000 6,000 0 
Napa 0 1, 173,700 75,000 0 735,600 
Sacramento 0 1, 140,000 0 0 0 
San Bernardino 115,000 1, 150,000 1,000 0 5,800 
San Joaquin 0 546,975 0 0 4,300 
Santa Cruz 0 364,000 0 0 40 ,350 
Sonoma 7,080 ,000 4,224,000 304,000 400 ,000 528,000 


Please don ' t take these statistics too seriously, particularly those for Riesling. Heaven knows 
what was included. But we can see that Napa red table wine wanted to be called "claret ," without 
mention of Zinfandel , for all the approximately 3,000 acres of that vine in the county . And in Sonoma , 
which is true of the popular image today , if not reflected in official stats , Zinfandel was King of the Red 
Wine Grapes . And county officials reported it as such . (Cab leads Zin about 1.6-1.0 in Sonoma today. 
Actually , it is currently Mendocino where Zin is king of the reds in the coastal counties .) 


There were Zinfandels labeled as such pro
duced between 1900 and 1919, but most of these 
stayed on the West Coast. Easterners were far more 
comfortable with labels that simply read "claret." But 
California win e drinkers knew what Zinfandel was 
and they were happy to drink it under its varietal 
name. 


In 1915 the people of the San Francisco Bay 
Area told the world that they had totally recovered 
from the 1906 Earthquake by hosting the Panama
Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco , 
where toda y' s Marina district stands . Officiall y, the 
month-long event celebrated the opening of the 
Panama Canal . July 14 wa s, of course , Bastille Day, 


but it was also wine day at the P.P .I.E. An inter
national jury was assembled to evaluate California 
wines . We don ' t know how man y Zinfandels were 
exhibited as such , but nine from identifiable sources 
won gold medals , all but one from Sonoma and Napa . 
There were also three Zinfandel golds to produc ers 
whose wines might have come from several area s . 


Thus did the stealth grape finally mak e it 
into print in 20th century California newspapers and 
trade journals . There were also four golds awarded to 
wines labeled "claret ." How much Zinfandel was 
involved we cannot tell , but we can be secure in the 
idea that wines such as Gundlach-Bundschu Hui
chica Table Claret had plenty of Zin in their makeup . 


-.----
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Prohibition and the Fresh Grape Deal 
Grapes Actually Have Names? 


Wine industry leaders were trying to sell more than 
wine at the P.P.I.E. By 1915 the threat of national 
prohibition was palpable. Before the fair they sent a 
team of film makers around the state collecting 
material for a movie on California winegrowing. As 
shown to more than 100,000 visitors to the Expo's 
Wine Palace it depicted California wine as the 
product of happy, solid farmers and dedicated 
entrepreneurs whose tidy wineries placed a healthy 
beverage on the tables of ordinary Americans. There 
was almost nothing on the growing industrialization 
of California wine. There was nothing on the grape 
brandy and fortified ports and sherries commonly 
sold in American saloons. 


But this and other attempts by Californians 
to resist Prohibition were useless in the face of Anti
Saloon League propaganda and a wave of patriotic 
fervor after America entered World War I in 1917. 
Most Americans knew nothing about wine , except 
that immigrants and rich people drank lots of it. The 
18th Amendment was ratified in 1919 and went into 
effect January 16, 1920. Sale, production, and trans
portation of alcoholic beverages was to be illegal. 
Congress might have ruled table wine outside this 
prohibition; many thought this would be the case. 
But there was no chance. Wine might be produced 
commercially for medical and religious purposes, but 
not as a beverage. 


Before the new amendment went into effect 
Congress set up its enforcement apparatus with the 
Volstead Act. Apparently wine was to be illegal, since 
the line was drawn at one half of one percent to 
define an alcoholic beverage . But heads of households 
were still permitted to produce cider and fruit juices 
in their homes. However , the one half per cent line 
did not apply fo! such beverages. Congress decided 
that officials had to prove in court that such a 
beverage in question was in fact intoxicating. Thus 
was the California wine grape industry saved. Every 
attempt in the twenties by puritanical and I or legal
istic law enforcement officials to challenge home
made wine in the courts was defeated. And there 
were very few cases . 


The fact that wine was a natural product , 
unlike beer and whiskey, had a powerful effect on 
public opinion. Even though most Americans never 
drank wine in any form , they were not inclined to 
fine or imprison their neighbors for allowing a barrel 
or four of crushed fruit to ferment . 


Why four? Because the old federal rule had 
allowed the head of a household to make up to 200 
gallons of wine per year (four 50-gallon barrels). All 
a person had to do was to apply for a free permit. The 
resulting wine might not be sold or given away , but 


a family had about 1,000 bottles of wine per year, 
almost three bottles per day. 


In fact, Treasury Department officials didn't 
give a hoot about homemade wine. They had serious 
problems of enforcement to fill their working hours. 
The country was awash in illegal booze and beer for 
more than thirteen years while Americans legally 
consumed between four and six billion bottles of 
homemade wine. 


The "fresh grape deal" took almost everyone 
in the California wine and grape industry by 
surprise , but the nature of the bonanza was soon 
understood. For almost half a century central and 
Southern California grape growers had been shipping 
fresh table grapes to eastern markets beyond the 
Sierras. But the idea of shipping fresh wine grapes to 
potential home winemakers was a fairly new one. 


The first recorded shipment was a 1910 load 
of Zinfandel sent to Chicago from Lodi in lug boxes. 
By 1915 a few San Joaquin County shippers were 
developing a real trade to several eastern cities. It 
amounted to about 750 cars, each car loaded with 
lugs totaling about fifteen tons of grapes. Hardly 
anyone paid any attention to this commerce. 


But when America went to war in 1917 talk 
of taxes on wine , threats of prohibition, and actual 
wine shortages changed matters dramatically. On top 
of these factors immigrant families in the Midwest 
and along the East Coast were catching on to home 
winemaking in a powerful way. In the past some 
made wine from eastern varieties, particularly from 
Concords. But such wine would never have a wide 
appeal among people who knew what wine from good 
vinifera grapes tasted like. By 1917 the home 
winemaking fad had really started catching on, 
particularly when tasty red varieties arrived in good 
condition in refrigerated cars, just a few days after 
they had been picked. 


In 1917 about 4,000 carloads went east, in 
1918 almost 6,000. By far most of these loadings took 
place in Fresno and San Joaquin Counties. But no 
one , at least publicly , was talking about eastern 
markets as the salvation of California's wine grape 
vineyards . 


All this changed in 1919. By then the war 
was over, but national prohibition was a sure thing in 
January of the next year. In May California wine and 
grape men got a look at the Volstead Act. If it passed 
as submitted to Congress wine for the table was not 
to be spared. Congress finally passed the bill October 
28th. President Wilson immediately vetoed the 
measure as an unwarranted intrusion into 
Americans' private lives. Two hours later a cheering 
Congress overrode the veto. The gloom around 
California wineries was oppressive. 


But two months earlier agents for California 











vineyard interests were lining up eastern wholesale 
wine grape buyers. The word was out everywhere in 
the country. Commercial wine was a dead item , but 
you can buy grapes and ma~ your own. Almost 
10,000 carloads of wine grapes headed east out of the 
Central Valley in 1919. About 2,000 more were 
distributed in the California market itself , mostly in 
the Bay Area . 


The first wine grapes east had been Zinfan
del , but between 1915 and 1919 the market shifted . 
In 1919 the Alicante Bouschet was the leader in 
eastern shipments . Home winemakers liked it for two 
reasons . Its thick skin allowed it to arrive at its 
destination in fairly good condition ; it looked good. 
Second , it was what wine people call a "dyer" grape. 
It gave wonderfully deep ruby color to a young wine. 
But the resulting wine was quite coarse and lacked 
any of the flavors we associate with really good red 
table wine. The market didn ' t ·seem to care. There 
were 293 ,834 lugs of Alicantes on the cars headed 
east in 1919. There were 272 ,740 lugs ofZinfandel. 


Other red wine grapes important in the fresh 
grape deal were Carignane , Petite Si.rah, Mission , 
and Mourvedre (Mataro ). The only white grape of 
any importance was the Muscat of Alexandria which 
some home winemakers used to tone down the 
Alicantes and to give the resulting wine better flavor . 
Everyone developed his own formula . 


The eastern demand in 1919 was a happy 
surpri se to California vineyardists . The next two 
years proved that the fresh grape deal of that year 
was no fluke . Leaders of the former wine industry 
couldn ' t understand it. Such a market simply could 
not continue. Soon gallon cans of grape juice concen
trate would surely replace the clumsy 25 pound lugs. 
The economic advantages were obvious , but it never 
happened. Concentrates did become a part of home 
winemaking during Prohibition but never provided 
as much as 20% of the total juice fermented . 


There was obviousl y some kind of satisfying 
aesthetic to being able to look over the different 
varieties available , determining ·their condition , and 
working out the formula for that vintage ' s cuvee . 
People discovered that wine grape varieties actually 
had names , and they learned them . Some of them 
also learned California geography , for certain 
varieties from one area seemed to make better wine 
than the same variet y from another . By 1922 only 
dullards and ignoramuses confused grapes from 
Sonoma with those from Fresno . (Clever salesmen , 
nevertheless , learned ways to expand apparent 
Sonoma production man y times over. ) 


At the end of the 1919 season there were 
about 170,000 acres of wine grapes in California , 
approximatel y 45% of them Zinfandel , four times as 
many acres as Alicante Bouschet . The average lug in 
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the New York City market for the coarse , well
colored Alicante had been $2.45, almost fifty cents 
better than Zinfandel or any other red wine variety. 


In the spring of 1920 there was a rush to 
plant wine grapes in the Central Valley, in Southern 
California , and in the coastal counties of Northern 
California. The economics were clear - plant Ali
cantes! At University of California , Berkeley, the 
learned Professor Frederic Bioletti added his voice 
and warned against planting Zinfandel. The skin was 
too tender for shipping , he wrote, and the tight 
bunches tended to rot. Those in the industry who had 
grown up listening to the knock on Zinfandel since 
the 1890s knew what he was talking about. 


At first the planters listened and Zinfandel 
acreage changed not at all. In fact , in some places 
like Napa and Livermore large numbers of Zinfandel 
vines were grafted over to Alicante. More than 85% 
of the white wine varieties were grafted over or 
ripped up. One might wonder what happened to all 
the acres of world class wine grapes like the Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Riesling , which didn ' t ship well. Non
historian wine writers declaiming on the tragedy of 
Prohibition are always weeping about the disappear
ance of these vines. But actually, they amounted to 
only about 2% of California's wine grape acreage in 
1919 . (And this percentage changed very little after 
Repeal. There was not a large market for fine Cali
fornia wine until the 1960s. ) 


The prejudice against Zinfandel was short
lived , so far as shipping was concerned. It didn't take 
long for a sizeable number of eastern connoisseurs , 
but by no means a majority , to discover that Zin
fandel packed a really recognizable varietal flavor . 
And , unlike Carignane and Mourvedre, it didn't 
make a happy blend with the Alicante. Its flavors 
were simply lost. If you wanted that delicious 
raspberry fruit , Zinfandel did best when it stood 
alone , although it didn't suffer if blended a bit with 
Petite Si.rah and Carignane . 


By 1922 30,767 acres of wine grapes had 
been added to the California total , which continued 
to grow until 1925. More than 60% of this expansion 
was in the Central Valley and Southern California . 
The 1922 planting frenzy also saw lots of Zinfandel 
added in Sonoma and Mendocino. But the added 
acreage around Lodi dwarfed the coastal counties ' 
totals . 


By 1922 the solid market for Zinfandel grapes 
in California and in certain East Coast markets could 
not be denied. Through most of Prohibition, until 
1928, it kept its number two out-of-state position 
behind the Alicante , but way behind. At its height , 
from 1925 to 1927, it averaged only 40% of total 
Alicante eastern sales. Then Carignane took over 
second place in 1928, pr imarily because more and 
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more Zinfandel was staying in the Golden State for 
the home market. By 1932 Zinfandel was averaging 
only 27% of the Alicante shipments . In 1925 almost 
10,000 carloads of Zin headed east; in 1932 the total 
was just over 4,000, and these overwhelmingly from 
San Joaquin and Fresno Counties . 


The greater New York City area dominated 
the eastern market for California wine grapes 
throughout Prohibition, often accounting for as much 
as 60% of the total. Then came Boston (where 
Zinfandel was king) , Chicago, Philadelphia, Newark , 
and Pittsburgh . But overall the San Francisco Bay 
Area ranked number two, and San Francisco itself 
was just behind Chicago . 


The Bay Area Market 
A small but important part of the greatest Zinfandel 
we drink today comes to us as a result of what 
happened along the Drumm Street railroad tracks in 
San Francisco during the dry years. Here , in Sep
tember and October , the cars loaded with Sonoma, 
Mendocino, and Napa wine grapes were pulled up 
and opened for examination by the local wine 
cognoscenti. 


The City sits atop a peninsula and for years 
before and after the building of the bay's great 
bridges in the 1930s, freight cars coming from the 
north and east crossed the bay on huge barges pulled 
by tug boats. The Drumm Street tracks lie close to 
the terminals where the cars came ashore. It was the 
profitability of the trade in Zinfandel along these 
tracks that encouraged so many small-scale North 
Coast vineyardists to plant, keep , or expand their 
holdings of that variety. 


We're still benefiting from what those folks , 
mostly Italian families , did to help pay off the 
mortgage between 1920 and 1925. That's when most 
of our surviving Old Vine Zinfandel was planted. Of 
the vines that survive, most are in the North Coast. 
But there are also a few in Solano , Contra Costa, and 
Santa Clara Counties. There are also some old vines 
farther south in the Central Coast and in the Sierra 
Foothills . Where most Prohibition Zinfandel vines 
were planted , in the Central Valley , almost none 
survives , and it really doesn ' t matter . But there is 
one exception , around Lodi-Woodbridge , where a few 
families have saved some old vines and still make 
very good wines. I'll tell you about some of these 
gnarled aristocrats later. 


Every September-October huge tonnages of 
black grapes , mostly Zinfandel , were sold all over the 
Bay Area. In San Jose salesmen cruised the 
neighborhoods in trucks , selling from door to door. 
Livermore grapes were trucked over the hills to 
Oakland and Hayward. The towns on the San 
Francisco Peninsula were all well supplied by local 


jobbers who brought grapes up from Mountain View 
and Cupertino. By the end of Prohibition very few 
grapes headed east from the Santa Clara Valley, so 
strong was the local market. 


But the center of it all, the place where the 
prices were set and the savvyest buyers stroked their 
mustaches as they spotted the choicest loads in the 
Northwestern Pacific cars , was along the Drumm 
Street tracks in San Francisco. 


Not everyone was a connoisseur. The first 
cars to arrive were usually from the Central Valley 
and went cheaply . For all that I have said , most of 
the trade in San Francisco was in Central Valley 
grapes. The jobbers sold 2,968 carloads here to home 
winemakers in 1923, and only about 25% came from 
Sonoma I Mendocino I Napa. But those who bought 
these grapes paid quite a bit more for them and were 
happy to do so. 


The Northwestern Pacific was a little railroad 
that ran out of the redwoods above Ukiah, through 
Mendocino and Sonoma County to the Marin County 
piers at Tiburon and Saucelito. From there the cars 
were tugged on barges across the bay to the piers 
near Drumm Street. The grapes the experts were 
most interested in came from the Italian-Swiss 
Colony vineyards south of Cloverdale. But buyers 
knew that towns like Santa Rosa and Healdsburg 
were also trustworthy shipping points. Jobbers might 
chalk "Healdsburg" on a Southern Pacific car from 
Fresno, but the connoisseurs knew the NWP cars 
held the precious Zinfandel , Carignane, and Petite 
Sirah from the better vineyards. 


Each year the trade became more complex 
and competitive. Crushers went up near the point of 
sale; you could buy your grapes and pick them up 
crushed into an open top barrel you could use as a 
fermenter , free if you brought back last year's 
cleaned up. By 1925 the barrel could be delivered to 
your home and plopped into the cellar. Salesmen also 
began supplying buyers with packets of chemicals to 
help ensure a good fermentation, pure yeast cultures 
and sulfite crystals. 


A New York Times reporter told of walking 
through the North Beach section of San Francisco at 
the end of the 1929 vintage. 


A walk through the Italian quarter 
reveals wine presses drying in the 
sun in front of many houses. The air 
is heavy with the pungent odor of 
fermenting vats in garages and base
ments. Smiling policemen frequently 
help the owners of these presses to 
shoo away children who use them for 
improvised rocking horses . 


A similar picture might be seen in eastern 
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and Midwestern Cities . But there the Zinfandel was 
less likely to arrive in first-class condition , whatever 
might be chalked on the boxcars. Except in Boston no 
great passion for Zinfandel developed east of the 
Rockies. Only in California , where "Zinfandel" was 
already a part of the wine drinker's vocabulary , did 
Zin make a truly lasting impression. In the Bay Area 
were the "most discriminating buyers in the United 
States ," according to wine industry leader E. A. 
Rossi . "They know the geography of the grape 
districts; they know their varieties." 


Shortly after the Great Crash in 1929 Horatio 
Stoll , founder of the industry trade journal Wmes & 
Vines, concluded the Zinfandel was the country's 
most popular wine grape , not because more were sold 
but because wine from the best of these grapes made 
the best wine . lt was just too bad that the folks 
outside of California rarely saw _ the best of them . In 
Northern California knowledgeable buyers were 
willing to find such grapes and to pay extra for them . 
(Average prices tell us nothing since they always 
included overwhelm ingly grapes from the Central 
Valley .) Stoll wrote that these folks were "the best 
class of grape buyers, interested primarily in flavor ." 
We know that this is what Zinfandel is all about
FLAV OR! 


No amendment to the Constitution had ever 
been later rejected . In 1920 most Americans thought 
national Prohibition might never end . Clarence Dar
row remarked in 1921 that repeal was impossible. 
"One might as well talk about taking his summer 
vacation on Mars ." 


But the Great Depression and a national 
revulsion at the evil social consequences of Pro
hibition did bring Repeal in 1933. Unfortunately , 
what taste for good wines Americans had had before 
1920 was almost gone. In the words of historian 
Thomas Pinney , the worst consequence of Prohibition 
was "the way in which it had warped American 
attitudes towards drinking .... If they were older 
Americans they had forgotten what the civilized use 
of wine was ; if the y were youn ·ger , they had never 
known ." 


By the time the siren blew atop San 
Francisco's Ferry Building on 5 December 1933, 
announcing the repeal of the 18th Amendment , the 
small American interest in fine wine that had 
developed before the 1920s had all but vanished from 
the land . Luckily one of the places where a hint of 
that interest remained was Northern California . 


[Tobe contmued next issue.] 


~~~~~-NOTES~~~~~~~~~~-
1. George Hu smann . America n Grape -Growing and Wine Mak ing 
(New York , 1902): 201-202. 
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----=== NEWS • & NOTES=== . 


"If the erudite Darrell Corti says that I must be a 
member of your organization, then I should!" ex
claimed new member Christopher Herbert. A flat
tering notice entitled "Newsletters Well Worth Your 
Time" in the Spring 2000 Corti Bros. Newsletter 
produced a hearty bunch of new Tendrils. Thanks, 
Darrell! Welcome to all! (See enclosed Roster 
Update sheet for all new members .) Hans Weiss I 
Bibliotheca Gastronomica Books informs us of 
his new website : www.antiquariat.net/gastronomica. 
For the time being he shall continue to produce his 
catalogue . 


BOUNTIFUL HARVEST!! 
We try to keep our Newsletter pruned to twenty
pages per issue ... not usually a difficult task ... but 
with so many great Tendril contributions to present 
this time , we happily exceeded our limit. Heartfelt 
thanks to all! Enjoy the harvest! 


RECOMMENDED NEW TITLES: 
A History, a Companion, and Two 


Bibliographies 
• From Cornell University , The First 100 Years of 
the New York Agricultural Experiment Station 
at Geneva, N.Y. , by P .J. Chapman and E.H. Glass , 
309 pp . Cloth-bound $35.05; soft cover $28.95. May 
be ordered from the university: M & TS Resource Ctr , 
7-8 Cornell Business I Technology Park , Ithaca , N.Y. 
14850. w 607-255-7660 . Prices include shipping . 
• The Oxford Companion to Wine , 2nd edition , 
edited by Jancis Robinson, 820 pp . 9" x 11". Oxford 
I New York: Oxford University Press. , Cloth $65 . 
Nearly three-fourths of the 1994 first edition's 3,000 
entries have been revised and 500 new entries 
included, with new color illustrations. Even if you 
have the first , you should have the second. 
• American Books on Food and Drink. A Bibh"o
graphical Catalog of the Cookbook Collection Housed 
in The Lilly Library at the Indiana University , by 
William R. Cagle & Lisa K. Stafford , 794 pp. Cloth 
$95. New Castle , DE: Oak Knoll Press . A compre
hensive bibliograph y of the famed Lilly Library 
cookbook collection , covers not only gastronomy , but 
the related fields of wine-making , diet , herb garden
ing , etc. of works published from 1739 to 1951. 
• A Matter of Taste. A BibHographical Catalogue 
of International Books on Food and Drmk 111 the Lilly 
Library , by William R. Cagle , 991 pp. (Oak Knoll 
Press , 1999). This revised and expanded 2nd edition 
has hundreds of titles not in the first. (The original 
edition , published in 1990 by Garland in a limited 
printing of only 150 copies , is now quite scarce.) 


News & Notes continued on p .22. .. 
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[In our April issue , Paul Roberts' book, From this 
Hill, My Hand, Cynthiana's Wine , was reviewed. 
Here is a further word . . . - Ed.] 


"HERMANN'S CHOICE" 


24 June 2000 
Cynthiana von Oldnick 
Dry Hill 
Hermann , Missouri 


Madame Editor! 
Since you honor me with a request for my 


insight into the Cynthiana question , I beg your for
bearance while I eulogize my namesake's life at 
Hermann. As a Hermanner (Herr Paul Roberts 
refers to us as "Hermannites ," an Anglicized moniker 
that smacks of a nasty vineyard pest ) and a spiritual 
daughter of George Husmann , I laud the efforts of 
modern Missouri wineries to recapture the glory that 
was Cynthiana in the 19th century ; however , it is a 
sad fact that we can never regain its genuine spirit. 


Friend Husmann , as you know , introduced us 
to the Cynthiana in 1858. As pleased as we had been 
with the Norton's Virginia Seedling , our delight with 
this new vine surpassed all expectation. Cynthiana 
accounted for the rudd y glow on German growers' 
cheeks. Like them , it rooted in Missouri soil and 
flourished, requiring no better home : in winter 
drowsing under ice and snow ; in summer defying rot 
and mildew. Our parents pulled themselves up on its 
sturdy vines . We children drank it watered , and 
thrived . In spring we marveled at its bronzy buds , 
the promise of tiny rose-tipped leaves and hard green 
berries along its prosperous shoots . In summer we 
sat shadowed by its canopies of bright green leaves , 
the vines and we stretching jointly toward fruition. 
At harvest time we laced the shouldered bunches 
round our necks and ran beside the wagon , taunting 
Bacchus on his barrel throne. At Maifest it was 
ladled in our lemonade to blush it pink : a reward for 
maypole dancing. At Easter it transfigured on our 
altars into Chri st 's blood. At Christmas , warmed and 
spic y, it beguil ed gruff Pelz Nichol to treat us well . 
It heralded our new years ; toasted our brides ; rallied 
our sick ; feted our friends ; soothed our grief ; brought 
us renown . The Civil War matured it , as it did us. It 
bore with us the shock and shame of World War I. 
Throughout six decades , in bad time s and good, it 
supported and ennobled us . Yet , in the misery of 
Prohibition , we, who had nurtured it best , destroyed 
the Cynthiana , at a whim of our adopted homeland. 
We shall not again savor the precise taste of triumph 
that was Cynthiana 's wine. 


I find the title of Paul Roberts' memoir , From 
This Hill, My Hand, Cy nthiana 's Wine, misleading . 


His book is not about Cynthiana 's wine but about 
Paul Roberts' wine . Although he states that at his 
initial tasting of the Missouri wine "bells and 
whistles and smoking wheels whirred" in his head, 
and the wine further thrilled him via the palpable 
-and palatable-link it formed to early wine history , 
he has chosen not to accept the challenge to create a 
fine authentic varietal wine , but has set out to 
"improve" upon it. Concerning his proprietary blend 
of aestivalis , vinifera, and hybrid grapes he remarks, 
"I liked it best .. .It fulfilled my objective of making a 
wine that didn't taste like any other . That was what 
mattered then: my wine , wine unique to my ego, was 
the objective." He desires most, he tells us , to taste 
his own hand in a bottle of wine. (Self-indulgence 
akin , I imagine , to that of the market schemer who 
first created "white" Zinfandel-a shoddy mistreat
ment of a noble red grape .) Not that blending is 
despicable: far from it, I agree that it has a worthy 
tradition . A good blend is highly quaffable and often 


Fil', U.-or11'l'lllil!f.&.. 


[From George Husm ann, Am erican Grape Growing ... , 1880) 


saves a vintage or improves a grape . Herr Roberts 
has an inarguable option to follow his inclination . 
But a blend of Cynthiana with several other varieties 
cannot be honored as an authentic representation of 
that famous American vine's wine. Instead , it cries 
out for a generic or proprietary tag. My own com
parative tasting of pure Cynthiana I Norton wines 
alongside certain Virginia blends left me in favor of 
the pure varietal ; but palates , like writers and wine
makers , are notoriousl y idiosyncratic . Several years 











ago the Augusta Winery bottled a limited quantity of 
a Cynthiana that I felt must nearly represent the 
historical ideal. Chauvinistically , I can't help won
dering whether winemakers in other regions blend 
the grape in order to compensate for the fact that 
with them it does not ripen to the fullness of its 
potential , as it does , so effortlessly , in Missouri. Herr 
Roberts boasts of the success of his blend when 
carried to California , and I do not doubt it. I have 
offered samples of our pure local produce to 
experienced Napa Valley and Sonoma wine judges , 
and have enjoyed the stir that it provokes. You , I 
recall , have also witnessed that thunderstruck 
response when expectation collides with reality. 


While Roberts snickers at the propensity of a 
few Missouri wineries to employ the Cynthiana label 
based on its superior romantic appeal over the blunt , 
unmusical name "Norton ," he , himself , epitomizes 
the practice . He acknowledges the need to make a 
choice , and asserts his claim to the Cynthiana title 
under the auspices of having imported Post 
Vineyard's Arkansas vines , labeled "Cynthiana." 
Zehr gut. Missouri growers with whom I'm 
acquainted obtained their vines from that same 
excellent source , each then exercising his own quirk 
in labeling his wine-exactly as does Roberts . (The 
author's descriptions of characteristics of "Cynthi
ana" wine most often strike me as specifically those 
historically ascribed to the Norton's Virginia Seed
ling , as documented in slews of nineteenth century 
vinicultural reports .) 


Fie . 21. 


~ORTON 'S V 1a<.:11HA-B trrU11 l diam.tier. 


[From Husmann , Culti vati on of the Nativ e Grape, 1866] 
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The exception to the dispute is the small circa 
1860 vineyard retained by Stone Hill Winery, which 
is historically documented as Norton's Virginia 
Seedling and has undergone DNA testing . It is 
consistent with the other vines tested in those 
studies , including Post's Cynthiana . Author Roberts 
hints that Hermann wineries stubbornly cling to the 
Norton label in sly and pointed defiance of the 
Arkansas preference for Cynthiana . "Humbug!" as 
Friend Husmann would have said. In fact, this 
choice simply reflects a local tradition that was better 
documented in 20th century lore than was the prior 
transcendence of the elusive Cynthiana . Far from 
conspiring against the Cynthiana , Stone Hill's 
viticulturist , Jon Held (educated in California and 
Switzerland) , says that , given his preference, he 
would plant only Post's Cynthiana for producing a 
premium red varietal , eschewing the popular red 
French hybrids that now clutter up his vineyards and 
wine caves. Jon does not quibble over names. He 
calls his Arkansas vines Cynthiana , while the winery 
bottles their produce as Norton , in continuance of a 
label established by his father , at the reopening of 
Stone Hill in the 1960s . 


As an aside , during the week of this writing, 
the Hermann paper announced that Stone Hill is 
replanting its famous hillside at the winery in 
"Norton" vines , recreating its historical ambience. I 
bracket the name in quotes because I know what they 
are planting are Post's Cynthiana vines. The winery 
is also expanding its production to over 200 ,000 
gallons-equaling its production during the 1880s . It 
remains Missouri's largest wine producer . As you're 
aware , Stone Hill was the second largest winery in 
the nation , prior to Prohibition , producing 1.25 
million gallons . (Herr Roberts says third largest , but 
is mistaken . It was third largest in the world at that 
time . This and other factual blunders undermine the 
authority of his historical review.) 


However , concerning modern wine, I quibble 
over names no more than does Stone Hill . DNA 
testing on extant vines in cultivation suggests that 
today we may claim no genuine Cynthiana vines. My 
fear is that this treasure dissolved into a genetic 
mishmash of aestivaHs that came into production 
when vineyards were replanted following Pro
hibition . Perhaps Cynthiana still exists in the wild, 
or perhaps its specific ancestry is lost. But I 
maintain within my marrow the certainty that 
Cynthiana flourished here . And common sense , no 
less than intuition , assures me that those con
temporary experts-"farmers" in the exemplary sense 
that Roberts approves-including Husmann, 
Muench, Rommel, Poeschel, Grein, and Langen
doerfer, whose hearts beat in rhythm with the pulse 
of their vines , were not mistaken when they testified 
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to the differences they observed between those 
fraternal twins . They grew the Cynthiana and the 
Norton's Virginia Seedling side by side, in identical 
conditions in their Missouri vineyards. They were 
unusually observant and far from fatuous; so I must 
question the acuteness of those of their colleagues 
elsewhere who failed to see the difference. 


My primary objection to Roberts' book , after 
denouncing the accuracy of its title , is that it serves 
to perpetuate the Cynthiana I Norton blur . His text 
avoids making the name choice he recommends: it 
veers erratically between the two , generally defying 
any identifiable pattern or logic that the reader 
might follow. He talks of the two in wholly inter
changeable terms throughout, leaving in the mind of 
uninitiated readers the impression that the two 
varieties are a case of double naming , like Cigar Box 
and Norton , but with an amusing little intrigue , in
vented by winemakers , tossed in to spark interest. 


While the Cynthiana I Norton blur is sadly 
real today, the historical distinctions can be clearly 
limned ; and modern accounts , as well as historical , 
can be relayed accurately , as to the variety they 
purport to concern. The author does not consistently 
provide this clarity. Indeed , he often misleads us . 
Readers unfamiliar with his sources cannot place his 
references in proper context , and should not rely on 
his portrayals . Being familiar with his sources , I 
suspect Roberts discovered too little material directly 
bearing on the Cynthiana with which to flesh out his 
work , prompting him to "borrow" from the generous 
stock of Norton reports . 


Though he doesn't come out with it candidly , 
Roberts appears to espouse the one-vine theory . The 
catch, for him , is that if there were ·only one vine , it 
would be the Norton's Virginia Seedling taking prece
dence, not Cynthiana. It seems Herr Roberts wants 
to have his wine and drink it , too. 


In answer to Roberts' rather sour and contra
dictory speculations on the finer properties and 
ageing potential of Norton wines , I'll add that I par
ticipated with Gerald Asher in the vertical tasting of 
Stone Hill Nortons , to which the author alludes 
(although he insists on calling them "Cynthiana ," 
perhaps because the press was positive) . I distinctly 
recall the term "elegant" entering into Gerald's 
description of the oldest vintages. His judgment, not 
to mention my own , is inconsistent with Roberts' 
assertion that the pure wine is a "rough and ready," 
grape jammy libation , in need of his blending refine
ments . 


You mustn't take my criticism more seriously 
than intended, Madame Editor . Paul Roberts' love of 
his vines and his wine craft shines through his 
memoir , making his errors more or less forgivable to 
one who shares his enthusiasms . Read it as a 


personal testament to a way of life and overlook his 
fuzzy grasp of wine history and of George Husmann's 
career , in particular . (Heaven spare me, though , from 
ever having a writer dedicate a book to me, then treat 
me in his text as disrespectfully as Roberts treats 
Frau Weaver and her family . He has enshrined them 
in infamy .) 


By whatever name we choose to call it , we 
can at least agree that vitis aestivaHs is the all
American rose. Cynthiana is the dream, the aspira
tion of our industry . 


Prosit! 


NEWS & NOTES continued ... 


Bill Henry (Proprietor , Sierra West Booksellers) 
writes that he has two notable wine books FOR 
SALE : Wine into Words: A History and Bibliog-


- raphy of Wine Books in the English Language by 
James Gabler (1985) - still the best reference 
resource for English language wine books. $38 post
paid in the U.S. And , The Great Wine Grapes and 
the Wines They Make (Burlingame , CA: Great Wine 
Grapes ,1977) by Bern C. Ramey. This nicely pro
duced , hard-to-find limited edition is illustrated with 
30 color plates. $45 . w 530.273 .6384. 


new MADEIRApublication !! 
Our Madeira maestro, Mannie Berk , has done some 
very interesting research into the history , social 
importance , etiquette and the rituals associated with 
Madeira parties. A Century Past: A Celebration of 
the Madeira Party in America (Sonoma, CA: The 
Rare Wine Co., 1999) is a handsomely printed and 
illustrated 32-page booklet (lOW' x 7"). We applaud 
his continued contributions to the very scarce amount 
of material on Madeira wines . Available from The 
Rare Wine Co. w 707.996.4484 or FA.X 707.996.4491. 
European distributer is John Roberts Wine Books. 
FAX 44.181.241.8003. 


The PORT LOVER'S LIBRARY 
of Isaac Oelgart is pleased to announce three new 
titles: Oporto and its Wines (a translation of Oporto 
etses Vins, 1900) by Alfred Smyth. Hand-sewn book
let, 8Y2x5Y., 19 pp , illustrated, 216 numbered copies. 
$15. The Opening of the Douro Wine Trade, 
reprinted from the original 1866 correspondence from 
the Minister at Lisbon to Parliament. 9x6, 12 pp., 120 
numbered copies. $15. Port in a Stonn. Oporto 
and the Douro 194~2000 by Richard Mayson. 286 
numbered & signed copies , 10x7, hand-sewn, 20 pp. 
$35. Contact the PLL for the latest catalogue of Port 
books: 603 .643.2175 or pll@valley .net. 
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An Old Fashioned Story 
by 


Brian Rea 


[ Tendril Rea , long- time collector of wine and drink 
books , fell off the wine-hbrar y -cart a number of y ears 
ago . He sold hi s wine books and concentrated his 
ene1-gies on forming one of the fine st "booze book" 
libraries in the count1y. Today, with over 1500 drink 
related books and pamphlets , dating from 1705 to the 
present , plus artifacts and ephemera , his ''Barchives" 
is a serious research librar y. With his recent semi
retirement as "Consultant to the Adult Beverage 
Service Indust ry, "he has promised further contribu
tions to our Newsle tt er . - Ed.] 


he ver y first cocktail recipe 
book I collected was at my 
very first bartender job in 
1948 . This was in an estab
lishment in downtown Man
hattan , in the vicinity of the 
courts and the jail , known as 
"The Tombs ." Our clientele 
was a combination of lawyers , 


clerks , and numerous other civil service employees , 
joined by a large group of laborers working on a 
nearby subwa y expansion project. Thus we had a 
mixture of old classic cocktail drinkers , and the beer 
and a shot group . 


I was not paid the first two week s on the job , 
as I was in training-and I broke an unbelievable 
number of glasses. The only drinks I was allowed to 
serve were the straight shots , as well as draft and 
bottled beers. I had absolutely no knowledge of 
mixed drink recipes or preparation techniques. The 
owner of the bar gave me a Cocktail Recipe Book put 
out by Angostura Bitters , and told me to study it . 
Every day I would review and stud y the recipe book , 
hoping to remember the ingredients of all the various 
cocktails. I was surprised to see the number of 
cocktails that called for Angostura Bitters . 


About the fourth week on the job , the owner , 
who was always behind the bar when I worked , said , 
"Brian , I have to go to the bank to get change . You 
take care of the bar-and try not to make an y 
mistakes while I am gone." So here I am , the very 
first day on my own . I felt like the captain of the 
ship , strolling up and down the bar , waiting for my 
very first customer . And , lo and behold , my very first 
entered . I approached the gentleman , "May I serve 
you a cocktail , sir?" "Yes, an Old Fashioned , please ." 


So here it is , my very first cocktail! I went to 
the mixing station and commenced to prepare the 
requested cocktail. I picked up an Old Fashioned 
glass , placed a half-teaspoon of sugar in the glass , 
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and added ice . Then I picked up the Angostura 
Bitters bottle and attempted to pour some bitters into 
the one-and-one-half ounce shot glass we used for 
measuring . I noticed the bitters barely dripped out , 
so I cleverly removed the restrictive cap, and then 
readil y filled the shot glass with bitters . I poured 
this into the Old Fashioned glass , then refilled the 
shot glass with whiske y and poured that into the 
drink glass . I added some soda and garnish , and 
proceeded to serve the customer. 


He was obviously intent on catching the 
subway , so he sort of swallowed the drink. I watched 
for his response , hoping for a complim ent , or maybe 
a tip . But the gentleman did not bring h is head down 
from his "swallowing position" for some twenty or 
thirty seconds. He just sat there , working his neck 
muscles . His eyes looked like they had rolled back a 
little. He finall y lowered his head , stared at me , did 
not say a word , and left quite quickly . And ... he 
never even tipped me! It appears that 1.5 ounces of 
bitters and 1.5 ounces of whiskey in a drink does not 
automatically result in a tip. 


A customer at the end of the bar motioned for 
me to approach him . He explained that he was in the 
restaurant business and knew a little about drink 
preparation. This kind gentleman proceeded to 
instruct me in the proper procedure for making an 
Old Fashioned-as well as to the potency of 
Angostura Bitters , in both flavor and alcohol content 
(90 proof). About eight years later I was fortunate 
enough to be employed at the restaurant he was 
associated with , a nice little place located at 21 West 
52nd Street , doing business as the "21 Club." 


That little cocktail recipe book is still in my 
possession , though somewhat stained and dog-eared. 
The Angostura Wupperman Company printed hun
dreds of thousands of these cocktail recipe books over 
the years. It would probably be interesting to explore 
their printing history , as well as how the different 
issues reflected drinking patterns over the years . 


Barchives 


Brian F. Rea 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


Love Story 


The Book: Wall Street Journal Guide to Wine 
by Dorothy Gaiter and John Brecher . New York: 
Broadway Books (Random House) . $25 . 


"Which do you like more - wine or women?" 
"It depends on the vintage." 


John Brecher did not have to choose. On June 4, 
1973, it \Vas love at first sight. John was starting his 
first job a:s a journalist for the Miami Herald , as was 
Dorothy Gaiter . Neither came from a family that 
served wine with their meals , so they shared the joy 
of "starting at the bottom ," buying inexpensive 
bottles. Five years later they started making notes 
and saving labels. 


Fast forward: 1998. The couple now work for the 
Wall Street Journal, which is fashioning a new 
"Weekend" edition. Knowing of Dorothy and John's 
avocation , the editor asked them to write a weekly 
column called "Tastings ." It was an immediate 
success , partly because they do not pretend to be 
experts , but rather invite the reader to join them "on 
a lifelong journey of discovery about wine." Now, the 
authors have produced their first book . The volume 
is sprinkled with warm , but instructional recol 
lections - 300 wine-scoop packed pages. It would 
make a fine gift for the majority of young wine 
enthusiasts who want guidance they can understand. 


Haughty They're Not 
Let's sample the authors' straight-forward approach: 
CHARDONNAY - The winemaker says: "The juice went 
into French Nevers-oak barrels , custom-toasted to 
caramelize the neutral sugars . .. ". Gaiter & Brecher 
say : "You don't need to understand all that rig
marole . [Just remember ,] even a great winemaker 
can't make great wine from so-so grapes." 
DESSERT WINES - "If you see something on the label 
about the sugar , or "Brix ," at harvest , that's usually 
a good sign , because the winery is telling you this is 
a wine made from super-rich , sweet grapes. And 


don't sa y you don't like dessert wines until you've 
tried some good ones." 


The Bottles: Here are some of the couple's recom
mended wines: 
ZINFANDEL- Ridge makes the classics . 
PINOT GRIS - King Estate , Oregon. 
WHITE ZINFANDEL - Beringer Brothers . 
ICE WINE - Inniskillin Vidal, Canada. " almost 


takes your breath away." 
BEAUJOLAIS - "We think Beaujolais is one of the 


world's great wine bargains. 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON - "Wine people consider 


Beaulieu's Georges de Latour Private Re
serve among the greatest wines ever made in 
California." 


~ - - . 
Novel BEDSIDE BOOKS 


you might want to add to your wine fiction library. 
• Noble Rot (NY: St .Martins Press, 1993, 197 pp .) 
by Will Harris , winner of the Edgar Award for Best 
First Mystery for his The Bay Psalm Book Murder. 
Has anyone run a tally on the bodies found in wine 
vats - another one here in this "delightfully witty" 
novel set in the Napa Valley . • Golden Harvest 
(NY: Signet , 1980, p .b. 328 pp.) by Hazeldell Werner 
spans the generations in an "unforgettably moving 
saga of a woman's pride , passion , and courage" in 
early California, from Sacramento City to Sonoma 
Valley vineyards . • A Strange Case of Wine by 
Erica Platter (Cape Town: David Philip, 1993, 200 
pp .). Set in South Africa's wine country (this in itself 
is refreshing!) , the local winemen need rescuing and 
Rupert relished his assignment which had the 
potential of "intrigue , exotic foreign locations , famous 
wine names , money , power , political skulduggery 
perhaps , ... a good sprinkling of sex." 


A BOOK REVIEW 
by Allan Shields 


Wine for Dummies . Ed McCarthy and Mary 
Ewing-Mulligan. IDGY Books Worldwide , Inc. 
Foster City, CA, Chicago , Indianapolis , 1995 . 
402 pp . 


It is. 











THE GENESIS OF A BooK 
by 


Thomas Pinney 


PART rn: Notes on the Illustrations 


[ Our histor y of The Story of Wine in California is 
brought to a close with a look at the book 's stunmng 
photographic ''reco.ra' of a trade that was just about to 
undergo quite revolutionar y changes . " For the first 
time anyw here , the book's photographs are identified 
and captioned. - Ed .] 


avno 's photographs no doubt 
exaggerate the old-world 
character of things as he 
found them in California 
vine yards and wineries: 
horses drawing plows , small 
basket presses , old , small
scale wooden winery build
ings , gnarled hands holding 
th e traditional tools of the 
vineyard-all these are given 


a prominence that might not exactly describe the way 
things were in th e 1950s , when the photographs were 
made . Yet there is an essential truth in such an 
emphasis . It would be fair to sa y that the California 
wine industry at the beginning of the 1960s was 
closer to it s 19th-century origins in its methods and 
materials than it was to the state of things at the end 
of the 20th century. 


The change in California is a local reflection 
of a world-wide change : ever ywhere ·a new , scientifi
call y-based understanding of the vine and of wine 
has led to new methods and new possibilities of 
control in grape growing and winemaking. This can 
be made clear through a brief contrast of then and 
now . 


The California vineyards pictured in The 
Stor y of Wine 1n. California are uniformly head
pruned: that is , they have been trained as small , self
supporting bushes, without trellising of any sort . 
That was the basic style of California vinegrowing 
from the days of the Spanish padres , but it has now 
entirely disappeared except in old vineyards. The 
importance of vine structure upon the character and 
quality of the fruit produced is now understood , and 
all new vineyards are established with some sort of 
trellis-two-wire , or three-wire , or T-shaped, or Y
shaped , or any number of other possibilities . Vines 
are now pruned in different forms according to the 
nature of the variety and the purposes of the grower . 
"Canopy management"-the shaping and disposition 
of the vine's leaves so that they will allow the proper 
exposure of the fruit-is now a major consideration, 
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though hardly considered then . Pruning itself, 
though more critically studied than ever before, is 
also becoming more and more the province of 
machines . 


Even more important than these different 
ways of training and shaping vines is the choice of 
the grape variet y itself. Most of the vines grown in 
California in 1960 (though probably not in the 
vineyards that Y avno chose to photograph ) were the 
traditional California varieties that dominated in the 
state since the earl y days of commerci al viticulture : 
Zinfandel , Carignan e, Grenache am ong the red 
varieties , Burger , French Colombard , and Palomino 
among the whites. That , too, has all been changed: 
Cabernet Sauvignon , Merlot , Pinot Noir for red , 
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc , Riesling for white 
-these now dominate , while hopeful experiment is 
carried on with other varieties-Nebbiolo , Mour
vedre , Viognier , Rousanne-in the hope of extending 
and enriching the winemaking possibilities of the 
state . 


Methods of propagation have changed , too, so 
that one can now plant certified disease-free stock , 
unlike the heavily virus-infected stock that was once 
all that was available . The art of "clonal" selection 
has been much studied in order to secure vine-types 
that best suit whatever ideal a grower may have in 
mind. Vine-spacing has changed; methods of irriga
tion , of cultivation , of pest-control have changed. 
Such changes are the outcome of investigations and 
experiments that go back many years , and are the 
work of a whole community of scientists and practical 
winemen : they did not suddenly happen after 1960, 
but their results had not yet appeared in easily 
visible form . 


A California grower today , looking at the 
pictures of The Story of Wine in Califorma., would 
recognize what he is looking at; the basic things don't 
change , and vines must still be budded, cultivated , 
pruned , watered , dusted , and protected against 
animals . But he would see the forms of these 
activities as archaic , with much that is now taken for 
granted as standard practice simply absent from the 
picture . Perhaps most striking of all , the age-old 
method of sending crowds of pickers into the 
vineyards in order to hand-harvest the vintage has to 
some extent been replaced by mechanical havesting, 
first introduced commercially just at the moment The 
Story of Wine 1n California was published. 


When one moves from the relatively "natural" 
scene of the vineyard indoors into the wine;.·y itself , 
where art rather than nature prevails, the changes 
are even more obvious . Take the wine press itself, the 
central symbol of winemaking wherever it is carried 
on . All of the presses shown in The Story of Wine in 
California are of the traditional basket style, in 
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which a single load of grapes , already passed through 
the crusher-stemmer , and , in the case of red wine , 
already fermented , is squeezed by the pressure of a 
wooden lid or cover so that the juice runs freely 
through the wooden slats into a storage receptacle 
(for red wine) or a fermenter (for white). In the old 
days the pressure was applied by hand power 
through a lever; in the California of the 1960s it was 
mostly hydraulic, but the principle was the same. 
The basket press has now effectively vanished as a 
working part of California's wineries , replaced by a 
number of high-tech devices tailored to very specific 
needs : the continuous press , the double-piston press , 
the bladder press. They are sleek designs of stainless 
steel, computer-controlled and electrically-driven. No 
juice visibly gushes from them , but what they lack in 
color they more than make up for in efficiency and in 
wine quality. 


From the press the next step is to the 
fermentation vat, and here too The Story of Wine in 
Califorma records a vanished world. The great 
wooden vats shown on pages 88 and 89, for example, 
have now, been replaced by stainless steel tanks fitted 
with refrigerating devices so that the temperature at 
which fermentation is carried out can be carefully 
controlled. In the old California, the wood of choice 
was almost invariably the native redwood , adopted 
simply because it was readily available and because 
it was neutral, imparting no flavor to the wine it 
held. The technology of temperature-controlled 
fermentation has perhaps done as much as any other 
single element to transform modern winemaking, 
particularly the making of white wines. 


Wood has not disappeared from the modern 
winery . It is still the material for the storage of wine , 
particularly red wine , but here too there hafe been 
changes. Much white wine never sees wood, but goes 
directly from stainless steel storage into the bottle. 
And red wine , when it is held for aging, is likely now 
to go into barrels of French oak such as were un
known in California a generation ago. The oak barrel 
is hardly a novelty-few things in winemaking can be 
more traditional. But not until comparatively recent 
years had its effects been studied in California. When 
it was, and the differences it made were plain to all , 
there was a rush to oak-an interesting counter
movement away from technological novelty and back 
to traditions long established outside of California. 
Other technical innovations established as general 
practice since 1960 would include such things as the 
control of malolactic fermentation , the use of inert 
gases to preserve wine in storage , the use of yeast in 
compressed form , new techiques and materials in 
filtration, new bottling techniques-altogether a very 
long list of adaptations and refinements in basic 
procedures. 


To match the changes in vineyard and winery 
there have been remarkable changes in the scale of 
the California wine industry, as a simple recital of 
numbers will make clear. In 1960 there were about 
230 wineries in California; in 1995 there were no less 
than 660. The figures for vineyards are a little more 
than 461,000 acres in 1960 against some 717,000 in 
1995. And the annual yield was 143 million gallons 
of wine of all kinds in 1960 against close to 400 
million gallons in 1995. Since 1960 the existing 
establishment has not only been greatly enlarged -
Napa County , for example, swelled from 20 wineries 
in 1960 to 200 in 1995-but wholly new territories 
have been added to it. The Temecula region in River
side County, the so-called Central Coast region of 
Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and Monterey 
Counties , the revived Sierra region (one of the oldest 
in the state but long dormant before the 1960s), and 
the Mendocino-Lake County region have all been 
added to the state's significant winegrowing 
territories. The whole idea of what the new wineries 
aspire to has also been changed. No one now dreams 
of supplying a complete "line" of wines, such as used 
to be taken for granted in older days. Instead of 
offering a whole range of wines-sweet and dry, still 
and sparkling, red and white, table and fortified, 
through all the range of types-a winegrower will 
now , if he is wise , first try to determine what his 
region does best and then concentrate on that. The 
movement in this direction has still a good way to go, 
but the principle is now understood as it never was 
before. 


The context as well as the scale of California's 
wine industry is also much different. Wines from all 
over the world are now familiar in the markets of the 
U.S. , and California must present its wines not only 
against the best of the traditional winegrowing 
countries-France, Italy, Spain , Portugal , Germany 
-but against those of Australia, Chile and South 
Africa, not to mention the highly interesting wines of 
the newly-developed vineyards of Oregon, Wash
ington, New Mexico, Texas, and a dozen other states. 
Though California now finds itself surrounded by a 
new host of alien wines, it has, in reply, greatly 
increased its own exports , so that , with a little effort, 
one can find California wines in England, France, 
Germany, and Japan. The horizons have changed, 
and the view from California looks quite different 
from what the 1960s saw . 


Max Yavno did a good job of cove!'ing the 
field , or at least of representing the field , in his 
travels through the state with a camera . The total 
number of identifiable wineries represented in the 
illustrations to The Story of Wine in Califorma is 
twenty: Almaden, Beaulieu , Bernardo, Buena Vista, 
Christian Brothers , Cresta Blanca , Freemark Abbey, 
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Gallo , Garrett , Geyser Peak , Inglenook , Krug , 
Martini, Masson , Napa Valley Co-op , Novitiate of Los 
Gatos, Roma , Santa Nella , Weibel , and Wente. They 
come from eight counties , running from San Diego in 
the south through the central valley to the Bay 
region , and include enterprises of every size. To do 
an equally representative job now would , obviously , 
require an effort almost of a different order . But we 
can be very grateful to Max Yavno, to M.F.K. Fisher , 
and to University of California Press that we have so 
good , and so attractive , a record of the way it was. 


NOTES ON THE ILLUSTRATIONS 


Frontispiece: IN WENTE BROTHERS VINEYARDS, 
LJvERMORE VALLEY, ALAMEDA COUNTY. 


J)_._ 2: STORAGE OVALS AND BARRELS AT BUENA VISTA 
WINERY, SONOMA COUNTY. In 1960 Buena Vista had 
vineyards of 65 acres and a winery storage capacity of 
50,000 gallons ; in 1994 Buena Vista , which has its 
vineyards now entirely in the Carneros district , had 935 
acres of vineyard and a storage capacity of a million 
gallons-not a bad index of the changes that have taken 
place in the last generation in the California wine 
industry. 


pp . 6-7: HEAD-PRUNED VINES OF THE CUCAMONGA 
DISTRICT, SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, AGAINST THE 
BACKDROP OF CUCAMONGA PEAK. The vineyards , now 
covered by housing and commercial developments , lay near 
the Garrett Winery on the slopes of deep sand that run up 
to the foothills around what is now called Rancho 
Cucamonga: see illustration , p. 11. 


p. 8: THE OLD CARRIAGE HOUSE, NOW USED FOR WINE 
STORAGE, AT THE CHARLES KRUG WINERY, one of the 
oldest and most distinguished in the Napa Valley . In 1960 
Krug owned 110 acres of vineyard and had a storage 
capacity of 1.5 million gallons , almost all of that for dry 
table wines. In 1994, the winery owned 1,000 acres of 
vineyard and had a storage capacity of 6 million gallons. 


p. 11 : THE PAUL GARRETT WINERY AT FOOTHILL BLVD. 
AND HAVEN AVE., CUCAMONGA. Paul Garrett , one of the 
giants among the first successful generation of American 
winemakers , developed a winemaking enterprise that had 
a capacity of 10 million gallons by the time of the First 
World War , while his "Virginia Dare" wine became the 
most popular wine in America. By 1960 the firm held 
7,500 acres of vineyards-much the largest in the United 
States -and had 9.5 million gallons of storage capacity . 
Its decline from that point was precipitous ; by the middle 
1960s it had been dismembered and absorbed by other 
firms . The building shown in this photograph still stands 
in much-altered form and is now part of a shopping mall . 


p . 12: THE GEYSER PEAK WINERY, NEAR GEYSERVILLE, 
SONOMA COUNTY. Despite the "1910" painted on the 
buildings, the winery was founded in 1880, expressly to 
supply wine for the production of brandy for the eastern 
market. In 1960 Geyser Peak (then operated as American 
Industries Corporation) had vineyards of 80 acres and a 
storage capacity of600 ,000 gallons ; much of its production 
went into wine vinegar under the "Four Monks" brand . In 
1994 Geyser Peak had 1,150 acres of vineyard and a 
storage capacity of2 ,500 ,000 gallons . 
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p. 15 : THE NOVITIATE OF Los GATOS, SANTA CLARA 
COUNTY. The Jesuit Novitiate of the Sacred Heart was 
founded in 1888, making sacramental wine , but also a 
large production of table and dessert wines for sale as a 
source ofrevenue for the seminary . It developed into a very 
substantial enterprise--800 acres of vineyard and 800 ,000 
gallons of storage capacity at the time Yavno 's photograph 
was taken . It ceased operations in 1985 . The winery 
building erected in 1893 still stands and is currently used 
for champagne storage by the Mirassou Winery of nearby 
Evergreen. 


p. 16: . AERIAL VIEW OF THE NOVITIATE, WINERY AND 
VINEYARDS OF MONT LA SALLE, the property of the 
Christian Brothers , a few miles northwest of the city of 
Napa . The Christian Brothers enjoyed gre at success with 
their table wines , dessert wines and brandy for over one 
hundred years , when their winemaking business 
disappeared into the mix of wineries and labels owned by 
Heublein. The Mont La Salle winery is now occupied by 
The Hess Collection , a combination of private art gallery 
and winery , one of the more surprising of the many 
transformations that have occurred in California wine
making over the last generation. 


p. 17: THE BERNARDO VINEYARD, ESCONDIDO, SAN 
DIEGO COUNTY. In 1960 there were only six wineries 
operating in San Diego County , all of them around what 
was then the small country town of Escondido , and all of 
them so small and so local that most of the California wine 
world was simply unaware of them . Despite the fact that 
suburban San Diego has long since overwhelmed the 
region , the Bernardo Winery , founded in 1889, continues 
to operate , with 15 acres of vineyard among the dry, stony 
unirrigated hills ; its small production is sold exclusively at 
retail at the winery . 


p. 18: FREEMARK ABBEY, ST. HELENA. At the time this 
picture was taken Freemark Abbey was not an operating 
winery but a bonded wine cellar with a retail license. The 
origins of the winery on this site go back very far into Napa 
Valley history ; the existing building was put up in 1895. 
Freemark Abbey continues to operate with 130 acres of 
vineyard and a storage capacity of nearly 400 ,00 gallons. 


pp.22-23: AERIAL VIEW OF THE PALMER VINEYARD, 
SONOMA COUNTY. 


I>_. 25: VINEYARDS AT THE BERNARDO WINERY, 
ES CONDIDO: see photograph, p . 17. 


p0 27 : THE NAPANOOK VINEYARD, AT YOUNTVILLE, 
NAPA COUNTY, looking south towards the present Domain 
Chan don . The vineyard is now the source of the wine sold, 
since 1988 , under the Domin us label. 


P~ 28: THE CRESTA BLANCA VINEYARDS, LIVERMORE 
VALLEY, ALAMEDA COUNTY. Founded in 1882 by Charles 
Wetmore , one of the pioneers of California wine , Cresta 
Blanca was one of the showplaces of the industry. At the 
time this picture was made Cresta Blanca was owned by 
Schenley , the distilling firm , which , with other distillers, 
had purchased California wine properties during the 
Second World War in order to have a product to sell at a 
time when whiskey stocks could not be replenished. The 
property passed to the Wente Winery in 1981, and the 
name survives only as a label belonging to the Canan
daigua Winery of New York . 
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I). 29: IN THE VINEYARDS OF THE BEAULIEU WINERY , 
RUTHERFORD, NAP A VALLEY. Beaulieu has enjoyed one 
of the highest reputations in California for its wines ever 
since its founding in 1900 by Georges de Latour . In 1960 
Beaulieu , still family-owned , had then 600 acres of 
vineyard and a storage capacity of 1,200,000 gallons. It 
was sold to Heublein in 1969, one of the landmark events 
in the transformation of the old California industry. In 
1994 Beaulieu , now the property of the international giant 
Grand Metropolitan PLC , owned 410 acres of vineyard and 
controlled the produce of another 367; storage capacity was 
3,700 ,000 gallons , three times the capacity of 1960 from 
the same vineyard acreage . 


I)p. 30-31 : SPRIN G PLOWING AT THE NOVITIATE OF Los 
GATOS: the cover crop is wild mustard , still a familiar 
sight in California vineyards . The horses are distinctly 
archaic. 


p. 32: Identified only as A SCENE IN THE NAPA VALLEY: 
wild mustard and head-pruned vines . 


p. 34: THESE THREE SUBJECTS ARE NOT IDENTIFIED. 
The plow is a vineyard plow, designed so that the blade 
avoids the vine . 


p. 35. While the scene of the Caterpillar tractor among the 
vines has not been identified , the scene of the horse pulling 
a disc is IN ONE OF THE GALLO VINEYARDS IN 
STANISLAUS COUNTY. 


pp. 46-47: IN THE NAPA VALLEY, NEAR ST . HELENA. It 
is possibly another view of the Beaulieu Vineyard shown 
on p. 29. The stakes indicate young vines not yet 
sufficiently developed to stand by themselves and so 
requiring support . The redwood grape stake , once used in 
millions throughout California vineyards , is practically a 
thing of the past. 


p. 48: RUPESTRIS ST . GEORGE VINE FOR ROOTSTOCK. In 
order to cope with the devastations ofphylloxera, resistant 
vines were developed through hybrid -ization. Planted as 
rootstock , these vines are then grafted over to vinifera 
varieties , which produce their crops protected by the 
resistant roots on which they grow . Rupestris St. George 
has for years been the favored rootstock variety for 
unirrigated coastal region vineyards in California . 


pp . 50-51: Identified only as IN THE LIVERMORE VAL
LEY. The grape can flourish in soils utterly unsuited to 
other crops , and stony soils are often associated with high 
grape quality: the Graves (graves = "gravelly") region of 
Bordeaux , and the stony fields of Chateauneuf du Pape are 
only the best-known instances. Livermore is more stony 
than most . 


p . 53: The operation illustrated here is called CHIP
BUDDING, for evident reasons. To the cut made in the 
rootstock vine a bud of the fruiting vine will be grafted. 
This method of in-field grafting (budding) does not produce 
so high a percentage of successful "takes" as does grafting 
carried on indoors , or "bench" grafting, which can be done 
by machine . 


p.., 56: A FRUIT-LADEN VINE IN ONE OF THE CHARLES 
KRUG VINEYARDS. The variety is perhaps the so-called 
Napa Gamay, a name illustrating the confusions insep
arable from a new winegrowing region. The Gamay is a 
traditional variety associated with Burgundy , where it is 
the humble plebeian to the aristocratic Pinot Noir , and 


with Beaujolais , where it comes into its own and is the 
boss grape. But the Napa Gamay is not a Gamay . It is , 
rather , the Valdiguie (also called the Gros Auxerrois) , a 
French variety once grown in the southwest of that 
country . In California there are still some 1,300 acres 
planted to the "Napa Gamay ," but new plantings of the 
variety have dwindled almost to the vanishing point . 


p. 59: YOUNG WOMEN AT WORK IN A GALLO VINEYARD, 
STANISLAUS COUNTY. 


p . 61 : GRAPES IN A CHRISTIAN BROTHERS VINEYARD, 
NAPA VALLEY: They are perhaps Napa Gamay : see 
photograph , p. 56. 


p . 64 : CHRISTIAN BROTHERS VINEYARD: Probably Napa 
Gamay again (see 56 and 61) . 


p. 66 : CHRISTIAN BROTHERS VINEYARD. The variety is 
perhaps the Zinfandel-the grape of all work , the popular 
favorite , and the distinctive expression of California 
winemaking-from the early days prized for its 
productiveness , quality and versatility. The possibilities 
ofZinfandel are well understood by the state's winemakers 
and much appreciated by an increasing number of 
aficionados : any good wine shop will provide a range of 
styles from a variety of producers who have made a name 
for their versions of Zinfandel. 


p . 67: The kneeling man squeezing grapes into a bucket 
for a field sugar test is PETER BELARDINELLI , OF THE 
CHARLES KRUG WINERY, ST. HELENA. 


p . 68: PETER BELARDINELLI AND HYDROMETER, used to 
measure the sugar content of the ripening grapes in order 
to determine the moment for harvest. Before the days of 
objective measurement , any number of magical or 
traditional means were used to decide this crucial 
question : the word of the Bishop , or the fiat of the local 
lord , or the aspect of the stars . Today Belardinelli would 
certainly be using a far more convenient and accurate 
refractometer (seep . 74) for the same purpose . 


p. 69: Scene not identified , but THE VERY SANDY SOIL 
SUGGESTS CUCAMONGA. The name "Cucamonga" is 
Shoshonean for "a sandy place ," and indeed the sand there 
may extend to a depth of many feet . Since phylloxera 
cannot penetrate sandy soils , this fact led to a boom in 
planting in the Cucamonga region around the turn of the 
century , when the rest of the state was struggling to rescue 
its smitten vineyards. Urbanization has now done what 
phylloxera could not, and the vineyards have largely 
disappeared. 


p . 71: The two men emptying grapes into a gondola are 
working in a PAUL GARRETT VINEYARD IN THE CUCA
MONGA DISTRICT. This picture first appeared in The Los 
Angeles Book (1950) and is probably among the earliest 
that Yavno made in the California vineyards . 


p . 72: GRAPE -LADEN TRUCKS WAITING TO DELIVER 
THEIR LOADS AT THE CHARLES KRUG WINERY, ST. 
HELENA. In comtemporary winery practice , every effort is 
made to reduce the time between the picking of the grape 
and the moment it is crushed at the winery . All sorts of 
bad things may happen to grapes that lie seething under 
a hot harvest sun waiting to be processed, so this scene of 
queued-up truck-loads , though by no means a thing of the 
past , is one that every careful winemaker will anxiously 
seek to avoid . 











Q~ 73 : Both photographs were taken at SANTA NELLA 
WINERY , GUERNEVILLE , SONOMA COUNTY. Founded in 
1880, it adjoins the Korbel Winery , whose owners pur
chased the property in 1954. Santa Nella had 76 acres of 
vineyard and a storage of capacity of 163,000 gallons. The 
two photographs show two very different technological 
levels juxtaposed-a power-driven conveyor for handling 
grapes in the field , and a horse-drawn sledge bringing 
grapes directly from the vineyard to the winery conveyer 
belt . 


p. 74: CURTIS ALLEY , VITICULTURIST IN THE DEPART
MENT OF VITICULTURE AND ENOLOGY AT THE UNIVER
SITY OF CALIFORNIA , DA VIS, using a refractometer to 
measure the sugar content of sample grapes . 


.Q. 75: THE RECEIVING SHED AT THE NAPA VALLEY 
COOPERATIVE WINERY CRUSHING STATION. The winery, 
located just south of St. Helena , was founded in 1934 to 
process the crop of its grower members ; in 1960 it had a 
storage capacity of over two million gallons. The co
operative system in California wine history seems to 
flourish mostly in hard times , and by the end of the 1930s 
there were twenty-three cooperative wineries in the state , 
with a storage capacity of nearly 27,000 ,000 gallons of 
wine. In 1960 there were still about twelve cooperative 
wineries; the number now is only three. From 1952 the 
entire output of the Napa Valley Cooperative Winery was 
bought by Gallo Winery of Modesto to use in its nationally
distributed blends. 


p, 77: THE HARVEST IN THE VINEYARDS OF THE 
NOVITIATE OF Los GATOS. 


Q ._ 78: A GONDOLA BEING DUMPED AT THE GALLO 
WINERY, MODESTO. The Gallo Winery , the undisputed 
largest in the world , was founded in 1933. By 1960 the 
Gallo properties held 56 million gallons of storage capacity: 
the rival United Vintners , an amalgamation of a number 
of different wineries , had an even greater capacity , some 
80 million gallons . But by 1994, United Vintners had long 
since fallen apart and Gallo had reached the unheard-of 
capacity of 330 million gallons of storage . Gallo is the one 
wine that any American is likely to be able to name . 


p. 81: Unidentified , but THE BOX IS BRANDED WITH THE 
NAME OF G. FERRARIO. 


J). 82: INTERIOR VIEW OF A CRUSHER-STEMMER AT THE 
GALLO WINERY. 


.Q_. 83: STEMS BEING LOADED ON WAGON FOR DISPOSAL, 
GALLO WINERY. 


p. 87: HYDRAULICALLY-OPERATED BASKET PRESSES AT 
THE CHARLES KRUG WINERY . A few such presses may 
remain in operation in the state , but they have been 
largely replaced by presses on different principles, 
designed to secure a maximum of yield with a minimum of 
undesirable extract . 


p. 88: CHECKING THE TEMPERATURE OF FERMENTING 
MUST AT THE INGLENOOK WINERY , RUTHERFORD, NAPA 
VALLEY. Inglenook-founded by Capt. Gustave Niebaum 
in 1880-and its neighbor winery across Highway 29, 
Beaulieu , were the long-time dual peers representing 
excellence of California wine. In 1960 Inglenook had 225 
acres of vineyard and a storage capacity of350,000 gallons. 
Since Inglenook was acquired by United Vintners in 1964 
and Heublein in 1969 , large parts of the vineyards have 
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been sold . By 1994, only 73 acres remained ofNiebaum's 
estate ; the splendid original winery functioned only as a 
tourist attraction , all the wine being made elsewhere. 


p. 89: The man taking a hydi·ometer reading over an open 
fermenting vat is GEORGE DUER , WINEMAKER AT THE 
INGLENOOK WINERY , RUTHERFORD, from 1942 until 
1965. 


p. 90: ROMA WINERY , FRESNO . Must being pumped over 
in a large, open concrete fermenter. Such concrete 
receptacles were regarded as state of the art in the 1930s. 
Stainless steel is now the prefen-ed material. In 1942 
Schenley bought the Roma winery , an important moment 
in the movement of the large distillers into the California 
wine trade . Thereafter , Roma was one of the most heavily
promoted names in all of California wine In 1960 Roma 
Winery had a capacity of 24,500 ,000 gallons and its wines 
were familiar all over the country . Ten years later it was 
sold to Guild Wineries, and now, after further vicissitudes , 
nothing of Roma survives. 


J). 91: JOSEPH HEITZ MIXING YEAST AND MUST IN SUMP, 
BEAULIEU WINERY, probably in the late '50s. Heitz's 
story is an exemplary instance of the creative changes that 
have occurred since the original publication of The Stoiy of 
Wine in California. Heitz , who established one of the 
state's highest reputations for excellence as a winemaker, 
might be said to recapitulate American wine history 
generally: moving from the utter ignorance of the midwest 
about wine , through the experience of central valley bulk 
wines , to the successful production of wines of the highest 
quality. The Heitz winery today owns 300 acres of 
vineyards and has a storage capacity of 234,000 gallons of 
wine. 


p. 94: LOUIS P. MARTINI, AT THE LOUIS M . MARTINI 
WINERY, ST . HELENA , chalking a new line on the 
fermentation record of a vat of Grey Riesling. Grey 
Riesling , one of the many misnamed grapes in California, 
is not a Riesling at all but a "grey" variety of the grape 
called Trousseau in the Jura region of France. Its wine -
which Schoonmaker calls "a mild, soft wine" - enjoyed 
considerable popularity in the 1960s but the variety has 
since faded badly . Only 243 acres ofit remained in 1994, 
and no new plantings have been made for the last ten 
years. In 1960 the Martini Winery had a storage capacity 
of 1,800 ,000 gallons ; it is only slightly larger today, 
operated by the founder's grandchildren. 


p. 96: The man settin_g:_a fermentation tr_ap on top of a 
large oval is AT THE WEIBEL WINERY , MISSION SAN 
JOSE. 


.Q_. 97 : MAYNARD MONAHAN IN THE LABORATORY AT THE 
CHARLES KRUG WINERY. Monahan , now retired , is one 
of the many members of the California wine industry who 
were trained at Davis . 


p. 100: FRED WEIBEL OPERATING A DOSAGE MACHINE. 
Weibel's father , Swiss-born Rudolf Weibel, came to the 
U.S. in 1939 and entered the champagne trade in San 
Francisco. By 1945 he had acquired the old Stanford 
Winery at Mission San Jose , where this picture was made. 
In 1960 Weibel had 100 acres of vineyard and a storage 
capacity of 175,000 gallons, most of it for sparkling wine. 
By 1994 Weibel owned 1,600 acres of vineyard and had a 
storage capacity of 2,300,000 gallons. The larger part of its 
operations is now in Mendocino county . 
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p. 101 : THE CHAMPAGNE CELLAR AT ALMADEN VINE
YARDS, LOS GATOS, SANTA CLARA COUNTY. Almaden 
goes back to 1851 ; for many years its wines were sold 
under the Masson label. It passed to new owners after 
Repeal , and in 1941 was bought by Louis Benoist and 
others , including Frank Schoonmaker; it soon became the 
leader in the sale of varietal wines . In 1967 Almaden was 
sold to National Distillers ; it then passed to Heublein , and 
now, after the sale of all the original property , exists only 
as one of the array of labels owned by that firm. In 1960 
Almaden owned 2,100 acres of vineyard and had a storage 
capacity of 2,000 ,000 gallons . 


p, 102 : HANS HYBA, CHAMPAGNE MASTER AT PAUL 
MAsSON CELLARS, SARATOGA, SANTA CLARA COUNTY. 


p . 103: Close-up of CHAMPAGNE BOTTLES IN RIDDLING 
RACK AT WEIBEL WINERY. 


p . 104: Four views of THE CHAMPAGNE BOTTLING LINE, 
THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS WINERY, MONT LA SALLE, 
NAPA VALLEY. 


p. 106: MR. TOSETTI, THE COOPER AT BEAULIEU VINE
Y ARDS, RUTHERFORD. The need for a resident cooper 
would not , in 1960, have been felt as very pressing in most 
CaliforIJia wineries . Since then , an understanding of the 
contribution of new oak barrels to the aging of red wines 
and ofthe ,virtues of barrel fermentation for certain white 
wines has given an unprecedented importance to the 
selection and maintenance of high-quality barrels. 
Coopers are still not common among the employees of 
California wineries , but are provided by the specialist 
cooperage firms now flourishing . 


J>.-_ 109: BARRELS IN THE AGING ROOM, CHARLES KRUG 
WINERY, ST. HELENA. 


p. 111: Inserting pads in a plate filter IN THE FILTER AND 
REFRIGERATION STATION, CHARLES KRUG WINERY. 


COLOR PLATE SERIES, between pages 112-113: 


2: CUCAMONGA: Head-pruned vine against backdrop of 
Cucamonga Peak in winter . 


3: Stakes in NEW VINEYARD AT THE CHRISTIAN BROS., 
MONT LA SALLE. 


4: Aerial view of PAUL MAsSON VINEYARDS, SANTA 
CLARA COUNTY. This is the original Masson vineyard. 


5 - 9: CHRISTIAN BROTHERS VINEYARD. 


11: CABERNET SAUVIGNON. The Cabernet Sauvignon, the 
classic grape of Bordeaux , has long been known and 
recognized for the fine wines that it yields in California . 
Those wines, especially when unblended , require aging, 
and before there was any recognition of varietal quality 
among the American public , relatively few producers 
ventured to spend the time and money on Cabernet 
Sauvignon wines for which there was no adequate market. 
In 1960 there were fewer than 1,000 acres of Cabernet 
Sauvignon among the state's 400 ,000 acres of vineyard. In 
1994, there were 36,000 acres, more than for any other red 
wine grape except for Zinfandel (38,600 acres) . "Cabernet" 
had become the name of assurance for the ordinary 
American wine-drinker , a condition that would have 
astounded (and delighted) the handful of California 
Cabernet producers of 1960. 


12: ZINFANDEL GRAPES. 


14 - 15: CHARDONNAY: The history of Chardonnay in 
California has closely paralleled that of Cabernet 
Sauvignon . As Cabernet is the source of the great red 
Bordeaux wines , so Chardonnay is the source of the great 
white Burgundies and one of the grapes of Champagne. It 
seems to have had even more difficulty in making its way 
in California than did Cabernet Sauvignon. The early 
connoisseurs of California never mention it , and it may be 
said practically not to have existed in the state's vineyards 
before Prohibition. So late as 1960 there were not more 
than 300 acres of the variety in California , where it was 
mostly known by the incorrect label of "Pinot Chardonnay." 
That has now all changed , in a fashion even more 
spectacular than for Cabernet. In 1994 there were 66,600 
acres of Chardonnay in California , making it by far the 
most widely-planted wine grape in the state . 


16: VATS AND OVALS AT INGLENOOK WINERY. 


17 : INGLENOOK WINERY: This is the building designed by 
Captain Hamden W. Mclntryre and erected in 1886-88. 
McIntyre , who had been brought to the Napa Valley to 
manage the Niebaum ranch , went on to become the 
recognized master of winery building in California . 


18 : TASTING ROOM AT INGLENOOK, dating from 1890. 


20: NATHAN CHROMAN AND HAROLD RICHARDSON IN 
MAx YAVNO'S STUDIO, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles . 
Richardson , a southern California attorney, was for 
many years the head of the annual wine judging at 
the Los Angeles County Fair in Pomona. He was 
succeeded in that posit10n by Nathan Chroman, a 
Beverly Hills attorney, who still presides over the 
judging , the oldest such event in the United States . 
At the time this photograph was made, Chroman had 
just begun his career as a wine judge. He was for 
many years the wine correspondent for the Los 
Angeles Times and is the author of The Treasury of 
American Wi'ne (New York, 1973). 


p . 113: IN THE MARTINI WAREHOUSE on the east side of 
the Napa Valley. The man consulting the record is Robert 
Nicolson . 


pp . 114-15: STORAGE OVALS AT INGLENOOK WINERY. 
The oval on the right contains Charbono , a red wine that 
has long been a somewhat exotic speciality of Inglenook 
(and may be the Dolcetto grape of the Italian Piedmont). 
Only 50 acres of the variety are grown in California. 


J>.·~ 119: HAND-LABELING BOTTLES AT BUENA VISTA 
WINERY, SONOMA. Despite Frank Bartholomew's success 
in recreating and promoting Buena Vista after 1943, the 
very modest scale of operations even by 1960 is clear from 
the use of a hand-labeling arrangement. 


p. 121: Range of CHRISTIAN BROTHERS CHAMPAGNE 
BOTTLE SIZES, from the split on the left to the Salmanazar 
on the right . The traditional names for Champagne bottles 
are , in order : split (one quarter bottle); half-bottle; bottle 
(750 ml) ; magnum (2 bottles) ; Jeroboam (4 bottles); 
Rehoboam (6 bottles); Methuselah (8 bottles); and 
Salmanazar (12 bottles). There are also a Balthazar (16 
bottles) and a Nebuchadnezzar (20 bottles) . 


AUTHOR'S NOTE: I am indebted to many individuals 
for their friendly and expert help in putting together 











the information I have presented . August Fruge has 
given me his recollections of the history of the book's 
making , has put me in touch with others who had a 
part in the book , and has tolerantly reviewed my 
efforts to tell the story . Through the courtesy of 
Maynard Amerine I have been supplied with many 
identifications made by Peter Mondavi , -Louis P . 
Martini , and Peter Seghesio . Ralph Kunkee, James 
Lapsley , and Andrew Walker of the Department of 
Viticulture and Enology at Davis , have given me 
much information, particularly about grape varieties 
and production methods . Pat McElvey , then of the 
Wine Institute, was most helpful in guiding me 
through the picture files of the Institute. Nathan 
Chroman confirmed the identities of the men shown 
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in the last one of the color photographs . 
I am grateful to Dan Dixon , of the University 


of California Press , for information about The Story 
of Wine in Cahfornia from the records of the Press. 
The minutes of the Premium Wine Producers of 
California were made available to me by the courtesy 
of Gomberg , Fredrikson and Associates . The photo
graphs that Max Y avno made for the book , together 
with many that were not used and some corres
pondence regarding the book, are preserved in the 
Center for Creative Photography at the University of 
Arizona . My thanks to Marcia Tiede and John 
McIntyre for their assistance in my examination of 
this material. 


The Story of WINE 
IN CALIFORNIA 
Text by M.F.K. FISHER Photographs by MAX YAVNO 


Foreword by MAYNARD AMERINE 


[DUST JACKET- REDUCED] 











"Erudition" 


[From A.H. SALLENGRES £loge de l'lvresse, 1945. Illustrations by Jo Merry] 
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THE GENESIS OF A BOOK 
by 


Thomas Pinney 


[In 1995 wine historian Tom Pinney completed his investigation into the making of one of the classic books of 
California wine literature , The Story of Wine in California. His quest included an attempt to identify the over 
one hundred photographic illustrations in the book, which he did very successfully. We are pleased to publish 
Toms essay on the book and notes on the illustrations in our Newsletter. Tendrils will agree that no other book 
about California wine has had its history so fully chronicled . - Ed .] 


he Stoiy of Wine in California 
[Text by M.F.K. Fisher ; 
Photographs by Max Yavno ; 
Foreword by Maynard A. 
Amerine . Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of Cali
fornia Press , 1962) is a re-


u~~~~~~~~~ markable book in at least 
three different ways : it is the 


work of not one but two distinguished artists; it is the 
first book of its kind ever produced on the subject of 
wine in America ; and , quite unknown to its authors , 
it recorded the California wine industry at a crucial 
moment in its history. 


Max Yavno 
To take the artists first . Max Yavno (1911-


1985) had a distinguished career both as a com
mercial and as a "fine art " photographer , mostly 
working in California . Born in New York City , he 
earned a degree from City College by working days 
and attending classes in the evenings. Later he 
studied business administration and political science 
at Columbia . He did a stint with the Works Progress 
Administration (WPA), and worked with the Photo 
League of New York in the late 1930s. After serving 
in the Air Force during the war , he moved to 
California , first to San Francisco , then to Los 
Angeles , where he maintained a studio from 1954 to 
1975 doing commercial photography , particularly for 
advertising accounts. Y avno had begun exhibiting in 
group shows as early as 1939 and had his first one
man show in 1946, in Los Angeles. His work came 
before a wider public through two books written 


around his photographs: The San Francisco Book, 
with text by Herb Caen (Boston , 1948) and The Los 
Angeles Book , text by Lee Shippey (Boston , 1950). 
Later , the University of California Press would fur
ther distinguish Y avno's work by bringing out a book 
entirely devoted to him , The Photography of Max 
Yavno, with text by Ben Maddow, published in 1981. 


Yavno's work has been seen as having a 
social content of distinctly left-wing tendency: given 
his artistic origins in the 1930s and his liking for 
urban scenes , this would seem to be an easy 
conclusion. But one should not allow easy conclusions 
to determine the question. As one of his long-time 
admirers has said , what Max really liked were 
"people and patterns." If critics wish to fit the results 
into political arrangements , that of course, is their 
privilege . It is not , however , a necessary response, 
and the photographic work in The Story of Wine in 
Califorma certainly does not seem to demand it. It is 
also the accepted view that Yavno's work in the years 
when he was supporting himself by commercial 
photography must be distinguished from the work 
before and after that period-in other words, that he 
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was "only" a commercial photographer from 1954 to 
1975 and something other than that in the early and 
late years of his career. Since the pictures that he 
made for The Story of Wine in Califorma. overlap the 
divide between his commercial and non-commercial 
periods , one must not exaggerate the rigidity of the 
division . 


Yavno 's interest in the California wine scene 
as a subject for picture-making went back at least as 
far as the late 1940s , and as early .as 1951 he had 
discussed the possibility of a book with the 
University of California Press. Throughout the 
decade of the 50s , on trips up and down the state , he 
went on making pictures of the people , things, and 
processes in vineyards and wineries , with the 
intention that they should go into a book , as , 
ultimately , they did. 


M.F.K. Fisher 
When she died in 1992, M.F .K. Fisher had 


become not only the best-known writer on food in this 
country but the object of quite extravagant praise as 
a stylist ("I do not know of any one in the United 
States today who writes better prose" is W.H . 
Auden's much-quoted remark) . Among those to 
whom the arts of eating and drinking bordered on 
the sacramental, she had been raised to something 
like cult status. Her standing was not quite so 
exalted in 1951, when she was first asked to write 
The Story of Wine in California; it was nevertheless 
very high , and the choice would have seemed an 
excellent one to any good judge. 


Mary Frances Kennedy Fisher (1908-1992) , 
to give the names that lay behind the provocative 
initials , had produced a distinguished body of work 
by 1951. The daughter of a small-town newspaper 
editor, she grew up in a southern California still 
rural and unsophisticated , described in her memoir , 
Among Friends (1971); after private school and 
inconclusive episodes at three different colleges , she 
went off to France as the bride of an aspiring 
academic (see her Long Ago in France : The Years in 
Di.ion (New York, 1991) ; that marriage ended in 
divorce . A second marriage ended in her husband's 
death; a third in yet another divorce. She lived in 
France, Switzerland , Mexico , New York , California. 
At various times , she says , she sold Chinese jade , 
tutored rich dullards in French , worked in a picture 
framing shop , and did scripts for Paramount. 
Through all these ups and downs , the interest in food 
and drink in all their variety , appeal , and 
association , grew and developed. Her first book , 
Serve It Forth (1937) , was followed by Consider the 
Oyster (1941) , How to Cook a Wolf (1942) , The 
Gastronomical Me (1943) and An Alphabet f;r 
Gourmets (1949) , a series gathere~ together in the 


anthology entitled The Art of Eating (1954). These 
books were at once recognized as without precedent 
for originality and charm of expression in the 
literature of food. They were not cookbooks, though 
they gave plenty of recipes and showed a gifted and 
creative cook at work ; they were part personal essay , 
part history and lore , part philosophy , part 
description and narrative, and always entirely 
individual. The critics inevitably demanded that a 
writer of such imagination ought to write novels. She 
had , in fact , already done so: Touch and Go (1939) 
appeared under a pseudonym ; a second novel , Not 
Now but NOW, was published in 194 7. But it was as 
a writer on food that her reputation rested-though 
that bare phrase hardly suggests what is meant. It 
was the piquant and utterly new combination (at 
least on the American scene) of high literary skill 
with the homely and utilitarian subject of food that 
set her apart from and above the humble crew of 
writers whose subject was also food. In 1949, as 
though to suggest the tradition to which she belongs , 
M.F .K. Fisher published a translation of Brillat
Savarin's The Phy siology of Taste (a translation 
recently distinguished by a sumptuous reprint from 
the Arion Press selling for $2,500). 


By 1951, when she was asked to write The 
Story of Wine in California, Mrs. Fisher had amply 
demonstrated her interest in wine and the variety of 
her experience of it. Her initiation into the culinary 
culture of France had been in Dijon , the capital of 
Burgundian food and drink . With her second 
husband she had lived on a vineyard property in 
Switzerland and had made wine there ; when the 
threat of war drove them away she was compelled to 
leave behind "a full cellar ... some 1,800 liters of 
beautiful thin pale wine" (Current Biog 1948) . In the 
1950s she had spent time in Aix en Provence and in 
a house in St. Helena , California , in the heart of the 
Napa Valley. "I just like to be in wine country ," she 
once told an interviewer , and though that was long 
after The Story of Wine in California had been 
written and published , she might well have said it 
earlier . 


First Book of its Kind 
No such book as what became The Story of 


Wine in California had ever been published in this 
. country . American literature about wine was a very 


shallow-rooted plant , growing in the thinnest soil. In 
the first place , the fourteen years of Prohibition 
(1920-1933) had simply cut off the subject from 
American awareness , and it was a long and difficult 
task to restore it. Immediately following Repeal 
there was naturally a sudden spate of books about 
alcoholic drink ; the treatment of wine in such books 
tended , inevitably , to be elementary accounts of the 







different sorts of wine , where they eatne from , how to 
serve them , and what to drink then;i with - in other 
words, what the anxious novice needed to know , or 
thought he needed to know , about a subject held to 
be inexpressibly complex and mysterious . Many of 
these books were written out of ignorance or 
affectation or both , and it was no thanks to the 
authors if the readers came away with any useful 
ideas on the subject at all . Among other things , the 
American in search of truth was told that a Cham
pagne bottle should be opened with a corkscrew , that 
Bordeaux and Burgundy bottles have the same shape 
and that their corks are wired down , that some 
connoisseurs prefer French to Spanish Sherry , that 
Pouilly resembles Sauternes , and that Aguardiente 
means "water for the teeth." A few of the would-be 
guides , however , were of a better sort. Julian 
Street's simple Wines: Their Selection , Care, and 
Service , first published in 1933, stayed in print for 
man y years , and was in fact not so bad. By far the 
best authority to emerge was Frank Schoonmaker , 
who knew the subject , and knew how to write as 
well . His The Complete Wi"ne Book (1934), written 
with Tom Marvel, was notable as a work of 
intelligence and good judgment in the midst of a 
welter of books both uninformed and pretentious . 
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But how could one have expected anything 
else? America had never been much of a wine
drinking country , even before Prohibition. Americans 
had then been legally cut off from any proper 
experience of wine for fourteen years , and they had 
now to re-educate themselves in a subject known to 
have a long tradition and to challenge the highest 
connoisseurship . Of course they were anxious about 
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it (to the extent that any of them took any interest at 
all), and of course they were at the mercy of any self
appointed guides who wished to put themselves 
forward. They were without the sure and simple 
guidance of the knowledge that wine had only to be 
good to drink, and that it enhanced food. 


Things might yet have gone well if American 
winegrowers had been in a position to supply the 
market with good sound table wines of recognized 
identity and reliable character . They could not . The 
years of Prohibition had , paradoxicall y, enlarged the 
vineyards in order to supply grapes for home wine
making. At the same time, this growth had destroyed 
their quality. Grapes for home-winemaking had to be 
shipped over long distances to customers who only 
wanted something that still looked good at the end of 
such treatment. So the good grapes, which tended to 
be small or not very showy or excessively delicate, 
were pulled out and replaced with inferior varieties 
whose fruit was good-looking and stood shipment 
well but was not worth much for wine. The varietal 
selection in California vineyards was certainly not 
what it should have been before Prohibition, but it 
was far worse when Repeal finally arrived. It has 
taken years to correct that situation, one of the most 
lasting effects of Prohibition. 


To compound this problem, much of the wine 
that was offered to the public immediately after 
Repeal was wine that had been in storage for a long 
time , more often than not to its great disadvantage 
-if it were not distinctly on the way to becoming 
vinegar, it very likely had some other defect , having 
gone flat through oxidation or having acquired 
various molds or infections while in storage. All sorts 
of doubtful wines were blended with sounder wines 
in order to obtain something fit-or nearly fit-to sell. 
And newly-made wine might not be much better than 
what had gone off in storage. Novice winemakers, 
working without an adequate knowledge of basic 
procedure and with makeshift equipment , were likely 
to produce poor stuff , and frequently did. Nor was 
every seller in the market particularly scrupulous. 
In the early days especially , it was a temptation to 
take what you could get while the getting was good 
and to let tomorrow take care of itself. The public was 
uninstructed, did not know what it wanted, and 
would , for a time , accept whatever it was given . 
Finally, all this confused renewal of things took place 
at the end of 1933 , when the country was still stuck 
in the depths of the deepest economic depression it 
had ever known. 


Two consequences were soon clear. First , 
Americans did not buy much wine at all: the high 
hopes of the winegrowers were cruelly disappointed , 
for only a fraction of the expected sales was actually 
realized in the first half-dozen years following 
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Repeal. Second , what wine Americans did buy was 
likely to be fortified wine - bulk sherry, port , and 
muscatel from the Central Valley vineyards-rather 
than dry table wine. 


These conditions made the development of a 
lively literature about wine quite difficult . The 
industry , dominated by a few very large wineries , 
had settled down into making a few standard wines , 
mostly sweet and fortified , for a public which was not 
at all critical , did not drink much wine , and was quite 
unadventurous in its tastes. The best of a tiny 
handful of books about American wine in those 
unpromising days was again the work of Frank 
Schoonmaker , again in collaboration with Tom 
Marvel. Their Amen ·can Wines (1941), did the best it 
could with a disappointing subject ; inevitably , much 
of what they had to say did not describe a present 
reality but looked forward to a time when , somehow , 
the winegrowers of the country would realize the 
possibilities of American wine apparent to the eye of 
faith . The only other book worth mentioning from 
this time is ABC of America's Wines (New York , 
Knopf, 1942) written by Mary Frost Mabon , the food 
and wine editor of Harper's Bazaar . 


The war years , when wine was in short 
supply , created a strong demand and high prices , but 
apart from heating up the market did nothing to 
alter the basic situation for the better. And when the 
artificial conditions of the war disappeared , the 
California boom collapsed: by 1947, standard table 
wines that had been eagerly sought at $1.30 a gallon 
suddenly went begging at thirty cents a gallon. Most 
wineries were seriously hurt financially , some went 
out of business , and the industry fell into the 
doldrums . 


At the end of the 1940s , then , after wine
growing in America had been renewed by Repeal , 
had passed through the hard times of the great 
depression , had enjoyed the forced prosperity of the 
war years , and had gone into postwar decline , it 
would have been difficult to be optimistic about its 
future. As a subject for writers , American wine 
simply did not exist . 


Through all this , however , a small but steady 
counter-current could have been felt by the few who 
were prepared to seek it. The ideal of high quality 
that had inspired some winegrowers before 
Prohibition had stubbornly persisted through all the 
vicissitudes that followed . A small group of Napa 
County wineries were the saving remnant , Beaulieu 
and Inglenook especially. To them might be added a 
scattered few other names: Wente in Alameda 
County , for example , or Masson under Martin Ray in 
Santa Clara County , or the more recent Martini in 
Napa. The fine winemaking tradition of Sonoma 
County still lay largely in ruins , though there was a 


hopeful stirring in the renovation of the old Buena 
Vista winery beginning in 1943. And here and there 
on the map of California tiny , almost experimental , 
wineries began to appear dedicated to making 
nothing but the finest wine - Hallcrest (1941) in 
Santa Cruz County , Mayacamas (1941) and Souver
ain (1943) in Napa County. They all struggled 
against great odds. They wanted to make dry table 
wine when the market wanted muscatel. They 
wanted to grow the noble varieties - Cabernet rather 
than Carignane , Riesling rather than Burger-when 
the market recognized no varietal distinctions ; they 
wanted to supply well-made , properly-treated wines 
when the market knew only ready-to-drink bulk 
wines . The extra time , the extra effort , the extra cost 
of such an aim was neither regarded nor rewarded 
under such conditions ; but the conditions , so these 
few dedicated winemakers hoped , might be altered. 


A step in that direction-one of the few useful 
things emerging from the war years - was made 
when Frank Schoonmaker , who was a wine merchant 
as well as a wine writer , took up the marketing of 
American wines when his importing business was 
strangled by the war . Schoonmaker insisted that the 
American wines he sold could not be labeled with 
European names-no "burgundy ," "claret" or "rhine 
wine "-but must have a clear indication of origin. 
There being no tradition of local place -naming in this 
country , Schoonmaker turned instead to the device of 
labeling the wine according to the variety of grape 
from which it was made , the so-called "varietal" 
labeling. This was an old practice-the first 
successful American wine , produced in Ohio before 
the Civil War , was sold as "Catawba ," after the native 
grape from which it was made . But the practice had 
long since fallen into disuse and , when revived, was 
regarded with suspicion and hostility by the trade at 
large. Varietal labeling did at least two highly useful 
things : it made it possible for the American public to 
learn the difference between superior and inferior 
wine grape varieties and so to make it worth while to 
grow the former ; and it sharply differentiated 
American "varietals" from the traditional wine types 
of Europe. A wine called a Napa Valley Cabernet 
Sauvignon had an identity that the same wine sold as 
a California claret could never have. 


Assisting the counter-current towards quality 
was the work of the University of California , centered 
at Davis. Beginning immediatel y upon Repeal , the 
University's viticulturists and enologists resumed the 
work that had been started in 1880, when the 
Legislature had created a university department to 
assist the state's winegrowers . This work had two 
major purposes . The first was to match the right 
varieties with the right sites in California. Since only 
time can tell what are the "right" varieties and the 







"right" sites , to say nothing of their ideal 
combination , this is inevitably the work of 
generations ; but by exhaustive testing of varieties 
and their wines from different regions, and by 
classification of sites , the University made great 
advances in the work. The other aim was simply to 
establish what were the best winemaking techniques 
and see that they became general throughout the 
state . It proved to be easier to carry out successful 
research in such things as yeast cultures , press 
design , temperature control in fermentation and 
storage , and the many other subjects investigated , 
than to persuade a not very prosperous industry to 
accept the results of that research . But gradually the 
findings of the University scientists began to filter 
down to the level of practice in vineyard and winery. 


" ... the first serious effort ... " 
A couple of books that were published about 


this time suggested which way the tide was flowing . 
Vincent Carosso's The Califorma Wine Industry : 
1830-1895, published by the University of California 
in 1951, was the first seriou s effort to grasp the 
history of winegrowing in the state . The implicit 
assumption of such a book , that the history of 
winegrowing in California was worth studyi~g 
thoroughly and attentively , could be seen m 
retrospect as a first step towards persuading the 
public that here was something of value and in~res~ . 
More directly , John Melville 's Gwde to Cahforma 
Wines , published by Doubleday in 1955, took the 
challenging view that there was already sufficient 
variety and sufficient quality in actual California 
wines to merit a guide to them. It was perhaps 
significant that Melville was a Dutchman and so 
could bring a fresh perception to a winemaking scene 
in which hardly anyone else could be persuaded to 
take an interest. Melville found the subject "as 
fascinating as it is inexhaustible ," but added , truth
fully enough , that "comparatively little is available 
on it in book form ." 


Such was the background against which the 
Fisher-Y avno Story of Wine in Cahforma needs to be 
seen. It was a peacock of a book suddenly appearing 
on a scene where a few useful barnyard fowl might 
be found I but where nothing so splendid had yet 
been dreamed of. How did this happen? 


1. By 1960 the technical publications sponsored by the 
University of California were numerous and valuable , 
notable among them the Bulletins by M.A. Amerine and 
M.A . Joslyn , "Commercial Production of Table Wines ," 
1940 ; by Joslyn and Amerine , "Commercial Production of 
Des sert Wine s," 1941 ; and by Amerine and A.J . Winkler , 
"Composition and Quality of Musts and Wines of 
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California Grapes ," 1944. These summed up the research 
on their subjects to date . The first of them was developed 
further in Amerine and Joslyn, Table Wines: The 
Technology of their Production in California (University of 
California , Berkeley , 1951). One may also mention Robert 
Lawrence Balzer 's California's Best Wines (Los Angeles , 
Ward Ritchie , 1948) , a small book fleshed out with 
historical anecdotes , how-to instruction , and recipes, but 
nevertheless a pioneering book . 


[In our April Newsletter, we shall experience the 
di.iicult birth of The Story of Wine in California . In 
the third, · and concluding installment . Tom~ "Notes 
on the Illustrations" will be presented. - Ed.] 


SILVER THOUGHTS 
ON BOOK COLLECTING 


[In the Fall 1999 issue of Fellowship of American 
Bibliophilic Societies, Joel Silver, Curator of Books at 
the Lilly Library of Indiana University , wrote a very 
interesting essay on "The Rules of Book Collecting ." 
We excerpt the following nuggets. - Ed.] 


he practice of collecting according to 
a governing central idea or subject 
has long been considered basic by 
most book collectors. In doing so, we 
can not only build an enjoyable 
collection in an area in which we're 
interested , but we can also add to the 


store of bibliographical and historical knowledge in 
an area that may not have been explored in quite the 
way we're approaching it . .. . The collection formed 
under the umbrella of this central idea should 
include the finest examples that the collector can 
obtain or afford , as well as any other reference or 
tangential publications related to the guiding idea of 
the collection .. .. Rarity , which figures much too 
largely in the popular view of book-collecting , is 
entirely subordinate to that of interest , for the rarity 
of a book devoid of interest is a matter of no concern . 
. . . The satisfactions-emotional , physical, intellectual 
and spiritual - that come from collecting books are 
chiefly realized by their gatherers and owners . ... But 
in its essence the pastime of a book collector is 
identical with the official work of the curator of a 
muse um , or the librarian of any library of respectable 
age . fZ) 
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Our traditional opening Welcome! to new members 
is offered with a toast to all Tendrils for the New 
Year 2000 - the 10th year of our Society and 
Newsletter! New members joining us late in 1999 
included Ben Kinmont, Bookseller (P.O. Box 2007, 
New York, NY 10008; 917.690.4326; email: bkinmont 
@aol.com). Ben specializes in the older books on 
gastronomy and wine ; if you didn't receive his finely 
produced Catalogue One , let him know. We also 
welcome Charles Heizman (31851 Paseo Cielo, San 
Juan Capistrano , CA 92675) and Bill Nachbaur 
(3402 Clay Street, San Francisco, CA 94118). 


COLLECTION CATALOGUING 
on the computer - a simple, inexpensive database? 
Stephen Skelton , anxious to catalogue his collec
tion, asks for s.uggestions from Tendrils. An ever 
present question - your editor described her system 
in Volume 7 #2 _:_ perhaps our members will take a 
minute to send in their latest or favorite cataloguing 
programs . Even better! will someone volunteer to 
create a survey sheet on the subject that we can send 
to all members?! We all would be grateful. 


Update - THE WHITE DOE, 
VIRGINIA DARE and PAUL GARRETT 


In our October 1999 issue, Gordon Jones brought 
the above bunch to our attention. Several Tendrils 
responded to our query re information on Sallie 
Southall Cotten , author of The White Doe, and 
referred us to Clarence Gohdes' book , Scuppernong : 
North Carolina's Grape and Its Wmes (Duke 
University Press, 1982). Here she is very briefly , but 
charmingly, described as "a young club woman 
married to a genteel Carolinian." (p.48) No doubt 
some digging into Carolina history would give her 
further purpose! Also mentioned on page 48 is 
Garrett's "tastefully designed booklet printed on 
expensive stock" entitled The Art of Serving Wme 
(Norfolk, Virginia, 1905). Gohdes suggests it "might 
properly have borne a subtitle: Induding the Art of 
Selling It." (Although Gohdes cites the University of 
Virginia as having the sole surviving copy of this 
promotional pamphlet , we have better sources (!): see 
rear cover of our Newsletter for a reproduction of the 
pamphlet's front cover and title page.) Another 
Tendril reminded us of Thomas Pinney's valuable 
coverage of Scuppernong - Garrett - Virginia Dare in 
his A History of Wine m America (University of 
California Press, 1989). Member Hudson Cattel, 
editor and publisher of Wine East magazine , dug into 
his files and sent us the "rest of the story about 
Virginia Dare" wine: 


Paul Garrett's Virginia Dare became the best 
selling wine in the U.S. prior to Prohibition. 
The demand for Scuppernong grapes es
calated and, despite Garrett's efforts to have 
more Scuppernong planted , he was forced to 
bring in more and more blending wine from 
California. While Virginia Dare retained its 
Scuppernong character , the wine became 
blander with the passage of time . Event
ually , other muscadines had to be added in. 
When Prohibition ended , Garrett was ready 
to resume selling wine throughout the 
United States , and Virginia Dare again led 
the way . The end came in March 1940, when 
Garrett died and the winery was closed. 
In the late 1940s , Marvin Sands and his 
father, Mack , were looking to find ways to 
increase sales at their new Canandaigua 
Wine Company. They decided to make a 
sweet Scuppernong wine that would appeal 
to those who liked Garrett's Virginia Dare. 
Mack opened Richard's Wine Cellars in 
Petersburg , Virginia , in 1951, naming the 
winery after Marvin's oldest son . In 1954 
they started brainstorming names , and when 
the title of a Broadway show occurred to 
them, Richard's Wild Irish Rose was born. 
The wine was made both with a 20% alcohol 
content and as a 14% rose . By 1981 pro
duction exceeded 18 million gallons annually, 
and today it still sells more than 6 million 
gallons a year. 
Marvin wanted the Virginia Dare name , but 
it took until 1966 to secure the rights to the 
Virginia Dare label from Guild Wineries & 
Distilleries . With the name Richard's Wild 
Irish Rose so well established, Virginia Dare 
became a brand name for red, w bite and pink 
wines made from 75% New York grapes, 25% 
from outside New York - and no 
Scuppernong! 


INDEX to VOL.9 
is included in this issue. As with our previous 
indexes to the Newsletter , it provides a listing of 
authors (of articles) , subjects , and books reviewed or 
noted , and should prove a helpful reference tool for 
all members . 


THE NEW YEAR IS HERE! 
TIME TO RENEW YOUR 


TENDRIL MEMBERSHIP!! 
See enclosed form . .. 







THE CONNOISSEURSHIP 
OF SHERLOCK HOLMES 


with 
Observations on the Place of Brandy 


in Victorian Medical Therapeutics 
by 


Paul Scholten, M.D. 


[ Tendril Scholten is an admitted addicted Sherlock
ian scholar, a member of the Baker Street Irregulars 
Society for some forty years . Over the years , he has 
contributed numerous papers "on Sherloc.kian 
matters" - not to mention wine and gastronomy
and sends for our enjoyment the following thorough 
investigative report on the gourmet detective that 
was originally published in Baker Street Miscellanea . 
No .54, Summer 1988. - Ed .] 


1~~;1111 he dictionar y defines "con-
noisseur" as "a person with 


iimffl~!.10! informed and astute dis-
~ll~lfl crimination , especially con-


---=,,. '.:i! cerning the arts or matters of 
taste ." This definition would 


• certainly describe Mr. Sher
lock Holmes of 221B Baker 


lilifil!!it~~§ii~~ Street . His discrimination in 
all things is of the highest . He has a vast know ledge 
of opera and of music in general , attends concerts , 
operas and recitals of both vocalists and instru
mentalists: Sarasate, Neruda, Carina , De Reske , and 
Irene Adler , to name a few. He is a violin virtuoso 
himself, a patron of the arts , and has proven his 
ability to identify painters and their works at a single 
glance. 


He is a gourmet too , where matters of wine 
and food are concerned and when given the leisure 
time to enjoy a meal , he orders with a very 
discriminating palate . On the other hand , when the 
going is difficult on a case, food goes by the board . As 
Watson notes , in the Yellow Face, "his diet was of the 
sparest and his habits were simple to the verge of 
austerity." When on the trail of a crime , Holmes and 
Watson ate a great many cold lunches and dinners 
and often skipped meals entirely. They had very 
frequent recourse to sandwiches or simply a slice of 
beef and a glass of beer. While investigating the Five 
Orange Pips , Sherlock was so famished from missed 
meals that he "walked up to the sideboard , and 
tearing a piece from the loaf , devoured it voraciously, 
washing it down with a long drought of water." 


On the other hand , when relaxing, they 
frequently ate at fashionable restaurants : Simpson's , 
Goldini's , and Mancini's are mentioned . What did 
they eat? We wish we always knew , but there are far 
too many references to "a little dinner ," "something 
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nutritious ," "a decent lunch ," "a pleasant little lunch," 
"a hasty lunch in the railroad station buffet ," "dinner 
for two," or simply "dinner" or "lunch." Occasionally, 
we hear of oysters and grouse and something a little 
choice in white wines , or cold partridge and 
Montrachet, but more often we only hear that they 
have eaten , simply lunch or dinner. 


When it comes to breakfast, we are a little 
clearer. The problems of cholesterol had not yet been 
discovered and breakfast almost always included 
eggs , scrambled , fried or boiled, along with ham or 
rashers of bacon , coffee and toast , and, on one 
occasion , curried chicken, a rather formidable 
breakfast item. We are on more solid ground when it 
comes to the companions' favorites , for they seem to 
prefer game birds above all else . We hear of cold 
partridge , a brace of grouse, a couple of brace of 
woodcock, goose and a pheasant. With the game they 
most frequently chose a white Burgundy, a Mont
rachet or a Meursault, something heavy enough to 
stand up to the gamey flavors. One of these is no 
doubt what they felt was "something choice in a 
white wine." It is interesting, but not surprising, 
that Sherlock was prescient in things vinous, 
anticipating the white wine revolution a century in 
advance of the general public . When it came to red 
wine , their choice was claret, the term only the 
British use for the red wines of Bordeaux, dating 
back to the 14th century days when Bordeaux was 
under the English crown , and its wines arrived in 
London with "clairet" chalked on the barrels of those 
that were clear or ready to drink. Holmes and 
Watson liked coffee with their meals (and by itself), 
had an occasional cup of tea or glass of beer, were not 
adverse to a whiskey and soda , and liked an after 
dinner drink , curacao or cognac, for example. In fact, 
they were fond of a great many alcoholic beverages 
and there are nearly eighty references to such in the 
Sacred Writings . For example : 


There is a group of old and cobwebby bottles 
on the sideboard, along with a couple of brace of 
woodcock , a pheasant and a pate de foie gras pie, 
when they confront Lord St . Simon , the haughty 
Noble Bachelor , with Hattie Doran and her true 
husband , Frank Moulton . Holmes offers whiskey and 
soda to Athelny Jones in The Sig.Ii of the Four, and 
also has one for himself while investigating "The Red 
Headed League." Our friends have a couple of beers 
at the Alpha Inn while searching for a vagrant goose 
and Holmes is astute enough to spot the beeswing in 
the wine glass while probing the mysterious murder 
at the Abbey Grange . Beeswing, incidentally, is not 
the dark sediment that red wine casts with age, nor 
is it the tartrate crystals laid down on the sides of a 
bottle of crusted port. Rather, it is mucilage, or fish 
glue, that is added to wine as a clarifying agent. If 
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not all precipitates in the fining, it may later form a 
filmy beeswing in the aging wine . It is seldom seen 
today in the age of cold clarification and filtering . 


The reader will recall that in the case of the 
"Veiled Lodger" the two detectives enjoyed a cold 
partridge and a bottle of Montrachet , the very best of 
the white Burgundies. In The Sign of the Four , it 
was a red Burgundy of high quality when they had 
Beaune for lunch . While investigating the mystery 
of the "Cardboard Box," they sat for an hour over a 
bottle of claret , and it was claret, along with some 
biscuits , that Holmes used to restore himself after his 
near starvation as the "Dying Detective ." Our friends 
enjoy a glass of port while pondering the case of the 
"Creeping Man ," three glasses of port in The Sign of 
the Four, and between them, savor Von Bork's 
Imperial Tokay from Kaiser und Koenig Franz 
Joseph's own Schi:ienbrunn cellars as the tied-up 
German glared at them from the settee. 


Watson refers to comet wine , a charming 
myth that implies a comet imparts some heaven-sent 
extraordinary virtue to wine as it passes over the 
vineyards . Perhaps . Indeed , 1986, when Halley's 
Comet passed over , was a fine vintage year in 
France ; but the last time Halley's star passed over , in 
1910, it accompanied a disastrous vintage. We wish 
we knew more ofVamberry , the wine merchant , and 
what he sold ; but we do know quite enough about Mr . 
Windebank, the traveler in wine , who wooed his own 
near-sighted stepdaughter without ever being recog
nized. Careful Sherlockians will know that McGinty 
welcomed Birdie Edwards to the Scowrers with a 
bottle of champagne , and one must not forget that 
the Gloria Scott met her untimely and bloody end 
after the mutineers broke out the brown sherry . To 
add to his other peculiarities , Thaddeus Sholto kept 
only chianti and tokay in the house , an oddly 
matched pair of beverages ; and it was wine that 
fueled Hugo Baskerville's rowdy crew in their 
carousing . 


Brandy 
All these beverages are interesting , and 


pleasant , but the one most frequently mentioned in 
Watson's tales is brandy , which in England means 
French cognac . Brandy has a long and colorful 
history as a pleasant beverage. It has an even longer 
history as a medication and played an important part 
in the Victorian doctor 's armamentarium . 


Distillation , a very ancient and somewhat 
mysterious art , is a means of separating mixed 
liquids of different boiling points , by vaporizing each 
liquid at a different temperature , and then recon
densing the vapors . Brandy is what results when the 
alcohol in wine is separated from the other liquids in 
this manner. 


The Chinese were distilling a spirit from rice 
and sugar wine as early as 800 B.C. The Egyptians 
practiced the art of distillation to produce perfumes. 
The classic Greeks distilled pine resin to make 
turpentine. The science of distillation continued 
under the Romans , and later the Moors introduced it 
into the Middle East . During the Middle Ages , in 
Europe , distilling was in the hands of the Alchemists, 
and the first written word on the subject of distilling 
wine into spirits comes from a teacher of alchemy , 
Arnald of Villanova , in the late 1200s. He was so 
excited by the medical properties of his liquid that he 
called it aqua vitae , the water of life. About 1400, 
brandy production became common in the south of 
France , where it was called by Arnald 's designation , 
eau de vie, "water of life" in French. The best of 
these ea ux de vie were Cognac and Armagnac , 
produced in the regions of those names, just north 
and east of Borde a~ . respectively . 


[From The Vertuo se Boke ofDistyllacyon , 1524) 


Brandy can be produced by distillation of any 
fruit wine , but cognac , from grapes , is the most 
typical brandy and the model for the huge California 
brandy industry . The word "brandy ," incidentally , 
comes from the Dutch word , Brandewijn , literally 
"burnt wine ," which describes the process of 
production . Other popular brandies come from the 
apple , Calvados in France and Applejack in New 
England ; kirschwasser from cherries, framboise from 
raspberries , poire from pears , slivovitz from plums 
and grappa from a second pressing of the pomace 
that remains after wine is drained from the crushed 
and fermented grapes . 







Wha t is brandy? In common usage , brandy 
is a spirit of 80 to 86 proof , distilled from wine and 
stored for some time in oak barrels . It contains 40 to 
50 percent ethyl alcohol and 50 to 60 percent water. 
There are small amounts of the higher alcohols and 
other flavor constituents , a number of which come 
from the oak casks in which it ages. Tannins and 
tannic acid are two of these . There are numerous 
trace elements from the soil , including calcium , iron , 
sodium and potassium . There are also pectins , fats , 
purines , dextrose and other sugars . Brandy may also 
have additives such as caramel for color , vanilla and 
other flavoring agents and small amounts of added 
sugar. 


Medical Uses 
In small amounts brand y aids digestion , 


increasing the secretions of gastric juice and 
speeding up gastric motility . It dilates the blood 
vessels of the skin , causing flushing and so may aid 
in lowering the temperature. It also dilates the blood 
vessels of the heart and thus relieves , and to some 
extent prevents , painful anginal attacks. William 
Heberden , the English physician who first described 
angina pectoris in 1768, advocated the use of cognac 
brandy for the relief of angina! pain and it has been 
in widespread use for this purpose , ever since. More 
recently , studies have shown that in addition to the 
purely chemical effects of the alcohol , there is also a 
very valuable and beneficial calming and euphoric 
effect . Paul Dudley White , the famous Harvard 
cardiologist who , among others , cared for Dwight 
Eisenhower , said in the late 1950s that the most 
effective drug for heart patients , after nitrites , was 
alcohol. Today we would have to place the calcium 
channel blockers high on this list , but brandy 
remains a valuable drug for those with heart disease . 


Brandy is also quite useful in obliterative 
vascular disease because of its peripheral vaso
dilating effects. In dilating the external vessels , it 
also gives a feeling of warmth on a cold day , but does 
not actually warm one. It also makes the brandy 
drinker feel better and this subjective effect can , in 
turn influence one's physiology . Hence its value as a 
restorative , to bring nervous victims back to normal. 
It has been shown that moderate drinkers live longer 
than teetotalers , have fewer heart attacks , and live 
longer after a heart attack than those who never 
drink . 


These are currently recognized uses . Going 
back to Victorian times , we will list some therapeutic 
indications which are no longer felt to be fully valid , 
but were felt to be entirely true when Watson was in 
his prime. Brandy was very widely used for the 
common cold, both as a preventative and as a 
treatment to relieve the unpleasant symptoms . It is 


still used for colds , but its effectiveness is on rather 
shaky ground . Brandy was felt to be the prime 
remedy in cases of snakebite , to cure the toxic effects 
and also to ease the pain of tho bite and injected 
poisons. It was advocated to restore one to normal 
after loss of blood, in convalescence and after serious 
injury, in cases where one felt faint and in actual 
fain tings . 


One is reminded of the nineteenth century 
English music hall skit . A comedian is struck and 
falls unconscious to the stage . A second comic cries 
out , "bring the poor man some water , quickly ," 
whereupon the victim wakes up, raise s his head and 
asks plaintively , "can't you make that brandy?" 


Cognac was regularly prescribed for feeble 
digestion , atonic dyspepsia , convalescence from acute 
fevers , infantile diarrhea , vomiting , neuralgia , 
migraine headaches , ordinary headaches, colics, 
cramps and as a stimulant to increase the appetite . 
It was, and still is , used as a valuable sedative, 
especially in the aged , and cognac was felt to be the 
most efficacious of all remedies for influenza. It was 
advocated for a number of very serious and often 
fatal infections: typhoid , typhus , dysentery, cholera , 
and pneumonia. We now know that it didn't have 
any great effect on the infecting bacteria, but, as 
there were no known specific treatments for these 
diseases at that time , one can reason that at least 
brandy led to a relatively sedated and comfortable 
death. Brandy was frequently advocated as a gargle 
in sore throats , diluted 4 to 1 with water , which at 
least gave a nice spirited breath . It was also 
prescribed to treat delirium tremens, a disease that 
excessive brandy could well have caused. 


In any event , brandy has proven therapeutic 
value in : stimulating the coronary artery circulation 
in diseases of the heart; relieving the pain of angina 
pectoris and obliterative vascular diseases; increas
ing the stroke volume of the heart ; and alleviating 
the discomfort associated with hypertension in 
general . It combats tension, induces sleep , relaxes, 
and is a boon to the elderly . It is , possibly , useful as 
a treatment for the common cold. Moderate drinkers 
live longer , and live longer after a heart attack , than 
those who never drink . It can be a life saver in heart 
disease . 


Brandy in the Sacred Writings 
When Julia Stoner is bitten by a deadly 


snake in "The Speckled Band ," Dr. Roylatt poured 
brandy down her throat, but in vain, for she died. 
Concerning the Hound of the Baskervilles , Inspector 
Lestrade thrust brandy between Henry Baskerville's 
teeth to restore him after the hound's attack; and 
later , Henry asks for another mouthful of the brandy. 
Soon, they have the brandy out again for Mrs. Staple-
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ton, who had been tied up by her cruel husband . In 
"The Three Students ," professor Hilton Soames gives · 
a little brandy to his servant, Bannister , when 
Bannister is upset by the improper viewing of an 
examination paper . When stung by "The Lion's 
Mane," Ian Murdoch shouted for brandy, and it was 
only more and more brandy poured down his throat 
that saved him. Later , a book by J. G. Wood was 
quoted that relates that another jellyfish victim was 
only saved by gulping down a whole bottle of brandy. 


Confronted by the evidence in "The Blue 
Carbuncle," James Ryder collapses , and is revived by 
receiving a dash of brandy. Victor Hatherly , the 
engineer, becomes hysterical when Watson sees him 
thumbless in consultation ; but brandy and water 
restored color to his bloodless cheeks. 


It will be recalled that Holmes and Watson 
had to pour brandy down Percy Phelps' throat when 
he almost -fainted at the sight of "The Naval Treaty" 
under a covered dish . Dr. Thornycroft Huxtable, MA, 
PhD , headmaster of "The .Priony School ," looks 
around, and faints from nerves, exhaustion and 
hunger. Watson then administers brandy as he lies 
unconscious. 


When the Tiger of San Pedro kills his 
pursuers at Wisteria Lodge, a brandy and soda is 
given to John Scott Eccles after Inspector Gregson 
accuses him of the murder. Watson also revives 
Melas, "The Greek Interpreter," in less than an hour 
with ammonia and brandy, after he had almost been 
killed by foul fumes. Earlier , we had noted an empty 
brandy bottle on the table. 


When "The Reigate Squires" attack Holmes , 
he is so shaken by the Cunninghams' assault that he 
helps himself to a dash of brandy. Holmes gave 
Watson brandy when he fainted (for the first and last 
time in his life) when Holmes suddenly appeared 
three years after his supposed death at Reichenbach 
Falls. 


Black Peter Carey, the harpooned harpooner, 
had brandy on the sideboard , but preferred to drink 
"a man's drink," rum . When an old shipmate from 
the ill-fated Gloria Scott appeared, Squire Trevor had 
to run into the house for a brandy. And Holmes 
advises Colonel Ross to wash the hair dye off Silver 
Blaze with "spirits of wine ," which is , of course , 
another name for brandy . 


In these cases , brandy was used variously as 
a restorative , as a tranquilizer, as a pain reliever 
and, most commonly, as a means of reviving and 
strengthening those in nervous shock. On four 
occasions it was poured down the throats of 
unconscious persons, a very dangerous act indeed. 
Not only is this bad medicine, but one has a very 
good chance of pouring the brandy down the trachea 
into the lungs . If this does not drown the victim on 


the spot, it will , at least , produce a chemical pneu
monia . In several instances, a whole bottle of brandy 
is administered - a quantity that would dull the vital 
signs of an already injured person and would give a 
good chance of causing vomiting and the likelihood of 
drowning the overtreated person in his own vomitus. 


In summary , it is quite safe to say that 
Sherlock had , and presumably still has, true connois
seurship: a fine taste and discrimination in things 
gastronomic and vinous , also in music , opera , the 
stage and art . 


[See WTNL Vol.9 No.3 for Robert Ross' entertaining 
visit with Sherlock Holmes via his wine quotations -
the piece that inspired Paul Scholten , whose ''belief 
in Sherlock Holmes is relatively bemgn and only 
moderately eccentric , " to share with us his distil
lation of gastronomical Sherlockian lore. - Ed.] 


[From The Bacchus Club Mystery: A Further Adventure ofSh~rlock 
Holmes by Wayne Howell . Montreal: Kylix Media, 1991.) 
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· ZINF ANDEL: A HISTORY OF A 
GRAPE AND ITS WINE 


by 
Charles L. Sullivan 


PART III 


ZIN - BOOM - BAH! 


- This was the first grape from which good red wine 
was made in Califorma. - PROF . GEORGE HUSMANN, 1896. 


~--- /~/l he industrial I agricultural 
depression that gripped the 
United States from 1873 to 
1878 hurt California wine 
producers and acted as a 
brake on vineyard expansion . 
The prices of all agricultural 
products were battered, and 


~~~~~~:..:L.~~ yet the amount of wine 
shipped out of state to the East Coast grew. This was 
partly due to the decline in wine imports from 
France, whose vineyards were being wasted by the 
phylloxera root louse . The producers of California's 
best table wines, such as Lefranc and Pellier in the 
Santa Clara Valley , Krug and Groezinger in Napa , 
Dresel and DeTurk in Sonoma County , made money 
and survived . Even though prices were rock-bottom , 
they and others clearly demonstrated that good table 
wine could be made in the northern coastal valleys of 
California . Their efforts gave strong evidence for the 
growing belief that this region , not Southern 
California , would be the future home of California's 
premium table wine industry. 


What reputation Northern California was 
gaining for its table wines derived primarily from its 
whites in the Germanic style . Red table wines , 
labeled usually "claret" and "burgundy," were mostly 
made from Mission grapes, which .still dommated ; 
even in Napa and Sonoma in the early 1870s . 
Whatever California vintners thought of the Zinfan
del and Cinsaut, the reality was in their wine vats at 
the end of the vintage , full of grapes from vines 
planted in the 1860s . These were mostly Missions . 


In his 1880 report as head of the state 
viticultural commission Charles A. Wetmore looked 
back at the seventies. "In clarets we are notably 
deficient , not withstanding the glories of our 
Zinfandel." If he had had the kind of acreage report
ing we have come to expect today , Wetmore would 
have known that a wave of Zinfandel planting had 
been sweeping the Golden State for several months . 


BOOM 
Looking back we can see a small crack in the 


wine depression in 1877 when several Napa and 
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Sonoma vintners received unexpected orders for bulk 
wine from new East Coast customers. The situation 
wasn't rosy, but it encouraged a small amount of new 
planting here in the 1877-78 dormant season. The 
dike broke next season as prosperity began return
ing , wine consumption began increasing , and French 
sources of table wine continued to decline. (The 
phylloxera helped cut French production about 35% 
between 1870 and 1885.) Although most of the new 
orders were for white table wine , by 1884 California 
claret producers would be the chief beneficiaries of 
increased eastern demand. 


The great California wine boom of the 1880s 
saw the state's vintage rise from an average of less 
than five million gallons in the mid-seventies to just 
over fifteen million in 1884, when the first wave of 
large plantings came to bear . The great surge in 
vineyard expansion came in the coastal valleys 
around the San Francisco Bay Area, in Sonoma, 
Napa , Alameda and Santa Clara counties , which soon 
were accounting for more than half of the state's 
production of table wine . Zinfandel was by far the 
leading variety in this surge. This is not to say that 
a majority of the planting was to Zinfandel. I 
calculate that about 30% of the new vines here were 
Zinfandel , but this was about double the number for 
the runner-up. (Believe it or not we had no reliable 
state or county statistics by varietal in California 
until the 1960s .) 


Sonoma and Napa 
The image of the Zinfandel as a fine claret 


grape, which developed in the 1860s , had been 
reinforced well before the boom. Napa's Charles Krug 
was ever bemoaning the still huge number of Mission 
vines in the state's best viticultural districts, and the 
relative scarcity of Zinfandel. The Alta Califorma, 
always the advocate of be.tter California wine , was 
calling for Missions to be grafted over to Zinfandel as 
early as 1872. Sonoma's Isaac DeTurk in 1877 
contended that however over expanded the wine 
industry appeared during the depression, there was 
no oversupply of good Zinfandel. 1 


Sonoma and Napa were the centers of the 
Zinfandel craze after 1878 . This was not by chance. 
The perception of these two areas as the home of high 
quality red table wine had become fixed in the 
industry by the end of the depression. One Sonoma 
newspaper gloated that , "In no other county has the 
Zinfandel so congenial a home ," and predicted that 
the county would ride to prosperity on that variety. 
Napa newspapers might rise to the challenge, but 
elsewhere in the state? - not a chance . By 1880 
almost 80% of the new planting in the Alexander 
Valley/Healdsburg/Dry Creek area was to Zinfandel. 
To the north the new Italian-Swiss Colony below 
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Cloverdale reported that half of their first 300 acres . 
were in Zinfandel. White Riesling was a distant 
second with thirty-five acres. 2 


In 1881 DeTurk reported that Sonoma 's 
vineyards amounted to 11,594 acres . In 1879 there 
had been 7,248, and 5,977 of those had been planted 
to the Mission . Now there were about 2,500 acres of 
Zinfandel , by far the most numerous new variety in 
the county. 


In Napa the emphasis on Zinfandel was even 
more pronounced , particularly around St . Helena. 
Charles Krug reported a total of 11,700 Napa acres in 
1881. In 1878 there had been less than 4,000 . 
Zinfandel contributed more to this growth than any 
other variety . The distant second and third were the 
Palomino and White Riesling . By 1887 Napa's 
Zinfandel accounted for more acreage (5,744 acres ) 
than had all varieties six years earlier. 


So great was this Napa passion that one of 
the tiny railroad stations below St. Helena was 
renamed "Zinfandel." By the 1880s Zinfandel Lane 
crossed the valley , and the steamer Zinfandel plied 
the bay waters between San Francisco and the 
wharves of Napa City . 


Santa Clara Valley 
Zinfandel was not a craze in the Santa Clara 


Valley . Some said this fact came from the early and 
powerful French influence in the vineyards around 
San Jose . Why the French do not love our Zinfandel 
I don't know , but my impression is that this 
stereotype from the 1870s persists 125 years later . 
There are exceptions , of course , like Domaine 
Tempier's Lucien Peyraud , who likens his Bandol 
wines to California Zinfandel. 


David Harwood's Lone Hill Vineyard was the 
largest in Santa Clara County in the seventies. He 
had varieties planted I have never hard of; he even 
had Catawba . But he had nary a Zinfandel vine. His 
neighbor was Almaden's Charles Lefranc who would 
have nothing to do with the variety. _Nevertheless by 
the mid-seventies the San Jose Mercury was trying 
to draw the attention of local growers to the 
Zinfandel's Sonoma success. 


By the early 1880s fairly sizeable plantations 
ofZinfandel were going into the Santa Clara Valley . 
Even Frenchman Pierre Pellier had some at his 
vineyard above Evergreen. And all that Black St. 
Peters here was Zinfandel by the mid-1880s. 


There was , nevertheless , sound logic in some 
vintners ' doubts about the advisability of planting 
Zinfandel on the deep rich soils that would , by the 
turn of the century , be the home of some of the finest 
prune and apricot orchards in the world. In 1884 the 
San Jose Times warned growers of the hazards of 
planting Zinfandel in the wrong places . This was 


soon a common concern. It eventually became a 
leitmotif in the warnings of the University's Eugene 
Hilgard to the state 's vineyardists . Later he 
specifically warned Santa Clara Valley growers about 
the hazards of overplanting Zinfandel on rich valley 
floors . The result would be a "heavy earthiness" that 
was difficult to blend out. Zinfandel loved the 
hillsides. 3 


Santa Cruz Mountains 
But Zin planted in the hills and foothills 


above Los Gatos and Saratoga gave a clear indication 
that complaints about local Zinfandels could not be 
considered a valid knock at the variety in general. 
These areas , today part of the Santa Cruz Mountains 
appellation , were producing some of the best 
Zinfandel claret in the state by the mid-eighties. 
Place names such as Glenwood , Lexington , or Alma 
attached to "Zinfandel " in the years before 
Prohibition would brighten the countenance of any 
knowledgeable lover of California red table wine . 4 


Alameda County 
One of the Bay Area's most important 


winegrowing districts grew up as a child of the first 
California wine boom . Before the 1880s agriculture 
in the Livermore Valley meant grain and grazing. 
There weren't 100 acres of vines here in the 1870s , 
and these were all Mission . But by 1885 there were 
almost 3,000 acres of vines planted in about one 
hundred separate vineyards . There were forty-four 
different wine grape varieties listed in a local survey 
in 1885 , and of these the leader was Zinfandel, 
outdistancing the second place Mourvedre (Mataro) 
by more than three to one . But Zinfandel amounted 
to barel y 30% of the new planting , so eclectic was the 
selection of varieties. 5 


Alameda County then had two important 
wine growing districts , the Livermore Valley and the 
area around the old Mission San Jose. There along 
the foothills of the East Bay , about twenty miles 
south of Oakland , viticulture had a long history . 
Many , including U.C.'s Professor Hilgard , thought it 
had as great a potential for fine wine production as 
Napa and Sonoma . The vine planting craze struck 
here too with heavy emphasis on Zinfandel and red 
Bordeaux varieties. One vintner , Juan Gallegos , a 
Spanish millionaire who loved claret , planted more 
than 500 acres of vineyard for his Palmdale Wine Co. 
between 1880 and 1882. 


When the vines in these Alameda County 
districts came to bearing and their wines were shown 
at the state viticultural convention in 1887, delegates 
were astonished at their high quality , particularly 
the reds , and very particularly the Livermore 
Zinfandels. Livermore's great reputation for prem
ium white wines was developed later . 







Central Coast 
South of the Bay Area in the Central Coast 


region , the effects of the wine boom were mild and 
Zinfandel planting a here-and-there thing. One 
exception was in the Cienega Valley near Hollister 
where William Palmtag planted 11,000 Zinfandel 
vines after he acquired the historic Theophile Vache 
estate in 1883 . These were expanded in later years 
and became the basi s for Palmtag's well-regarded 
San Benito Claret . 


Southern California 
In Southern California , where virtuall y all 


vines were of the Mission variety , the planting craze 
in the early eighties was surprisingly strong , when 
one considers that the huge plantings of Mission 
vines here had been an important part of the 
industry's problems in the 1870s. The key to success 
eventually was better varieties planted in foothill 
localities. The elevated slopes above Azusa , Pomona , 
Duarte , and Monrovia were dotted with scores of new 
vineyards in the earl y 1880s. Glendale and Pasadena 
soon had several wineries . There was also heavy 
planting in the San Gabriel Valley. A good part of all 
this new planting was to Zinfandel and Burger. In 
later years the Zinfandel grown on the foothill lands 
above Pasadena and Sierra Madre would acquire a 
good international reputation . 


Central Valley 
The chief enemy of high quality table wine in 


Southern California was the hot weather . So was it 
in the torrid Central Valley south of the Delta region. 
It was not much more than a desert before the 
coming of the Southern Pacific Railroad and large 
scale irrigation in the 1870s. Fresno was the center 
of agricultural development and an important grape 
growing region in the 1880s. In this century 
viticulture there has been concentrated on sweet 
wines, brandy , and raisin production. But in 
yesteryear promoters likened the climate to that of 
Southern France and thousands of acres of wine 
grapes best suited for table wine were planted here. 
(The area was really more like Algeria. ) 


In 1880 pioneer vintner Francis Eisen 
reported 172 acres in vines. The most common 
variety was Zinfandel (47 acres ) followed by 
Malvoisie (37 acres) , and ten others . Virtually every 
new vineyard in this desert region was loaded with 
vines that reflected the hope of their owners for table 
wine but showed little understanding of the 
relationship between climate and individual 
varieties. 


But in the Central Valley to the north , in an 
area east of the delta and much affected by the 
maritime influence from the Bay Area , a somewhat 
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different situation was obtained. Here, north of 
Stockton in the Lodi area of San Joaquin County , the 
production of acceptable table wines was a 
possibility. In fact , George West had been doing it 
since the 1860s at his El Pinal Winery. And 
Zinfandel was one of his favorite varieties . In fact, it 
was the only red table wine he showed at the 1883 
viticultural convention in San Francisco. West had 
also started making "white" Zinfandel from his free 
run juice in 1869 . He was so successful that in his 
1882 report viticultural commissioner Charles 
Wetmore specifically recommended that Zinfandel be 
classified a white wine grape in San Joaquin County 
and praised its wine there , which we often call 
"blush" today, as "delicate" in flavor. 


I cannot leave this part of the Central Valley 
without noting that San Joaquin County today has 
more than 13,000 acres of Zinfandel , more than three 
times as many as second place Sonoma County. It 
has been the home of White Zinfandel since its rise to 
popularity well over a decade ago. Score one for 
George West and Commissioner Wetmore! 


Farther north in the Sacramento Valley the 
almost desert conditions return , although not with 
the intensity as found around Fresno . But here too 
the planting of vines for table wine production 
became a real industry in the 1880s. In 1884 at 
Natoma Vineyard Co., northwest of Sacramento , 
there were 2,400 acres of vines in the ground 
representing eighty-seven of the finest varieties, 
including a huge spread of Zinfandel. Within a few 
years 1,000 of these acres had been pulled , and 
brandy had become Natoma 's claim to fame . 


In the late eighties most of these huge 
vineyard plantations in the Central Valley simply 
added to the sea of mediocre California wines from 
varietals planted where they shouldn't have been . 
All too often Zinfandel was a chief component. 


Sierra Foothills 
What of the Sierra foothills, where viticulture 


had such promising beginnings in the 1860s? (In 
1866 El Dorado County had more vines than Napa 
and was producing twice as much wine.) By the late 
sixties the Alta California could praise these foothill 
vineyards with many old mining camps "now 
embowered with vines ." But there was little left one 
could call an industry . The planting boom of the 
eighties touched the foothills hardly at all. There 
were only forty-nine small vineyards in Amador and 
El Dorado Counties in 1884, but some of these would 
produce on into the 20th century , and a few of their 
vines were Zinfandel. One such vineyard is still in 
production. But the total amount was small then; in 
the 1880s less than 5% of El Dorado's 1,200 acres of 
vines were Zinfandel. And yet we often think of the 
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Sierra Foothills today when we rejoice over some of 
the best old-vine Zinfandel vineyards that have 
survived. Truth to tell , with but a_ few exceptions , 
these vines were planted between 1900 and 1910 , 
and between 1920 and 1925. Seventy year old vines 
are old, but they're not over a hundred years old . 


The great California wine boom started 
slowing in 1886 and by the end of the decade was out 
of steam. One could hardly find an acre of wine 
grapes being planted in the northern coastal valleys . 
Like most periods of agricultural expansion in 
American history this one went too far. The result 
was surpluses and rock-bottom prices , a situation 
that worsened in 1893 when the depression became 
a national disaster , leaving the country in economic 
ruin until the recovery began in 1897-1898. 


But the boom had firmly established the 
Zinfandel as California 's own , the grape that would 
be the basis for the state's standard red table wines , 
the backbone of the industry . Unfortunatel y there 
was too much Zinfandel in places not suited to 
produce anything but very low grade wine. 


By the early 1890s Zinfandel was becoming 
the whipping boy of analysts trying to explain the 
economic malaise torturing the California wine 
industry . When the national economy collapsed in 
1893 people stopped bad-mouthing Zinfandel specifi
cally , but the negative connotation stuck . 


We'll look later at Zinfandel as part of a fairly 
mature and dynamic industry . And we 'll talk more 
about the good and great Zins being produced. But 
first I have to tell you about the creation of a myth in 
the 1880s which totally confounded the history of 
Zinfandel for the next ninety years . I have already 
mentioned the historic cement of the Haraszth y 
legend. The details are complicated and often a bit 
tedious , but in all I think the whole story is worth 
telling. It is a good tale, full of skullduggery , heroics , 
perhaps even a little "recovered memory ," or better , 
recovered false memory. 


[In our next issue we shall explore the Haraszthy 
Myth . -Ed.] 


------ NOTES TO PART III-------


1. S t. Helena Star, 3/4/ 1876; Santa Rosa Democrat, 10/12/ 1877. 


2. Santa Rosa Democrat, 9/16/1875. 


3. San Jose Herald, 6/4/188 7. 


4. San Jose Mercury, 12/ 1/1881, 8/27/ 1882; San Jose Herald, 
8/27/1885 . 


5. Livermore Herald, 5/27/ 1886. 


IN THE WINE LIBRARY: A REVIEW 
by 


Bob Foster 


" the best introductory wine book ever written" 


Windows on The World: Complete Wine Course , 
Millennium Edition , by Kevin Zraly . New York : Ster
ling Publishing Co., 1999. 208 pp. , hardback , $24.95 . 


ime and again when a beginning wine 
buff asks for a book to start the 
journey into fine wines , I never 
hesitate to recommend this book. It 


remains the best introductory wine book ever 
written. 


As always , the book is a wonderful intro
ductory course touching the major wine areas of the 
world with lots of charts , maps and labels . The text is 
enthusiastic and witty. There are numerous side-bars 
filled with humor and fascinating asides that add 
depth to the text . 


This latest edition has a new graphic design 
with a much more visually interesting format . The 
maps have been redone showing a bit more detail. 
There are more labels , reproduced in their original 
colors . Zraly also pays attention to emerging areas 
and emerging varietals . And , as a book lover , I still 
like the small section at the end of each region , with 
suggestions of books for further reading. 


Having said all these wonderful things , I 
have two qualms about this edition. First , perhaps 
it's me , but I have this peculiar notion that the title 
of the book ought to have a direct relationship to its 
contents . This work touts itself as the millennium 
edition. I thought at the very least there would be a 
section on what to drink for the millennium. Nope . 
Not there. Indeed , the only reference I can find to 
the millennium is Zraly's admission he will turn fifty 
in the year the century turns . This is hardly the stuff 
a reader would expect in a "Millennium Edition." 
Just more of the crass marketing designed to take 
advantage of the end of the century? (A bit like the 
false rumors of a Champagne shortage. One wonders 
if someone plans a rumor of a wine book shortage!) 
Second , and more substantive , is the total elimina
tion of the cartoons . One of the features of earlier 
editions was a set of cartoons poking fun at wine and 
pretentious wine drinkers. I particularly liked the 
inclusion of such material because it helped the 
reader understand that nothing in this realm should 
be taken too seriously . While Zraly makes the point 
again and again in his clever , witt y writing style , the 
cartoons made the point from a more artistic 
perspective. I miss the cartoons. They deserved a 
better fate. 







But , as indicated at the start of this review , 
overall the work is top-notch. It offers a breezy , 
informative , intelligent , humorous overview of the 
many facets of wine . Much of the work is set out in a 
question and answer format so that readers can jump 
to the specific issues that interest them . A detailed 
index assists those seeking specific material. Still 
very highly recommended . 


[ With thanks we excerpt and reprint this book review 
from Bobs column in California Grapevine ( Oct-Nov 
1999). - Ed .] 


Impressive New History 
of Italian Swiss Colony 


by 
Bo Simons 


Legacy of a Village: The Italian Swiss Colony 
Winery and the People of Asti, California by Jack 
Florence. Phoenix: Raymond Court Press , 1999, 320 
pages , index , bibliography , notes . $23 .95 . 


Jack Florence has written an interesting , 
impressively researched narrative history of Italian 
Swiss Colony and the people of Asti. Florence 
embraces more than just the company that started as 
Italian Swiss Agricultural Colony and went through 
so many changes and is no more . He also looks at the 
people that made the company , the town that sprang 
from it and even the land , the vines and some of the 
buildings that gave the place its history and 
character . 


His interest in people extends from the 
important pioneers and heads of the company to 
those who worked the cellar and the .vineyards , built 
the church and the town. The individual who started 
it all , Andrea Sbarboro , gets appropriate star billing 
in the early chapters. He had a vision , but was quick 
to adapt his vision to changing circumstances. 
Sbarboro saw Italian Swiss Agricultural Colony in 
1881 as an experiment in social engineering . From 
an initial concept to provide a way for the rural 
Italian immigrant , stranded in urban San Francisco , 
to work and eventually acquire land , he progressed 
to a vineyard business investment , to a full-scale 
wine production facility . Sbarboro was complex and 
contradictory , arrogant and caring , shrewd yet 
stubborn, a gracious host and annoying prankster , an 
elitist who demonstrated his concern for employees 
by paying their full immigration fees . Jack Florence 
shows him warts and all. 


Florence also tells of the other major 
individuals who had a part in ISC and Asti's story: 
Pietro Rossi , the winemaker who built the reputation 
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of ISC for fine wine ; his twin sons , Robert and 
Edmund , and their offspring who helped shape ISC 
throughout the 20th Century; the Seghesios who 
briefly owned all of Asti; Enrico Prati who guided ISC 
through and after Prohibition; Joe Vercelli , whose 
career at ISC spanned the years 1933 to 1978; "the 
Little Old Winemaker" from the commercials of the 
1960s ; Pat Paulsen , the mournful comedian who 
bought the town of Asti. 


The story of Italian Swiss Colony is a 
cautionary tale of corporate greed, and the ending of 
wineniaking-entity ISC is sad. Jack tracks ISC 
through seventeen owners-some more plunderers 
than stewards-from 1881 to 1996. Later owners sold 
the brand name Italian Swiss Colony , now owned by 
Canandaigua . Beringer Wine Estates , the present 
owner of the Asti plant, make their Napa Ridge and 
other wines there . Nothing symbolizes the loss and 
destruction more than El Carmelo , the lovely little 
church built by Peitro Rossi from a greenhouse so his 
workers could attend mass. For over 50 years the 
church served its parishioners , but despite the efforts 
of many to save and restore it, the building now lies 
in ruins . 


Florence writes with care and style . His book 
remains rooted in solid research-with the 
permission of Beringer , he dug through the Colony 
papers at Asti - but occasionally soars into the lyric 
mode , gushing about the vineyards or inventing a 
character who embodies the life and tradition of Asti. 
He plugs onto some of the larger issues and events 
that shaped the times. He makes the reader aware of 
the Italian fear of Chinese labor , the depressions that 
helped shape the California wine industry in the 
1890s, how Prohibition came about , lasted and was 
repealed without exhausting the reader with the 
extraneous concepts. He delineates with skill the 
many-headed monster of the California Wine 
Association that engulfed ISC. He uses footnotes 
sparingly and well . I sometimes was unsure where he 
got a particular fact or reference , but for the most 
part , his attributions remain clear . He writes at 
times with grace and clarity , sometimes approaching 
poetry. 


In his lyric mode , Jack invents a fictional 
character for the book . She remains a nameless 
woman featured in four italicized vignettes that end 
chapters. She is baptized and married at El Carmelo, 
gets her first kiss on the crest of the hill above the 
vineyards , and in old age misses her husband and 
works as a volunteer for the Altar Society. Jack 
fictionalizes to get the larger truth , the simple piety 
and perseverance of the workers and families whose 
lives were shaped by Italian Swiss Colony. 


Jack's book is a worthy read for the people , 
the stories and the history . ~ 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


No Troubles with these Bubbles 
A BOOK REVIEW 


Christie's World Encyclopedia of Champagne & 
Sparkling Wine by Tom Stevenson. 320 pp. San 
Francisco: Wine Appreciation Guild, 1998. $50. 


Ill 
CHRISTIE'S 


World Encyclopcd12 of 


aP)4Jagg1ne 
kliB:g--Wine 


• "It may gall the 
French to discover 
that it was actually 
the English and not 
the French who 
invented Cham
pagne." 
• Today there are 
about 50,000 "dif
ferent" [French] 
Champagnes made 
every year . . . The 
best recent vintages 
are '85, '90, and '96 


Two of the 
greatest houses are 
Krug and Moet & 
Chandon . · 


• Leaving France . . . Made in India under the 
guidance of Piper-Heidsieck, the Omar Khayyam 
sparkler was exceptional ten years ago "when hardly 
anyone in the New World was making a decent fizz. 
It is as good now as it was then." 
• Leading sparklers of other areas - MEXICO: the 
clear leader is Freixenet de Mexico. BRAZIL: Casa 
Moiit & Chandon Diamantina. OREGON: "Far and 
away the best is Argyle ." AUSTRALIA: the Down
Under Domaine Chand on has been far ahead of the 
game, meeting international standards in only its 
third year. 


These are the opinions of Tom Stevenson, 
possibly the world's foremost authority and author on 
sparkling wines. His distinguished credentials leave 
little doubt. Stevenson conducts each year in London 
Christie's Champagne Master Class, and for more 
than seven years wrote the influential Fizz File in 
Wine magazine. He has been awarded 21 literary 


prizes - 13 of which were for his works on 
Champagne-and has been named on three occasions 
the Wine Writer of the Year. 


While the previous edition of Stevenson's 
book was for many years the standard authority on 
Champagne, this updated edition has been expanded 
to include the sparkling wines of the world, and has 
over 600 color illustrations. 


So, let's see what he has to say about 
California and other parts of North America ... 
CANADA: When French explorer Jacques Cartier 
sailed down the St. Lawrence River in 1535, he found 
a large island over-run by vines, which he named Ile 
de Bacchus. Those native grapes were used first for 
still wine (c.1564) and then sparkling wine (c.1860). 
That type of bubbly became very popular in Canada 
by 1975. Tom's appraisal: "Tacky, sweet fizz!" There 
is one hopeful exception, Blue Mountain in British 
Columbia. For CALIFORNIA, there are lots of 
surprises: 
• "The vineyards in Britain are much better suited 
to the production of fine quality fizz than are those in 
California." 
• On July 4, 1849, the S.S. Manticdropped anchor 
in San Francisco Bay. I ts passengers-all gold 
miners-<.:harged ashore . When the captain awoke 
the next morning, he found his crew had deserted to 
the gold fields. The ship was grounded, and its 
consignment of Champagne forgotten when the 
vessel was destroyed by fire two years later . 
Nineteen years later construction work led to the 
discovery, buried in the mud and water, of 35 baskets 
of French Champagne Jacquesson. Upon uncorking, 
there was still some effervescence and the flavor was 
"very fair." 


Until now, my library has included but two 
outstanding books on sparklers : Henry Vizetelly's 
1882 A History of Champagne and Andre Simon's 
1962 Champagne. Now I own three. 


HOW TO OPEN A BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE 
One of our "old-timer" members tells us a Cham
pagne story: While on a tour of the Champagne 
district in 1947, the Director of the Bureau told him 
"that opening a bottle of Champagne should not 
produce any more noise than a nun passing gas at 
morning vespers." Our "old-timer" adds , since the 
Director was a very good and proud Catholic, no 
umbrage may be taken!! 
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The Southern California Wine & Wine Industry Collection 
at Cal Poly Pomona University Library 


by 
Danette Cook Adamson 
Special Collections Librarian 


[In our October 1998 issue we noted this new collection focusing on an often-neglected area of California wine 
history. We are pleased to welcome the library to Tendril membership and learn more about this ambitious 
project from their exuberant librarian. - Ed.] 


he editor ofthis stimulating 
publication has invited me to 
share the background and 
description of our wine 
collection located at the 
University Library on the 
campus of California State 


U~~~~~~~~~ Polytechnic University, Po-
mona. Before launching into 


that, let me first say that it has been a complete 
delight to become acquainted with the erudite yet 
entertaining Wayward Tendrils. After browsing 
several issues, it was clear that a serious exploration 
of all back issues would be a necessary component of 
my literary wine education. So far, there have been 
tantalizing aspects to each newsletter issue - new 
titles discovered, wine mysteries investigated, and 
intriguing matters revealed. A thrill of anticipation 
precedes the arrival of the next new issue. 


• • • • • 
The University Library at Cal Poly -Pomona has for 
many years cultivated a general circulating collection 
of wine related books and magazines which support 
the wine appreciation courses offered each quarter by 
our distinguished Collins School of Hospitality 
Management. At this time we have approximately 
350 wine titles in the general circulating collection . 
However, the story I am about to tell you concerns 
another wine collection. One day, while I mused over 
a local mystery, the seed of an idea was planted that 
eventually grew into what is now a new special 
collection focused on the Southern California wine 
industry. 


Several years ago my family moved to Ran
cho Cucamonga, a community located approximately 
40 miles to the east of Los Angeles, at the base of the 
San Bernardino Mountains. Prior to moving there, I 
knew nothing of the area, other than noting that 
some people showed an irresistible inclination to 
laugh upon hearing the distinctive and rhythmic 
Native American word "Cucamonga." Rancho Cuca
monga turned out to be a lovely and affordable 
surprise amid the crowded suburbs and inflated land 
values of Southern California. We enthusiastically 
embraced our new locality with its broad expanses, 
sandy terrain, surging winds, and panoramic 
mountain views. 


Like many local residents, I found myself 
daily driving past winery buildings, some active and 
others ghostly silent. Looking out over the wide-open 
fields and vacant lots, I would see weeds and meadow 
grass intermingled with spreading mounds of 
grapevines, all of which were arranged in faintly 
defined rows. "What's going on here?" I wondered. 
''Why do grapevines spring up alongside the weeds?" 
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Following a budding interest in local history , 
I delved into source after source , searching for 
answers to my puzzling observations. I discovered a 
story already familiar to some of you, one going back 
almost 100 years to when the Cucamonga area was 
home to what was called "the world ' s largest 
vineyard " - a vineyard with over 5,000 contiguous 
acres , centered at the village of Guasti. I also 
discovered the story of wine in California, a tale 
going back over two centuries to the founding of the 
missions. " 


In spring of 1997, several of us at the library 
began discussing the possibility of starting a new 
special collection. At the time we were not quite sure 
what the collection would comprise. Certainly it was 
important that the collection relate to distinctive 
aspects of our curricula at Cal Poly Pomona. But , in 
addition to that , we wanted the collection to relate 
outward to our community , to something distinctive 
in our region . Although not normally inclined to have 
''brainstorms ," I felt a prescient prickling at the base 
of my neck as I inquired , ''What about wine?" The 
idea took immediate flight and began igniting the 
interest , enthusiasm and imagination of my 
colleagues. 


After contacting many libraries, museums 
and historical societies , we confirmed that no other 
institution was taking the comprehensive approach 
to capturing the story of wine and the wine industry 
for Southern California . Tendril Tom Pinney was an 
early advisor to us and wrote the historical essay 
Wine in Southern California issued at the inaug
uration of the collection . Our local growers and 
vintners , the City of Rancho Cucamonga , local wine 
writer Vick Knight, and wine historian William 
Heintz have all shown their support by donating 
materials to the collection . Sid Berger, then Special 
Collections Librarian at UC Riverside and now 
Director at the California Center for the Book at 
UCLA , offered strong support saying , "This is 
important. It needs to be done . Go for it!" (I might 
add that Sid is much attuned to the wine scene , 
having as his sibling wine critic and commentator 
Dan Berger. ) 


With man y words of encouragement ringing 
in our ears , we excitedly stepped forward and 
launched the Southern California Wine and Wine 
Industry Collection in October 1998 with a ''Wines 
and Vines of the Inland Valley " program , exhibit and 
wine tasting . The program included many vintners 
and members of local wine families who described 
the history of winemaking in the Cucamonga area. A 
videotape of the event is currently being edited into 
an educational program that will run on local cable 
television and eventuall y be offered for sale. In 1999 
we focused on Temecula wine with a "Celebrating 


Temecula Valley Wine Country' ' book talk , exhibit , 
wine tasting and silent auction. 


The Southern California Wine and Wine 
Industry Collection has been built for two years now, 
and we have accrued over 200 volumes and 1 7 linear 
feet of archival materials . We have created a number 
of subject files on Southern California wine and 
wineries. Included in our collection are books , oral 
histories , photographs , videos , posters , wine , labels , 
bottles , glasses, medals , and T-shirts . We have all of 
the California Winemen Oral History Series from the 
Bancroft Library and a number of wine-related oral 
histories done by the City of Rancho Cucamonga. We 
have all issues of the lovely but short-lived South 
Coast Wine magazine , and have acquired microfilms 
from UC Davis of the Los Angeles Wine Review , 
California Grape Grower, Wines & Vines, and 
various Wine Institute reports and bulletins. There 
is a photo album , once owned by Garrett & Company , 
containing over 70 photographs of Guasti and the 
Italian Vineyard Company. 


Our copy of the First Annual Report of the 
[California] Board of State Viticultural Commis
sioners is signed by Arpad Haraszthy. (Yve would 
appreciate someday having the subsequent reports ). 
All books and periodicals in the collection are fully 
listed in the university library's online catalog at 
http://opac .lib.csupomona.edu/. 


Enclosed with your copy of this newsletter , 
you should find a brochure that describes the 
collection we are building and the types of materials 
being collected . [Its content also appears at him;. 
//www .csupomona .edu/-library/Libraryinfo/special/ 
WineindCol.html .] On the back of the brochure is a 
section describing how you can help . We are excited 
and delighted to receive donations of books , 
periodicals, and other wine-related materials, both 
for our Southern California wine collection as well as 
for the library's general circulating collection. And, 
as you can imagine , we also happily welcome 
financial support! To all those interested persons 
with an enthusiasm for wine, its history and 
literature , and to those having a keen interest in 
California 's wine industry , we issue the invitation to 
join with us as we build this new collection. 


[ Contact Danette Adamson at 909.869.3109 or FAX 909.869.3103 . 


E -mail : dcadamson @csupomona .edu. - Ed.] 
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- NEWS~ 
&NOTES -


BOUNTEOUS 10th ANNIVERSARY ACCOLADES 
for our Newsletter! Congratulations to our dedicated 
contributers - the following appreciative praises are 
for you ! Carole Ricke (Regional Oral History Office , 
Bancroft Library ) writes : "I received the copy of your 
newsletter - more like a magazine · - and am most 
impressed . The articles are informative and the 
graphics wonderful." Danette C. Adamson ; Special 
Collections Librarian at Cal-Poly University, Po
mona , and a new subscriber : "The Wayward Tendrils 
·is wonderful, captivating , scholarly , and practical. 
Will it be possible to get a complete run of it back to 
its beginning in 1990 for our wine collection?" [Ed.
Yes, back issues are available . $15/year. Don't miss 
Danette 's article this issue on the University Library 
collection.] 


A TENDRIL THOUGHT 
"The ecstatic heights of collecting can be reached only 
by sharing the fruits of pursuit with like-minded 
companions , not only through the collection itself but 
also through the spoken and printed word. In
evitably , the things man collects inspire their own 
literature .. .. " [American Bottles & Flasks and Their Ancestry 
by Helen McK.earin and Kenneth Wilson, New York: Crown, 1978.) 


WAYWARD TENDRILS NEWSLETTER 
5-YEAR INDEX . 


Vol.6 (1996) - Vol.IO (2000) 
enclosed with this issue. 


JUST A NOTE: In our last five years - 20 issues -
our Newsletter has reviewed, noted , or otherwised 
discussed more than 350 wine books ! 


ARTSY WINE BOOKS 
If your coffee-table top has available space , here are 
a few appropriate titles that could decorate it very 
nicely . Posters of the Belle Epoque: The Wine 
Spectator Collection by Jack Rennert. Originally 
printed in 1990, a second printing was done in 1999 ; 
13 x 10, illustrated with 212 posters , in full color. 
Les Memoires du Champagne (1983) ; Les Mem
oires du Bordeaux (1984); Les Memoires du 
Bourgogne (1985) - three titles by Georges Renoy 
(Bruxelles ), 12Y2 x 9, each over 300 pages , lavishly 
illustrated with original aquarelles by the author , 
wine labels , photographs , etc. The Architecture of 
Wine: Bordeaux and Napa Valley by Dirk Mey-
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hofer and Olaf Gollnek (Corte Madera, CA, 2000, 235 
pp .) features eight chateaux and twelve Napa 
wineries. Text in German, French, and English . 
Stunning photographs. 


WINE & HEALTH: Myths & Facts 
Tendril Erik Skovenborg, diligent researcher into 
wine & health matters and an avid collector of wine 
books and bookplates with wine motifs , has recently 
published (in Denmark , text in Danish) Vin og 
Helbred: myter og facts. "It took me almost two 
years of spare time to write, and I think it covers 
most of the wine & health subjects you could 
imagine." We hope the publisher realizes the need 
for an English translation in the near future . 


DUFOUR Reprinted! 
Editions la Valsainte , Vevey , Switzerland , has re
printed in facsimile John J . Dufour's quite rare 
American Vine-Dresser's Guide (originally pub
lished 1826, Cincinnati, Ohio) . Gabler credits the 
work with being "the most accurate account of early 
19th century grape-growing in the U.S. ," while 
Pinney calls it the "first truly American book on 
grape culture." The price is a very reasonable 58 
Swiss francs (includes taxes , shipping & handling) , or 
approximately 25-30$USA I 30-35$Euro . Informa
tion on the book can be found on their website : 
www.valsainte.ch. Or , contact Yves Bordet at Edi
tions la Valsainte : w 41.21.922 .7439; FAX 41.21. 
922.2159 ; e-mail: edition @valsainte.ch. 


NEW SOURCE FOR BOOKS 
Received a mailing from Joanne Hendricks, Cook
books "Antiquarian-Out of Print-Unusual ," with 
some interesting "Wine, Alcohol and Beverage" titles. 
She is at 488 Greenwich St ., New York , NY 10013; w 
212.226.5731. 


ROOT STALK? 
Writer Janene Liles , in her recently published Wine 
Tasting in San Diego & Beyond (San Diego : 
Popcorn Press & Media) , informs the reader: "Do you 
know that most of the grapes planted in Mexico 
actually have a different root stalk than the variety 
that is grown for its wine grapes?" Is this a proper 
term? Just curious. 


BOOK TRADE HISTORY ONLINE 
Gleaned from the Spring 2000 ABAA Newsletter: 
Since 1991 British book dealer Sheila Markham has 
been publishing monthly profiles of prominent 
antiquarian book trade figures in Bookdealer . These 
profiles and the continuing series are now available 
on her website: www .sheila-markham .com. Great 
list of book people to read about! 
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IN THE WINE LIBRARY ~~· 
by Bob Foster ~~ 


Port and the Douro by Richard Mayson. New York: 
Faber and Faber , 2000 . 320 pages , softback, $16. 


Port lovers rejoice! Richard Mayson has 
written another book on port and it is superb . At a 
mere $16 it is an absolute steal and belongs in every 
port lover 's library! 


Moreover , the publishers , Faber and Faber, 
have finally broken out of their 'illold of publishing 
serious wine books filled with pages and pages of text 
totally bereft of maps , photos , or any illustrations. 
That is not to say that this book could be called lavish 
or even colorful. But it does have twenty-two black 
and white drawings , three black and white maps and 
eight pages of color photographs . This hardly 
represents a jump into modern wine book format in 
that all the color photographs are lumped together in 
one folio in the middle of the book rather than near 
the appropriate text . Never-the-less, this is a vast 
improvement over the previous works from this 
publisher. Change is inevitable and this change adds 
much to the work . Now if only Faber and Faber could 
reach farther so as to have color photographs along
side the relevant text , color maps and color repro
duction of labels, they would be at the level of most 
other top-notch wine books. The publisher has taken 
a first step , so wine lovers can only hope for more . 


That the Faber & Faber change came in this 
work is only fitting , as it is the best book on port in 
years . Mayson clearly understands the region. The 
book begins with the early history of Portugal , 
England , and Spain so critical to the discovery of 
making port as a fortified wine . But while most 
works on port stop with these early days, Mayson 
traces the story into modern times and carefully 
chronicles the impact of modern-day events . 


There are fascinating sections on the soil, the 
climate , and the vineyard classifications , as well as 
grafting , training and pruning of the vines . Each of 
the major quintas are covered , and Mayson gives 
valuable hints to would-be visitors about where to 
stay and where to dine . 


There is a lengthy description of the various 
methods for the making of port that extend from the 
traditional foot-trodden cement lagarsto the latest in 
autovinification devices. Most port lovers will be 
fascinated with the chapter on the various types and 
styles of port that includes the author 's assessment 
of major vintages back to 1896. There is a substantial 
chapter on each of the shippers with Mayson's 
candid evaluations of their wines and style. Finally, 
there is a chapter on the other wines of the region , 
many of which are now being imported into the U.S. 
Very highly recommended . 


The River City Wine Primer by Joseph DeLissio. 
New York: Little , Brown & Co., 2000. 288 pp. $25.95. 


Given that there are a plethora of beginning 
wine books on the market , and given that some of 
them are simply outstanding , an author sitting down 
to write yet another work in this area needs to have 
something new to say , some unique approach so as to 
stand out in a crowd. Sadly , this book does not 
achieve that level of quality. There's nothing 
seriously wrong with the book; it's just not special in 
a field already ably covered by the likes of Hugh 
Johnson, Oz Clarke , Kevin Zraly , and others. There 
is simply no need to purchase this work . Not 
recommended. 


Guide to Choosing, Serving & Enjoying Wine by 
Allen Balik and Virginia Morris. New York: Light
bulb Press, 2000. 144 pp, softback. $14.95. 


Lightbulb Press has published a number of 
guidebooks (all tall and narrow in format) on money 
topics such as The Wall Street Journal Guide to 
Understanding Money & Investing and A Womans 
Guide to Investing. With this volume , the series 
turns to non-financial matters with an introductory 
book on wine. Recognizing that the world did not 
need another dreary introductory wine book, the 
authors have created a visually interesting, upbeat , 
breezy guide to wine that informs without being 
intimidating. The pages are alive with drawings, 
maps , and photographs . Many of the key points are 
made through the use of homor rather than the mere 
statement of fact . 


The authors correctly note that the best way 
to learn about wine is to taste , taste , and taste again. 
But when it comes to what wines to actually taste , I 
think they stumble. The book recommends only two 
main courses of action: taking a wine class or going to 
a wine dinner at a restaurant . The authors make no 
mention of any of the excellent , currently available 
wine books and make only a passing reference to the 
existence of unnamed wine newsletters or web sites. 
Given the amazing impact on the market by some 
publications , surely the readers deserve more direc
tion . There should have been a section on learning 
how to evaluate a wine newsletter or book-learning 
how to evaluate the extent to which the taster's 
palate agrees or disagrees with such a source . By 
that approach a beginner learns which to follow and 
which to ignore . Additionally , there is no mention of 
any books for further reading in any areas. 


Even with its faults, this book has a wealth of 
information presented in a lively style. It is a solid 
reference work that is most readable . Recommended . 


[Excerpted from Bob's regular California Grapevine wine-book
review column-with appreciation .] 







THE FOAMING RACKET: 


PUSHKIN ON WINE 
by 


Robert W. Hutton 


[Tendril Bob Hutton has a serious fancy for Russian 
histor y, the Russian language , and Russian wines. 
He treats us to a taste of Russian poetry (his trans
lations ) and Russian wine--0riginally pubHshed in 
the Fall 1988 issue of the American Wine Society 
Journal. -Ed .] 


PUSHKIN, 
cim•UOI b)' 
CnceHut&oa 


Aleksandr Sergee
vich Pushkin (1799-
1837) has been con
sidered to be the fore
most poet of Russia, 
and to those who can 
read Russian, one of 
the greatest poets in 
the world. Pushkin 
was a child of the 
Russian intelligentsia . 
Born m 1799, he was 
of the generation 
which was exposed to 


the post-Napoleonic liberalization of Russian society 
and reflected many of its contradictions . His 
grandfather , as many think , was Hannibal, the Moor 
of Peter the Great , a court favorite who had been 
purchased from Africa to amuse the Czar . 


As a Russian aristocrat , Pushkin was 
familiar with the various wines which were available 
and widely used in such circles. What is quite 
interesting from a wine appreciation standpoint is 
not only that he knew and wrote about the imported 
French wines which had great prestige in those 
circles , but also that he had a great know ledge of the 
domestically produced Russian and Georgian wines. 
At that time , no one outside Russia had any idea that 
any decent wine was made in Russia ; it was hard 
enough to convince the vodka-drinking Russian 
populace that such a thing as wine made from grapes 
existed , and was worth drinking . 


As a Russian aristocrat , Pushkin was ex
pected to understand the various French vintages, 
since the first language of that particular group of 
Russian society was French , and they dealt with all 
things French . Indeed , one of the reasons given for 
Pushkin 's mastery of the Russian language was the 
fact that since his parents turned him over almost 
completely to his Russian-speaking nursemaid to 
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raise , he was not given a concentrated dose of French 
which he would have been given if he had been raised 
directly by his parents. 


Such an understanding of French wines was 
shown in a passage from his novel-in-verse, Eugene 
Onegin: 


From the Widow CHquot or Moet 
A blessed wine 
In a bottle frozen for the poet 
Just then was taken to the table. 
It sparkled like Hippocrene ; 
Its play and foam 
(Resembling something or oth er) 
Bubbled for me: For it 
My last lepta , it seems , 
I spent. Remember, friends? 
In its disturbing streams 
Are born a Httle stupidity, 
How many jokes , and verses, 
And arguments , and happy dreams! 


But the foaming racket 
Betrayed my belly, 
And now glorious Bordeaux 
Is what I prefer. 
For Ay I'm no more enabled 
Ay, like a mistress 
GHttering, windy, Hving, 
Willful, and empty . .. 
But you , Bordeaux , like a friend 
Who in woe and sadness 
A comrade always , everywhere , 
Ready to render service 
Or quietly to share leisure . 
Long Hve Bordeaux , our friend! 


In this passage from Chapter 4, Onegin men
tions his problems with Champagne , how his high 
living caught up with him , and how he had to settle 
for Bordeaux . It seems strange that a fairly strong 
red wine such as Bordeaux would settle his stomach 
when a fairly light and fizzy wine such as 
Champagne would cause problems . One wonders -
w_as Champagne , particularly that for the Russian 
market , in those days so highly acidic and sweet that 
it could become distasteful , and was Bordeaux (or 
claret) so weak and mild that a reformed rake like 
Onegin would find it to be calming? I have found 
that some literary commentators feel that the 
allusion to Champagne refers to Onegin's youth and 
loves , and the allusion to Bordeaux refers to his sour 
old age. Perhaps . I always thought that Champagne 
was the favorite drink of old rakes - at least they 
could afford it! But, then it may simply be that 
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literary types know literature, but not wine. 
As for Russian vintages, one Russian wine 


which was important at the time shows up in a later 
passage in Eugene Onegin. During the party cele
brating Tatiana's name-day (the celebration of the 
saint's day for which one has been named, almost as 
important in Russian society as one's birthday), 
Pushkin names the famous (among Russians) 
Tsimlianskoe Red Sparkling wine from the lower Don 
River Valley . (., 


Of course, not only Eugene 
Could see Tanya's disarray 
But the target of glances 
Then was the fat meat pie 
(Alas, it was oversalted); 
And to the tarry bottles. 
Between the hot dish and sweet 
the Tsimlianskoe was brought 
With glasses narrow and long 
Just like your fingers 
Zizi , crystal of my soul 
Object of my innocent verses 
A love of the enticing vial. 
You, of whom I have become drunk! 


Onegin, 5-xxxm 


In his exhaustive four-volume annotated 
translation of Eugene Onegin, Vladimir Nabokov 
mentions the Tsimlianskoe wine in tlµs passage as a 
famous Russian sparkling wine , without mentioning 
the fact that it is red , or that it was made by the Don 
Cossacks . One point he misses completely is the line 
on the "tarry bottles ." That detail is a prime 
indication that while Pushkin knew exactly what he 
was describing, many later generations of Russians 
did not. 


Tsimlianskoe Red Sparkling wine is a very 
unusual wine , originally grown and made in the Don 
River Valley by the Don Cossacks . It is one of the 
oldest wines to have originated on Russian territory, 
and like many things in modern Russia , owes its 
beginning to Peter the Great , the Czar who brought 
Russia into the modern world of the 1700s. One of 
the results of his Azov campaign , where he was 
attempting to free the southern areas of Russia from 
foreign domination, was the clearing of Turks and 
Tatars from the Don River Valley and the opening of 
the Sea of Azov to Russian influence. While the 
continuing Turkish domination of the rest of the 
Black Sea Coast made the sea connection unusable 
for the moment , the continuing presence of the 
Cossacks as a representation of Russian power was 
necessary to keep the Turks from trying to take the 


area back. With the Cossack tradition of freedom 
and freebooting, Peter was presented with the 
problem of figuring out a way of getting the Cossacks 
to settle down and stay put without making it so 
obvious that they would resent such dictations and 
take off without permission. 


Given Peter's taste for Hungarian and Ger
man wines, his choice was both practical and 
inspired; he ordered them to plant grapes, make 
wine, and send a certain amount of wine to him at St . 
Petersburg. The rest they could keep themselves. 
The Don River Valley below the Cossack station of 
Tsimlianskoe was the first bit of territory to come 
under Russian control with a climate which would 
allow a full ripening of wine grapes, and the 
possibility of a grape industry. Even today, it is the 
northernmost area in which a continuing wine 
industry exists in modern Russia. 


Peter imported grapes from Hungary and 
Austria; he also imported vine dressers and wine
makers from those countries to teach the Cossacks. 
It worked . The Cossacks stayed put, grew their 
grapes, made their wine and developed their own 
techniques. They planted their vineyards on the 
steep slopes just under the north bank of the Don 
River . The vines were protected from winter winds 
blowing over the cold steppes from the north, and 
were provided with natural irrigation by springs 
coming out of those slopes. The river also provided a 
means of transportation which was lacking in many 
other agricultural regions. 


The Cossacks developed a unique method for 
making their Tsimlianskoe Red Sparkling wine . The 
grapes, a mixture of the red varieties grown in the 
area , were picked as completely ripe as possible in 
the middle of October, and allowed to wither and dry 
under small sheds in the fields, to concentrate sugar 
in the course of the late autumn warmth . (Since this 
is a technique used in the Valpolicella region ofltaly, 
one cannot help but wonder about the "Austrian" 
vine dressers brought in by Peter . Could they have 
come from the southern reaches of Austria, which 
could be considered to be a northern part of the 
present Italy?) 


After about a month of drying and withering , 
the grapes were crushed and placed in open vats in 
the same sheds, and allowed to ferment . When the 
outside temperature dropped sufficiently to stop 
fermentation, the cap was ladled off carefully, in the 
expectation that the mold which had formed would 
not be dropped in the vat with the semi-fermented 
wine. The wine was placed in kegs, which again were 
put under the sheds out in the fields. During the cold 
part of the winter the wine would clear itself , and age 







to a slight extent. Towards March , the wine in the 
kegs would be bottled , a heavy cork put in the bottle 
and tied down with string , and sealed with pine tar . 
The bottles would then be put in pits dug in the 
fields , covered with straw and earth , and allowed to 
warm up as spring approached and undergo a 
secondary fermentation . Digging up the caches of 
bottles in the late spring was always subject to 
surprises: sometimes the bottles had burst, 
sometimes they were completely flat, and sometimes, 
the times that made it all worthwhile, they were full 
of a delicious , sweet , sparkling wine . 


There had to be a reason for going to so much 
trouble , using such an unpredictable method of wine 
making , for a wine of this type , and it must have 
developed from the fact that the Don River area was 
the only region in the Russia of that time which could 
make its own wine. Indeed, during recurring trade 
embargoes against imported goods , including wine , 
the Don River wines were the only wines available to 
the upper classes in the capital - so it is no wonder 
that Pushkin mentioned them so prominently . The 
Don River wines began to decline in relative 
importance after the terrible winter of 1847-48 which 
froze most of the vineyards just at a time when 
competing wines from the new winegrowing areas of 
Crimea , the Ukraine , and Bessarabia were coming 
into production . 


Don River wines were also mentioned in 
another famous Pushkin poem : 


Sparkling among wide fields 
There he lies! Hello, Don! 
From y our distant sons 
I bring y ou honors. 
As an honored brother 
The rivers know the quiet Don 
From the Araxes to the Euphrates 
I bring you honors. 


Resting from the evil hunt , 
Of those disturbing you , 
Don horses drink from 
The Aprachaian stream . 


Prepare , then Noble Don 
For those searching for 
The foaming and Dashing juice 
Of your vineyards . 


A.S. Pushkin , 1829 


Pushkin visited the Don region in 1829 when 
he was sent on one of his recurrent "exiles" from St. 
Petersburg. The occasion in 1829 was to report on 
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the ongoing war against the Turks , following their 
expulsion from Georgia and Armenia . The road to 
the Caucasus and Georgia led past the Cossack 
capital of Novocherkassk, where he would have had 
ample opportunity to sample Cossack wines. 


He reported on his further travels in a book, 
Travels to Arzrum , 1829 . (The Arzrum to which he 
refers is the present Erzurum, in eastern Turkey.) 


On the way across the Caucasus Mountains, ... ''He 
advised us to leave our carriages at Kobi, and we 
proceeded from there on horseback. With him we 
drank Kakhetian wine for the firs t time from 
stinking wines.kins, recalling the feasting in the Iliad 
- 'and wine in goat skins, to our band!' 


... The Georgians do not drink like us - and [what 
they drink] is quite strong. Their wines do not travel 
well and soon spoil, but in their place , they are 
excellent. Kakhetian and Karabakh wines compare 
with quite a few Burgundy wines . The wine is kept 
in ''Marans, fl huge vats buried in the earth. They are 
opened with great ceremom ·es. Recently a Russian 
dragoon, secretly opening such a vat, fell into it and 
drowned in Kakhetian wine, like the unfortunate 
Clarence in his butt of Malaga [sic]. fl 


Pushkin's notes on Georgian wine are very 
much to the point, and valuable even today. While 
wineskins are probably out of fashion in con
temporary Georgia, many Georgian wines do not 
travel well. They are wines which are low in alcohol 
and sweet , requiring constant refrigeration or 
pasteurization or heat treatment for shipment , the 
kind of treatment which wreaks havoc on any wine. 
With a 3000-year history of winemaking , the 
Georgians are entitled to their unique methods . The 
buried vats or "marans" are still used today for 
winemaking in the old style . In the Kakhetian region 
of eastern Georgia, crushed grapes , skins and stems 
are fermented together , and allowed to steep for a 
period up to three months before the wine is 
separated from the other components , pressed and 
placed in casks for aging. The resulting wine is very 
extractive, even the white wines have the color of 
dark tea . (Poor Clarence , of course , met his untimely 
end in a butt of Malmsey , but to even such an erudite 
Russian as Pushkin, the difference must have been 
slight .) 


Pushkin's other trips into exile from St . 
Petersburg came both before and after his trip to the 
Caucasus. They were to such presently well-known 
wine regions of Russia as the Crimean peninsula, the 
Odessa region of the Ukraine, and Kishinev in 
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Bessarabia, now known as Moldavia. He never 
mentioned local wines in his writings from those 
trips, and one has to wonder about that. However, a 
little research into the timing of his trips explains a 
great deal, in terms of wine . 


The whole Black Sea Coast had been cap
tured from the Turks in the late 1700s, and following 
repatriation of the Turkish and Tatar Moslem 
population, the area was practically unpopulated. 
The region was quite suitable for ![l'ape growing, and 
during the earlier period when Greek and Genoese 
colonies existed , Black Sea wines were famous. The 
problem which faced Catherine the Great was one of 
populating the area as rapidly as possible, and she 
took many different steps to do that. Russian and 
Ukranian peasants were encouraged to move to the 
new areas; aristocrats were given large land grants 
in hopes they would work to develop and populate 
them; and immigrants were actively encouraged to 
settle here. As has been a recurring problem in 
Russian history, expectations frequently exceeded 
reality. 


One of the German families encouraged to 
settle in the region to provide knowledge of 
viticulture, among other agricultural skills, produced 
a famous descendant , Konstantin Frank, who was so 
important to the Eastern American wine industry. 
He grew up in one of the German colonies in the 
Ukraine , attended the Tairov Institute of Viticulture 
in Odessa, and worked at the former Troubetskoy 
estate in Kazatskoe on the Dnepr River, later known 
as the Lenin State Farm. 


But, why didn't Pushkin mention the local 
wines? The reason should be quite clear to anyone 
who has tried to pioneer a vineyard or a wine district. 
The short period of time from the first settling of the 
area until Pushkin's visits simply was not long 
enough to develop a viable wine industry . It was too 
short a time in which to find out what would grow 
properly in such conditions , let alone to find out how 
to make a decent wine from what could be grown . 
Many of the aristocrats neglected the properties, 
leaving the area undeveloped, but preventing anyone 
else who might be interested from touching it. Many 
of the immigrants were too busy trying to grow 
enough food for themselves to take serious interest in 
grape growing , even with strenuous efforts by the 
Governor, the former Due du Richelieu , to encourage 
them to make wine . Pushkin simple arrived too 
early to be able to discover the wine regions of the 
Ukraine and Bessarabia. 


A WINE-BOOK COLLECTOR'S 
REFERENCE LIBRARY 


by 
Emanuel Berk 


[Several new members have requested information on some 
bibliographic tools needed to assemble a fine wine library . The 
following essential information is excerpted from Mannie Ber~'s 
excellent article, "Wine Literature Reviewed : Old & Rare Wme 
Books,• first printed in our October 1996 Newsletter . - Ed.] 


The Emergence of Wine Book Collecting 
Prior to the 1980s, few wine lovers or book collectors 
recognized wine books as something to collect 
seriously . Most booksellers and auctions lumped 
wine books in with "gastronomy" or "cooking," and 
the prices paid for even important rarities were often 
laughably low. Meanwhile, a few serious collectors 
around the world were quietly building up priceless 
collections. 


Things are different today. The number of 
collectors worldwide is growing. There are also more 
dealers to meet their needs, as well as an 
organization of collectors [The Wayward Tendrils] . 
Auctions of wine books, too, have become far more 
frequent than in the past. 


To date, the most important wine book 
auction has been the sale of the Kilian Fritsch collec
tion in Paris on February 20, 1993. The Fritsch sale 
was a milestone not only for its size (617 lots); it also 
established a new benchmark for prices, with many 
lots far surpassing their pre-sale estimates. The 
results of the Fritsch sale offer the most conclusive 
evidence yet that wine book collecting has arrived. 


While prices have risen dramatically from 
just a few years ago, old and rare wine books remain 
relative bargains. Even very rare and important 
books-of which only a few copies are known to be in 
private collections~an still be acquired for even a 
few hundred dollars. But as demand for classic books 
continues to grow, we can expect prices to rise well 
beyond these levels. 


Due to the great rarity of some early editions, 
high-quality, limited-edition reprints are an attrac
tive alternative and can be quite collectible in their 
own right . 


Intelligence for the Collector 
When it comes to information on wine books, there is 
no ultimate authority . Several bibliographies deal 
with wine books either in part or in whole, but none 
of these covers the whole field. One may have to look 
through several bibliographies-and dig into well
annotated auction and bookseller's catalogues-to 
find a description of a particularly rare book. Even 







today, it's possible to find a book by an important 
author not referred to in any of the major bibliogra-
phies or catalogues. · 


But while the spottiness of bibliographic 
information can be frustrating at times , it also adds 
to the excitement and satisfaction of collecting wine 
books. 


James Gabler: Wine into Words 
The indispensible bibliography for any English
speaking wine book collector is James Gabler's Wine 
into Words: A History and Bibliography of Wine 
Books in the English Language, published in 1985 . 
It includes over 3,200 entries (books , pamphlets , 
articles , etc.) , of which over 1000 are annotated . 
Nothing of this magnitude had ever been attempted 
for English-language books (and it is almost unique 
for wine books in any language ). 


Andre L. Simon 
Andre Simon's three bibliographies ( Vinaria, Bac
chica, and Gastronomica ) are another important 
source. Each has a different focus. 


Bibliotheca Vinaria is of the greatest interest 
to wine book collectors , as it covers all languages, all 
periods , and is the most usefully organized (by lan
guage and by subject matter). Its drawbacks are its 
early date (1913), its lack of an author index , and its 
sparcity of annotations . It was republished in a 
limited edition of 600 copies in 1979. 


Bibhotheca Gastronomica , first published in 
1953 , is generally about food and wine , with wine 
getting the least attention . But many of the impor
tant wine books are included , and its annotations are 
very good. It was reprinted in 1978 . 


Bibliotheca Bacchica is the most esoteric of 
Simon's three bibliographies. First published in 
1927, it only includes books printed before 1600, and 
is reputed to be based exclusively on Simon's library. 
It is a beautiful book , with many early wood-cuts and 
engravings , and it is well annotated . However , it is 
written in French (Simon' s first language ). The two 
volumes of Bacchica were republished in 1972 in a 
single volume. 


Guide to Simon's Bibliographies 
Not surprisingly , there is a fair amount of overlap 
between the three books , and it is not always obvious 
where to look for a citation . Gail Unzelman solved 
this problem when , in 1990 , she published Wine & 
Gastronomy: A New Short-Title Bibliography Guide 
based on the Andre L. Simon Bibliothecas. It lists 
books by author , short title and publication date , and 
tells you where to find them in Simon . Even without 
the Simon bibliographies (which are scarce) , Wine & 
Gastronom y is useful for editions and publication 
dates , as given by Simon . 
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Vicaire 
Georges Vicaire's Bibhographie Gastronomique, 
originally published in 1890, is an important 
reference for early titles. Like Simon's Gastro
nomica , Vicaire has a food orientation , but there is 
still much on wine . It was republished in 1954 , 1978 
and 1996. 


Auction Catalogues 
Over the past three decades, there have been 


several important sales of wine and gastronomy 
books, whose catalogues are a good source of 
bibliographic and price information . By far the most 
valuable is Gerard Oberle's catalogue for the sale of 
the Kilian Fritsch collection (1993), entitled Une 
Bibhotheque Bachique. This is a massive work , with 
extensive annotations (in French) . 


Earlier , Oberle had catalogued the Les Fastes 
de Bacchus et de Com us sale held in Paris in 1989. 
There were 1181 lots in this sale of books on food and 
wine , and Oberle's catalogue of over 600 pages is a 
magnificent production . About 150 of the books 
offered were specifically about wine. 


Two other important auctions of wine and 
food book collections and their catalogues are worth 
noting: 


Marcus & Elizabeth Crahan (Sotheby's, New 
York, 1984) The Marcus & Elizabeth Grahan Collec
tion of Books on Food, Drink and Related Subjects
For sale prices , the "modern era" began with this 
auction : prices far surpassed earlier levels and 
seemed shockingly high at the time . Today , of 
course , they'd seem very low. 


Andre Simon (Sotheby's , London, 1981) Cata
logue of Printed Books and Manuscripts relating to 
Wine & Food from the Library of the Late Andre 
Simon -After his death in 1970, many of the books 
in Simon's vast library were dispersed quietly 
through dealers , but a number of the more important 
titles were sold at a single auction in London . 


Book Collecting Guide 
Finally , an excellent guide to collecting old books is 
Understanding Book-Collecting by Grant Uden. 
First published in 1982, this book is the best 
~troduction I've seen to the pleasures of collecting 
old books . (It is also Sotheby 's Book Department's 
recommended primer .) The author was one of Eng
land's leading experts on antiquarian books , and has 
assembled a concise , clear and useful guide to the 
book collecting field . This book explains how to 
determine the condition , age and provenance of old 
books , as well as characteristics that separate good 
books from great books . This highly recommended 
book ends with an extremely useful 17-page glossary 
of terms used in describing books and their condition . 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


Barley Wine is Mighty Fine 


The Book: OINOS KRITHINOS. A DiSBertation Con
cerning the Origin and Antiquity of Barley Wine 
by [Samuel Rolleston] . Oxford : Printed at the 
Theatre for James Fletcher in the Turl and Sold by J . 
and J . Rivington in St .Paul's Church-Yard , London . 
1750. 38 pp . + [2] Index of Authors Quoted. 


[Title-page vignette : Sheldonian Theatre] 


his scholarly 
essay by Rol
leston draws 
on the an
cient writings 
of over sixty 
authors-in
cluding Plini
us , Galenus , 
Homer , Athe
naeus, Colu


mella , Plutarch , Sophocles and Virgil - as well as 
numerous biblical references , in tracing the earliest 
mentions and details of this "excellent liquor." 


Let's enjoy some 18th century insights from 
"your humble servant ," Archdeacon Rolleston . 


• It is a very common thing for an Author to 
endeavour by way of Preface to prejudice his readers 
in his favour. This is sometimes done by setting 
forth the difficulty of the subject treated of, his own 
impartiality in judging of it, or the pains he has been 
at in clearing it up . Other Authors show the 
usefulness of their subject , and how beneficial it 
would be for mankind to understand it : which is a 
gentle hint that no one should be without their book. 
But neither of these cases, I assure you , is mine . In 
the first place I don't get one farthing by writing , and 
in the next place I am sure every reader of 
understanding (and I desire no others) will see , as 
plainly as I do myself , how useful the treatise is and 
what service it is likely to do in the world. 


• The unfitness or incapacity of the soil for 
bringing grapes to perfection was undoubtedly the 
occasion for inventing beer or ale ["wine" from 


barley] , for had all countries been capable of 
producing good wine , perhaps malt liquor might 
never have been invented. 


• A very remarkable passage out of Aristotle 
mentions the different manner in which GRAPE and 
BARLEY WINE operate when they have made men 
drunk. Those who have taken the former to excess 
fall on their faces , but those , who have taken the 
latter , on their backs. 


• I cannot think that Noah was the inventor 
of WINE , but imagine that he was taught to make it 
by some of the Antediluvians , who were eating and 
drinking, enjoying themselves and their friends with 
mirth and jollity , when the flood came and swept 
them all away. I know I differ in this point from 
most learned men. 


• For the creation of barley wine , the world 
is indebted to an old Egyptian king; (for there was a 
time when Kings study'd arts and sciences, and were 
very useful to the nations they govern'd by consulting 
the good of their people, more than their own private 
interest.) His name was Osiris ... whom learned 
men have confounded with the Grecian Bacchus or 
Dionysius. 


• I have now said enough concerning that 
excellent liquor which the Ancients made of Barley . 
If , in treating upon so many useful particulars, I have 
been too tedious , I have only to ask pardon, and to 
promise that I will never give myself any further 
trouble about ALE or BEER , unless for my own 
drinking . 


The Bottles: With that connection between beer 
and wine-and for our own drinking pleasure-we 
honor California 's Handley Cellars , whose wine
maker is the great-granddaughter of the famous 
brewer, Henry Weinhard. Appropriately, her flag
ship wines contain bubbles: they are award-winning 
sparklers. Her still wines rate well , too. A recent 
tasting panel ranking: 


1st- Chardonnay , Anderson Valley 
2nd - Gewiirztraminer , Anderson Valley 
3rd - Chardonnay Blanc de Blancs 
4th- Chardonnay, Dry Creek Valley 
5th- Rose Brut Sparkler, Anderson Valley 


RESEARCH ASSISTANT : Diane Bulzomi . 


[Our heartfelt thanks to Fred McMillin, wine educator extra 
ordinaire : During our .irs t ten years , "Books & Bottles" has 
appeared in every issue of the Newsletter ! Salute ! - Ed.) 







The Land Was Everything: Letters from an 
American Farmer by Victor Davis Hanson . New 
York : The Free Press, 2000. 259 pp. $24. 


REVIEWED BY Allan Shields 


ictor Hanson's tenth book is 
not , strictly , a wine book , 
though his frequent discus
sions about William Thomp 
son's engineered variety helps 
it to qualify as one . (See 
especially , p . 199 ff.) The 
Thompson Seedless grape 
sustained viticulturists up 
and down the Great Valley of 
California for one hundred 


years , seasonally producing an over-abundance of 
"Thompson Worthless , that damned grape," from 
phenomenally fecund vines. The Grape was made 
into raisins (a lot of them!) , the sweet juice used as a 
sweetener , canned with other fruits as cocktail or 
salad , and , "Crushed , their juice is the main though 
invisible ingredient in most generic white table 
wines ." (p. 200) 


Hanson writes from a long tradition of 
farmers in the Central Valley of the San Joaquin. He 
is a fifth generation man of the soil , whose family 
greatly values higher education . He views his 
position as a professor of classics in _California State 
University , Fresno , as a kind of crop insurance, and 
a position from which he has written most of the 
other nine books , mainly on classic Greek themes; 
quite an achievement for one so young and with two 
demanding split professions. He appears to be at 
work for more than 32 hours a day , to judge from his 
productivity . 


The Land Was Everything (N.B. the past 
tense of the verb ) is composed of ten long "letters " 
directed to the general reader . One thinks of St. 
Paul's Epistles, or of Jeremiah's effusions , or of the 
tranquil , pastoral ruminations of Horace , who also 
was both of the Romans and the ruralia of Rome. 
Hanson's "letters" more closely resemble messages 
from an angelic host , or decretal decrees or edicts , so 
soberingly demanding of attention are they . If he 
began by conceiving them as friendly persuasions , he 
earl y fell into a strident , pessimistic mode . So nega
tive are his warnings about the demise of the family 
farm in the Central Valley (and elsewhere) , with the 
resultant degradation of the literal roots of the 
democratic ideology , one comes to wonder who would 
want to continue the struggle; who would want to 
enter a curriculum with the expectation of devoting 
his life to the soil? One even wonders why he 
continues. 
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As a long-retired professor of philosophy (San 
Diego State University , 1978), whose 30-plus-year 
career included the kind of dedication to "the land" 
Hanson admonishes us to value , I wondered how his 
colleagues in academe would respond to his whole
sale castigation of their supposed divorcement from 
the soil . Even his colleagues in California State 
University , Fresno , in agriculture come in for some 
serious Hectoring, as well as, more pointedly , the 
new Department of Enology and Viticulture. 


"Our colleagues [in farming] are taught to 
ruin agrarianism at the university only to endow a 
chair in 'agriculture ,' and then to reward the local 
architects of that onslaught with a massive 
steel-and-glass 'research center.' Can we not at least 
make the nomenclature honest: 'The J. G. Gallo Wine 
Professorship of Corporate Viticulture,' given 'in 
appreciation for thousands of days of pro bono 
corporate consulting that has helped to transform the 
nature of American agrarianism'? Our good congress
man who crafts water and crop subsidies is 
'agriculture's friend in Washington,' a walking, 
breathing exemption for a few dozen magnates . 
'Horrible policy,' he calls the 1996 farm bill that gives 
$34 billion to corporate agriculturists like himself. 
They are the real benefactors of his campaign , he 
himself the recipient of the very largess he has 
legislated." (pp. 113-114) 


Obviously , Hanson is only a very querulous 
friend of agribusiness ; he grudgingly admits that the 
consolidation of farming acres has some efficiency 
benefits , at least . 


What he neglects to mention and discuss 
more openly are some historical facts about the 
growth of large-scale farms: the way many families 
have developed over the decades into agribusinesses; 
how cooperatives have sometimes been formed to 
protect the small farmer (such as those based on the 
Rochdale principles) ; how the line is becoming 
blurred between agribusiness entrepreneurs and 
large-scale , independent family "farms." There are 
many other similar questions to be raised about his 
discussions; for example, the use of pesticides, which 
he seems bent on characterizing as essentially harm
less ; but a brief review is not the place to raise them. 
. As a good teacher does routinely, Hanson 


repeats himself frequently, in the hope of registering 
his strongly held beliefs , won out of perennial , 
spirit-breaking toil and optimistic tenacity. To repeat 
myself, once more notice the title. Does the verb in 
the past tense serve to answer his major questions 
about the possible disappearance of the small , family 
farm? 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


INSTALLMENT VI 


The Two Faces of Zin: 1984-1969 


n 1934 there was a lot of old 
wine sitting around under 
bond in Qalifornia wineries. 
Most of it was red and, on 
average , oflow quality , often 
oxidized and I or loaded with 
volatile acidity (read vinegar). 
There had been a lot of table 
wine made in 1932 (after 


FDR's nomination) and in 1933 (after his election 
and inauguration). But too much of it had been 
blended with the older stuff. The upshot was that 
California table wine rushed to the public in 1934 
was very soon an embarrassment to the industry. 


Another lesson learned by the time that the 
1934 vintage got under way was that the only solid 
market out there was for fortified , mostly sweet , 
wines . And a third truth that shocked many 
California producers was the continued strong 
demand for fresh wine grapes in the east. Millions of 
people were now in the habit of making their own 
wine. In 1934 and 1935 Americans drank more 
California table wine of their own making than of 
that coming out of the state 's wineries. Finally , it 
was clear that almost no one except home 
winemakers gave a hoot about the names of wine 
grapes. Varietal designation on California wines was 
almost unheard of. The dry table wines coming out of 
California wineries were almost all labeled 
Burgundy , Claret, Sauterne , and such. Most fine lots 
of Cabernet Sauvignon , what little there was , and 
Zinfandel , "went into the tank with the Alicantes. " 
Thus spoke Louis Stralla , who owned the 
winemaking operation at the old Charles Krug place 
in the 1930s. '1 wasn 't in the wine business from the 
standpoint of romance. " 


Most such wine ended up in tank cars hauled 
east to bottlers there. That was the fate of most 
California table wine before World War II . Only an 
elite few wineries such as Beaulieu , Wente , 
Inglenook , Fountaingrove and Larkmead had 
established brands , and only a small part of their 
production carried a varietal label. Most of America 
never saw anything from California except cheap jug 
quality wine in those days , and an ·overwhelming 
percentage of that was port , sherry , and muscatel. 


Bill Dieppe , later president of Almaden Vine
yards , lived on the East Coast in the thirties and 


drank table wine with his meals as a regular part of 
his life. He told me in 1982 that before World War II 
he drank French wine and knew nothing about the 
California product . I asked him if he had ever heard 
ofZinfandel in those days. "Never , not until I came to 
California after the war ," was his answer. If he had 
tried a bottle of California burgundy or claret then he 
would probably have been drinking Zinfandel. But I 
am sure that he would have disliked it , as would I. 


Nevertheless, in California some of the few 
who had tasted those great Zins that won gold 
medals at the 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition were 
still alive. Horatio Stoll, publisher of Wines & Vines, 
a trade journal out of San Francisco , made a point to 
remind his readers how good Zinfandel had been and 
could be : When the State Fair wine competitions 
returned to Sacramento in 1935 he and others made 
sure that Zinfandel was allotted one of the nineteen 
wine categories. The only other two varietals thus 
named were "Cabernet " and "Riesling ." The other 
sixteen went to generics like Moselle , Claret , Chianti , 
and Sauterne. 


Most of the bottles labeled Zinfandel on the 
shelves in the years before the war was made in a 
light and fruity style , ready for immediate 
consumption . If one were to see the face of Zinfandel 
in those days , that was its usual physiognomy . Some 
of the medal winners whose names we might 
recognize today were Inglenook , Larkmead of Napa 
Valley , Simi , Italian Swiss Colony , the Solano 
Winery, and CalGrape of Mendocino. But this wine 
was almost all sold in California. The word 
"Zinfandel" was virtually unknown to America 's few 
table wine drinkers east of the Rockies. 


When the war came and European wine 
sources in France , Germany , and Italy dried up for 
Americans , the demand for fine California table wine 
shot up. And now several premium wineries were 
using varietal names on their labels . In 1943 New 
York's Waldorf Astoria Hotel listed thirty-one such 
California varietals on its wine list. Of course you 
could buy Cabs and Rieslings . And there was Petite 
Sirah , Semillon , Carignane, even Charbono and Folle 
Blanche. But there wasn't a bottle of Zinfandel. To 
whom would they sell it? So it had been on the East 
Coast in the 1880s when the Palace Hotel in San 
Francisco offered three Northern California Zinfan
dels on its wine list . 


Wine Writers ~ 
I think that we can learn a lot about our wine 







drinking habits by studying what wine writers are 
putting out at any particular time. We can often 
perceive the winds of change in the wine world from 
their books and columns. But of newspaper columns 
there were none , so far as California wine was 
concerned. (The first in California was by Los Amigos 
Winery's Robert Mayock in the 1940s for the San 
Jose News. But it was years before there was a 
second .) Occasionally a food writer would mention 
California wine in a magazine article. Such a person 
was Mary Frost Mabon of Town & County. In 1942 
she wrote the first systematic guide to California 
wine to be published in this century , The AB Cs of 
American Wine. She obviously liked Zinfandel at its 
best and gave special praise to those of 
Fountaingrove , Simi , Louis Martini, and Italian 
Swiss Colony. 


But Zinfanci.el went all but unnoticed in 
Harold Grossman ' s supposedly authoritative Guide 
to Wine, Spirits and Beer (1940). Julian Street's 
Wine (1948) quipped that Zinfandel wines "do not 
tempt one to linger and sip ," but that they could be 
"rugged , and friendly and invite proper drinking ," 
whatever that means . On the other hand , John 
Melville ' s Guide to California Wines paid far more 
attention to Zinfandel than these two, and for good 
reason. Like Mabon he had gone into the field , 
moving through the state's wine districts, talking to 
the producers and drinking their wines. He asserted 
that Zinfandel could be "a wine of peculiar charm , 
fruity , zestful and aromatic with a raspberry like 
flavor .... If price conscious and still wanting a fine 
varietal red table wine , a good Zinfandel is the wine 
to look for." Sounds a lot like George Husmann more 
than half a century earlier - "Good enough for 
anyone. " 


Frank Schoonmaker 
Of all the wine writers in these early days one stands 
out as a sort of hero . For years he was hated by the 
leaders of the wine industry , that is , the people in 
charge of the wine factories making millions of 
gallons of cheap, nondescript plonk, mostly sweet. 
But he was beloved by many of the small and 
medium scale producers who were attempting to 
reestablish the small premium sector of the industry 
that had come close to flourishing before Prohibition . 


Frank Schoonmaker had been assigned a 
series on wine by his editor at The New Yorker when 
it became clear the Prohibition's days were 
numbered . In 1934 he and Tom Marvel put them 
together in The Complete Wine Book, aimed at the 
serious American reader interested in learning about 
the world of wine now opened by Repeal . For the next 
forty years Schoonmaker wrote about California 
wine , as a professional journalist and author , as a 
wine dealer , and finally as a part of the California 
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wine industry he had helped to transform . (In the 
middle of this he took off a few years to pretend to be 
a sherry broker in Spain during the war , working for 
the OSS and spying on the Germans.) 


Schoonmaker is most important in California 
wine history as the man who almost single handedly 
led the state's producers to see the light on varietal 
labeling. A few like Louis Martini , Georges de 
Latour , the Wentes and Concannons, Martin Ray , 
and Inglenook's John Daniel followed eagerly, a few 
others grudgingly , most kicking and whining. But 
that is really not a direct part of my story , except for 
the fact that Schoonmaker became an almost wild 
advocate of Martini ' s Sonoma Zinfandel. 


For this story I want to follow Schoonmaker's 
words on Zin from his first book until the years just 
before his death in 1976. For as his perception 
changed so did that of others close to California's 
premium wines . It isn't that he alone caused people 
to modify their ideas about Zinfandel, or even that he 
was most important among many. It's that he 
represents a sort of Zeitgeist , a spirit of his times . 


Schoonmaker gave Zinfandel short shrift in 
his early articles and first book. So far as he was 
concerned it was a "mediocre " wine grape , Although 
it could produce a "wholesome , ordinary red wine 
when grown in the coastal valleys of Northern 
California. " Here was the first face of Zinfandel after 
Repeal. 


During the next seven years Schoonmaker 
made several trips to California and drank lots of 
California wine . In San Francisco he contacted the 
leaders of Medical Friends of Wine and of the Wine 
and Food Society. Who was making really good wine 
here? When he got his answers he went out into the 
countryside and talked and drank. He was 
particularly interested in making some solid 
connections with the best producers in the late 1930s 
as the war clouds in Europe were gathering . He knew 
that if war came German , Italian, and probably 
French wine sources would disappear in the 
American market. He put together a marketing 
company and contracted with several of the state's 
finest producers to market their varietal wines east 
of the Rockies: Beaulieu , Wente , L. M. Martini , Ingle
nook, Larkmead, and Fountaingrove . In fact he hired 
Inglenook's general manager , Carl Bundschu , to 
work for him in San Francisco. It was during these 
years that he discovered the Martini wines , which 
had heretofore not been marketed under their own 
labels . One of the Napa vintner's best wines , in 
Schoonmaker's mind , was his Mountain Zinfandel 
grown at the Monte Rosso vineyard in the hills above 
Sonoma Valley. 


Just before America entered the war 
Schoonmaker published his American Wines. In it he 
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wrote that "Zinfandels from the upland vineyards of 
Napa and Sonoma Counties are among the 
pleasantest table wines of the world." Schoonmaker 
had seen the other face of Zin . 


His next major work came in 1964 when he 
published his really authoritati~e Encyclopedia of 
Wine. It was the first book on the whole world of 
wine that really gave the best California wines their 
due. Up to this point the Zinfandels he had had the 
most contact with had been light and fruity . The 
Martini wines were obviously an exception to his 
general experience . He praised the California 
Zinfandel as "about as pleasant a vin ordinaire as one 
could ask for ." It was wine "unlike that of all other 
mass-production grapes ." Zinfandel had an "easily 
recognizable varietal character , bouquet and flavor, 
especially when from hillside vineyards in a cool 
district." But he was obviously not thinking about the 
Martini 1941 Zinfandel when he added that 
Zinfandel "gains little by ageing ." When I last tasted 
that great wine , shortly before its fiftieth birthday , it 
was fading but still delicious . 


Soon Schoonmaker was picking up on the 
muscled marvels being produced in the mid-1960s 
and he modified the Zinfandel entry in the next 
edition of his encyclopedia to read that its wine 
"gains relatively little by ageing." Then in the last 
edition before his death in 1976 he wrote , 
"Occasionally when made in the classic European 
manner it can have great body and a long life." Frank 
Schoonmaker had come full circle in the previous 
forty years and now saw clearly the other face of 
Zinfandel , much closer , probably , to the one that you 
and I see today . 


Revolution 
A great fact of American wine drinking in the 1950s 
and into the 1960s was the gradual and steady rise of 
table wine consumption. Production of table wine in 
California between 1950 and 1960 more than 
doubled. Even more important was its rise in relation 
to sweet wine production . At the beginning of the 
decade the ratio of sweet wine to table wine produced 
in the Golden State was about four to one . In 1960 it 
was a little less than two to one. One might certainly 
suspect that if Americans were discovering California 
Cabernets and Rieslings in these years , they might 
learn to say "Zinfandel. " But just · a few premium 
producers brought out a varietal Zinfandel and 
almost all of it was sold within the state . Looking 
back on the situation from the seventies wine expert 
Roy Brady thought that Zinfandel "seemed destined 
for oblivion except for ordinaire. " 


The wine revolution that had been brewing in 
America in the 1950s finally exploded into the streets 
in the 1960s. And it was a true revolution , unlike the 


great wine boom of the 1880s . Then the growth in 
consumption had resulted from a change in 
population , as a new wave of wine drinking 
immigrants poured into the country. The great 
change of the post-war years was a change of 
behavior ; Americans were drinking more wine per 
capita and the essential modification was coming in 
the table wine category . 


By 1966 Americans were finally drinking 
more table wine than sweet wine. And a large portion 
of this table wine was coming from premium 
producers , some who had been around for a long 
time, others new to wine production. Since premium 
wines cost considerably more than ordinaire , it 
follows that a large percentage of the new market 
was made up of middle class , well-educated 
professional people . They formed wine tasting 
groups , took wine classes , they read books on wine , 
and some even made wine themselves. 


It is difficult to explain the rise of premium 
Zinfandel in Northern California out of this complex 
of variables , but rise it did. The old premium 
wineries had kept at it : Martini , Parducci , Krug , and 
Mirassou. There were a few newer producers, 
enthusiastic entrepreneurs, men and women mostly 
with an eye on the European model where Zinfandel 
had no place , such as the owners of Hallcrest , and at 
Martin Ray , and Freemark Abbey. But there were 
others of the same mold , such as Frank Bartholomew 
at Buena Vista and Lee Stewart at Souverain , who 
enthusiastically produced elegant Zinfandels in the 
1950s. Before 1966 it was the Zinfandels of Souverain 
that hooked me. They were a splurge at $1.89 per 
bottle , but those wines from Napa's Howell Mountain 
made me a believer . (Stewart won his first Zinfandel 
gold at the State Fair in 1955 .) 


Some of this new class of wine drinkers drove 
out from their urban and suburban homes into the 
countryside with Melville's book as a guide and 
discovered small country establishments making 
excellent varietal Zinfandel , often in a delicious well
aged rustic style . There was Foppiano (Healdsburg) , 
Cadenasso (Fairfield) , Gemello (Mountain View) , 
Ruby Hill (Livermore Valley) , and York (near Paso 
Robles). I was fresh out of college and learning to 
drink wine when a former classmate , in 1959 , 
directed me to Ruby Hill near Pleasanton where 
Ernesto Ferrario was selling tasty jugs of Zinfandel 
and Barbera. For the equivalent of about .35$/bottle 
my wife and I were able to have delicious red wine on 
our table , at that price , nightly. 


It was the enthusiastic entrepreneurs of the 
1960s who really made a juggernaut out of the fine 
Zinfandel phenomenon . Dave Bennion and his 
partners at Ridge Vineyards made their first Zin in 
1964 from grapes grown on ancient vines at the 







Picchetti Ranch in the hills above Silicon Valley . 
Then forgotten as a winegrowing district , the name 
Monte Bello soon became part of every serious 
California wine drinker's vocabulary from the work 
of Bennion and his successor , Paul Draper . By 1967 
Bennion had also found old-vine fruit in Geyserville 
and at Templeton , outside Paso Robles . In 1969 he 
was even making vineyard designated wines from 
Lodi grapes . 


David Bruce, in the hills behind Los Gatos, 
also found old Zinfandel vines growing in the Santa 
Cruz Mountains and made some wine in 1965 at his 
new winery . Next year he made seven barrels and 
had two bottlings with the "cask " numbers on the 
label. In 1967 he made fourteen barrels. For all these 
wines he suggested extended bottle aging. Earlier he 
had even made a "white" Zinfandel, the first sold as 
such in California in this century . 


Perhaps the Zin of the sixties that got the 
most notice in these years was Robert Mondavi ' s 
from the 1966 vintage. The San Francisco Wine 
Sampling Club featured it and Walter Peterson, its 
president , wrote a lengthy description for the Club ' s 
newsletter , with an excellent explication of what I 
have been calling the new face ofZinfandel. The wine 
was unfined and had been aged two years in French 
Nevers oak barrels. (Should we be surprised that 
Walt's son , Joel , is the winemaker and one of the 
founder's of Ravenswood?) 


The way some of this wine was sold gives a 
fair picture of what was happening with Zinfandel in 
the hands of some of the most knowledgeable 
retailers . Esquin Imports was one of San Francisco's 
best importers with a newsletter that today is one of 
the best primary sources for the history of wine in 
Northern California in these years. They bought a 
barrel of the Mondavi wine and had it bottled for 
their customers. And in Sacramento wine merchant 
Darrell Corti bought three barrels for the wine
conscious clientele at his family's upscale grocery 
stores . 


This was not a purely Northern California 
phenomenon. There was also a growing interest in 
fine wine in the Los Angeles area. There in 1968 
Trader Joe 's markets began putting out a regular 
"Insider's Wine Report ." It covered all types of 
European and California wine . And Trader Joe 
Colombe knew his Zinfandel and guided his 
customers to what he thought were the best 
bargains. Louis Martini and Parducci were always 
favorites in the early years. He also liked Ridge for 
Zinfandels with aging potential . The 1965 Ridge was 
the first in that category which he recommended . 


There were also Bay Area and Southern 
California restaurants involved in promoting the new 
fine wines of California . A perfect example was Hank 
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Rubin's Pot Luck in Berkeley which had a vintage 
festival dinner during the fall. (Rubin also wrote a 
pioneer wine column for the San Francisco 
Chronide.) In 1970 the Pot Luck had its seventh such 
event and featured the 1966 Mondavi Zinfandel with 
the $6.50 five course dinner. One would naturally 
have drunk it with LeBoeuf Far;on Sanglier. Rubin 
sold it for $6.00 , a dollar more than he charged for 
the Beaulieu Private Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon. 


On the menu he explained the two faces of 
California Zinfandel. ''It is made in two styles; one a 
light , fruity wine to be drunk young, the other , like 
the one tonight from Robert Mondavi's Napa Valley 
winery, more like a Cabernet, full, heavy-bodied, 
improving with age ." (If you had gone into the 
kitchen between courses you would have found chef 
Narsai David hard at work.) 


I like to think of 1968 as a symbolic vintage 
for great California Zinfandel. This was the year of 
the late harvest Zin, one at Mayacamas and a 
Zinfandel Essence at Ridge from Lodi grapes. But 
these wines were the beginnings of a fad that didn't 
last . For me the symbolism comes from two 1968 
wines , not necessarily better than other wines I've 
already discussed, but wines that seem to bring the 
rest of the decade into focus for the growing number 
of Zinfandel-made-like-great-Cabernets lovers. 


CORTI BROTHERS 
RESERVE SELECTION 


ZINFANDEL 
AMADOR COUNTY VINTAGE 1%9 


, ";/.\ .r0 · 
This Zmfandel wu produced Jrom srapes srown on · the 
K. Deaver Ranch in the .Shenandoah .Valley just north of 
Plymouth , Amad~r . County( \This fa'!' i!Y , anch is situated 
on an east-west exposure ,an<j


1
j s, 1he' oldest estab lished 


vineyard in Shen_andoah Val(ey.'~ ., _, .> )' f ,_}1 V 
Climate and temperature make Amador ·County perfect 
for growing Zinfandel : Here these sr~p~ produce a SU· 


perior wine with great depth land fullness and more spicy· 
ness and richness than anyl"here in C:alifornia . 


J. r 1' • • ir"\ ~. . ) 
1969 was a year of~excellent 1 gro~ ing .conditions . The •. : 
grapes for this wine were pjcked on 19 ,S.,ptember , havins 
25° Balling and .ll ac idity. i ) \ l.;,':,) 


~{ .., ,.....1 ,...._; "" 
Since this wine was bottled unfined and unfiltered, it will 
throw a depoSlt w ith time and should be decanted . ..,_ ,,,,-.,,,...,. ......... 


• PIODUCEO AND IOITUD IY sunu HOM( WINUY 
5T. HELENA, CAUFOINtA 


AlCOHOl 13.5'1(, IY VOLUME 


The first was made from Amador County 
grapes at Napa's Sutter Home Winery. Through the 
offices of Sacramento home winemaker Charles 
Myers , Darrell Corti had discovered the old Zinfandel 
vines of Amador's Shenandoah Valley , specifically 
the vines of the Deaver Ranch there . Corti had 
already caught the Zin-bug from the 1966 Mondavi 
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wine. Now he contacted Bob Trinchero of Sutter 
Home about the Deaver grapes and 1968, a really 
fine year for California wine generally , became the 
first vintage of the grea t Corti I Sutter Home 
Zinfandels. I didn ' t buy this wine. I was too late. 
But it seemed that everyone in the world of Northern 
California fine wine , and Southern California too , for 
that matter, was talking about it. "A wine for the 
next millennium!" It came out under the Sutter 
Home label. Corti' s share was aged in French oak 
barrels and was sold under the Corti Brothers label. 


When the 1969 became available from Corti 
I got my case and am still waiting for the right 
situation to drink the last bottle. In 1974 I drank one 
of my first with Joe and June Swan . He had not 
tasted it yet and on first sniff remarked , "Sorry 
Charles , it's corked." And it was . I raced off to the 
cellar and brought up another . I felt good watching 
the great master of Zinfandel smiling as he sipped , 
and eventually saying , ''You'll have to be patient 
with this one. I'll have to get in touch with Darrell. " 


Swan Zinfandel 
And it was the 1968 Joseph Swan Zinfandel that lit 
the fuses not already sizzling on the powder keg . In 
retrospect it and the subsequent 1969 Zin seemed to 
be the final blast in the modem Zinfandel revolution . 


Joe had quit flying for Western Airlines and 
bought a spread near Forestville in the Russian River 
Valley. He wanted to grow Pinot noir and Chardon
nay in that area's somewhat Burgundian climate . 
The old ranch he acquired had some ancient Zin
fandel vines . In 1968, before he pulled them, he made 
some wine from their fruit . He didn't bond his place 
in time for that Zin to be a commercial item. But did 
the word ever get around . Roy Brady claimed it was 
the greatest of those great Zinfandels of the 1960s. 
Next year Swan bought Zinfandel grapes at the 
Teldeschi Ranch in Dry Creek Valley. The rest is well 
known in the Zinfandel chronicles . There was soon a 
waiting list to get onto the Joseph Swan mailing list , 
even before Brady 's article appeared in Wine World 
magazine. There he wrote , "It was a classic example 
of the big spicy style of Zinfandel, which had become 
virtually extinct before Ridge Vineyards took the lead 
in its resurrection .... Joe Swan hit the target dead 
center on the first try ." 


One might wonder what convinced the new
borne winemasters of the sixties that Zinfandel could 
be made in "the classic European manner .. . . to have 
great body and long life ," (Schoonmaker 's words) in 
the style of fine red Bordeaux . Robert Mondavi in 
1966 and Bob Trinchero , who made the 1968 Amador 
wine , knew very well from their experience that 
Zinfandel could be made with the proper flavors, 
structure , and chemistry to warrant long term 


cellaring. For the others there were some wines still 
around in those years that the latter day pioneers 
had tasted in the early sixties . These were three 
Sonoma Zinfandels, the 1935 Simi , the 1937 
Fountaingrove, and the 1941 Louis Martini . I have 
tasted the Simi and Martini wines in their old age 
and I have talked to people who have had the 
Fountaingrove . In my view these were great wines 
and obviously demonstrated Zinfandel's potential. 
And if you were looking at Bordeaux as a model why 
not use French oak barrels? The Mondavi (1966), 
Corti (1968), Swan (1968), and Bruce (1968) wines 
were all given that treatment that puts a special 
smile on the finer face of Zinfandel. 


BY THE END OF THE SIXTIES we are in modem times for 
the story of California Zinfandel. In 1970 I saw some 
of these "hot" Zinfandels on the shelves of upscale 
bottle shops in New York City and Washington, DC. 
But there is still a lot of story left . There is the 
swinging pendulum of approval and disdain, and the 
meandering of stylistic taste . In fact the diversity of 
Zinfandel products almost defies analysis. Red table , 
white , blush, late harvest, sparkling , and port-like 
have all become Zinfandel adjectives. And there are 
now fighting varietals , premiums, super-premiums , 
and ultra-premiums, but rarely real jugs , not with 
Zin prices up 45% per ton in the last five years, while 
grape supplies were growing 35%. 


Now you have been armed to resist and 
counter the mythology I baloney surrounding the first 
hundred and forty years of Zinfandel in America . 
Let's take a look at the ups and downs of the last 
thirty years. 


[Continued next issue . - Ed.) 


Zinfandel 


Joseph Swan Vineyards 
Produced 1nd Bottlld by Joseph Swen Vineyords, Forestville, Californll 







A SPECIAL BOOK: 
THE GRAPES OF NEW YORK 


by 
Tom Pinney 


ome books -have a way of 
recurring in one's life, so that 
at last they seem to be 
Special , quite apart from any 
intrinsic virtues they may 
possess. One of these, for me, 


· is The Grapes of New York, 
~~Jt>..::~;..J~~ by Ulysses Prentiss Hedrick 


and others , published in 1908 
by the State of New York. 1 Of course , this book is 
special in itself , and my relation to it is wholly 
accidental and impertinent. But there may be a mild 
interest in the description of that relation . 


The title , The Grapes of New York, as I have 
written elsewhere ,2 is a complete misnomer , perhaps 
an expression of the modest y of the author , or 
perhaps a way of propitiating the State of New York , 
which paid for the publication. In any case , the book 
is not merely about the grapes of New York, though 
it covers that subject thoroughly: it is about all of the 
grapes of all of the United States east of the Rocky 
Mountains , as they had been known , studied, 
cultivated , bred , and processed for the three 
centuries between the beginnings of colonization on 
the eastern seaboard and the publication of the 
book-the 300 years from the beginning of the 17th 
century to the beginning of the 20th . 


Hedrick (1870-1951) the major author , was at 
the time of the book's composition , the horticulturist 
at the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Geneva , the leading institution of the day in the 
scientific study of plants and crops . Without the 
resources of Geneva , including the group of 
rese~chers whose names appear on the title page, 
Hedrick could of course have done nothing 
approaching the completeness of the book that we 
know . He also had the benefit of the work of that 
encyclopedic writer on horticulture , Libert y Hyde 
Bailey , who was then re-creating the College of 
Agriculture at Cornell as a world leader in scientific 
horticulture. The combination of these formidable 
resources produced a magisterial survey of eastern 
grapes , including all of the native American species 
and their hundreds and thousands of varietal 
descendants , whether spontaneously generated or 
deliberately bred . 


But after allowing for all th~ help necessary 
to make the book , it was Hedrick who put it all 
together , and it is his voice that one hears in the 
descriptive and historical accounts of the hundreds of 
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varieties included . The book is one that can actually 
be read with the pleasure that comes from the 
company of a distinct literary personality . It is 
meant to be practical as well as technical , and it is 
written not to serve some abstract scientific 
intelligence but to interest real people. To take a 
single example, chosen from the first page I find on 
opening the book, here is Hedrick on "Allen's 
Hybrid" : 


A half century ago Allen's Hybrid was the 
vine of promise in America . It was the first 
named hybrid between Vitis labrusca and 
Vitis vinifera to be disseminated and as such 
awakened the slumbering hopes of the 
horticulturists of a continent. American 
grape-growers had all but given up the 
expectation of ever growing the European 
grape in the New World when Allen 
announced this hybrid. Auspicious hope! 


The style is formal , indeed , but not ponderous , and it 
is anything but dryly scientific. Grape varieties are 
a part of human history , and Hedrick makes us fully 
aware of what that is from the abundance of his 
information and expert understanding. 


The book is a part of series published by the 
New York State Department of Agriculture that , 
taken together , makes up a complete pomology of the 
easter~ states : The Apples of New York (1905) , The 
Cherries of New York (1915) , The Peaches of New 
York (1917) , The Pears of New York (1921) , The 
Plums of New York (1911), and, lest anything escape, 
The Small Fruits of New York (1925). Hedrick was 
the major author of this entire series , with the single 
exception of The Apples of New York-an astonishing 
performance. All the titles in the series are well 
produced and illustrated, but The Grapes of New 
York is , I think, the most splendid of the lot. In large 
~uarto format , running to some 564 pages, it is 
illustrated with 101 color plates of a quality quite 
remarkable for their time . Hedrick explains how they 
were made: 


Four negatives were taken of each subject 
with a color filter between the lens and the 
fruit. A copper plate was made from each 
negative, one for each of the four colors red 
yellow , black and blue . The color-pla~s i~ 
the book are composed of these four colors 
combined by the camera , the artist , th~ 
horticulturist and the printer (The Grapes of New 
York, pp . ix-x). 


The results, Hedrick cautions , do not "reproduce 
nature exactly ." But he also says that "all possible 
means at the command of photography and color 
printing have been used ," and I think that he must 
have been proud of the work . 


Besides the plates , the book is also dis-
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tinguished by a long and authoritative introduction 
on the history of the grape in the eastern United 
States. This occupies the first three chapters-94 
pages-and it remains the best account of the subject 
yet written. The entries for "The Leading Varieties 
of American Grapes" that follow take up the bulk of 
the book , and are full of information, · lucidly 
presented. Hedrick gives the synonyms for each 
variety described , a statement of its parentage 
(Labrusca, Aestivalis , Rupestris . and so on) and a 
long list of references to that vari;;ty in the literature 
of American grapes . Then comes the meat of the 
discµssion , in which he may tell you where the grape 
first came from , or who found it , and where it was 
first introduced. He describes the horticultural 
qualities in detail-vigor , productivity, disease 
resistance , and so on-with his unfailing vivacity. Of 
Diana, for example , he writes : "All grapes have their 
likes and dislikes but this one is capricious beyond 
most others." Or , he writes , the popularity of the 
variety called Columbian Imperial is only owing to 
"the panegyrics heaped upon it by misinformed or 
unscrupulous salesmen." One could go on indefi
nitely . He has much to say about fruit quality , and 
about wine quality , which is , after all, the main 
point, even for eastern grapes. He puts the bad old 
varieties in their place. Of the variety called Noah , 
for example , he writes : "the grapes are fit only for 
wine but the wine-makers in this state seem not to 
have found them desirable for their wants ." 
Delaware, however , earns nothing but praise: 


Its introduction raised the standard of 
quality in our viticulture to that of the Old 
World , for there is no variety of Vitzs vinifera 
more richly or more delicately flavored or 
with a more agreeable aroma than the 
Delaware. 


This is surely excessive, but at least Hedrick was 
prepared to stick his neck out for a good grape when 
he saw it. Such entries are typical , and they ensure 
that the book fulfills the classical requirement both 
to am use and instruct. 


I first saw The Grapes of New York when I 
was very young , too young to know exactly when . My 
father ran a wholesale nursery in Kansas , an 
enterprise that went back into the nineteenth 
century. The firm had , unsystematically and 
casually , acquired a number of horticultural books 
over the course of years , and these were kept in a 
glass-fronted case in my father's office. I do not 
suppose that they were ever consulted. One of them , 
notable for its size and weight , was The Grapes of 
New York. That office copy was the first one I had 
ever seen , and thereafter I saw it repeatedly on my 
visits to the office, though without any particular 
curiosity about it. 


Grapes were a part of my father's business, 
but not an important part: the Midwest was not 
much of a region for grapes , apart from the Concords 
that people planted in back yards. And if grapes did 
not count for much , then wine , the end for which 
grapes are properly appointed , counted for even less . 
Kansas had been constitutionally Dry , and proud of 
it , since 1880. The Kansas State Horticultural 
Society , when it published a book on The Grape in 
Kansas in 1901, did so only with an emphatic 
title-page declaration that "To the glory of Kansas , 99 
1/2 per cent. of this luscious fruit which grows freely 
all over the state is used without fermentation ." 3 


But all things change, and at last , in 1948, the voters 
of Kansas, who had fallen away from the austere 
standards of their Dry ancestors, decided to allow 
Demon Rum back into the state . But local option was 
still allowed, and my county remained stoutly Dry. 
My parents , of course , never wavered in their teetotal 
conviction . So the subject of grapes and wine was not 
one to arouse much interest or to yield much 
information to me in that place at that time . 
Nevertheless , I remembered The Grapes of New York 
as an impressive book. I must have looked at the 
illustrations now and then , and it was certainly one 
of the literally big books of my limited experience. 
Perhaps I imagined that there was something special 
about grapes to have caused the production of so 
weighty a book. 


The scene now shifts to upstate New York, 
where I got my first job at a small college near Utica. 
In the meantime I had been introduced to wine , and, 
after the years of teetotal ignorance that I had 
innocently endured , was now eagerly trying to 
compensate by drinking wine , reading about wine, 
and listening to anyone who might want to talk about 
wine. In this attentive mood , I visited the home of 
one of my new colleagues and was struck to find a 
large number of handsome, framed color plates of 
eastern American grapes hanging on the walls of his 
house . I at once recognized them as plates from the 
book in my father 's office bookcase , Hedrick 's Grapes 
of New York. How could this be? The answer was 
simple enough . My colleague's father had been one 
of the scientists employed at the Geneva Experiment 
Station of the State of New York , where Hedrick 
himself had worked , and had had privileged access to 
copies of The Grapes of New York. If I remember 
rightly, my colleague said that the prints framed on 
his walls were proof copies that his father had saved 
from the production of the book. Perhaps they were. 
Perhaps they were not. I imagine that extra copies of 
the book had lain around the Geneva station for 
many years, and that dismembering the odd copy 
now and then for the sake of the lovely colored plates 
had seemed no offense at all . That is , after all , the 







fate of most colored plate books so far in the history 
of printing. I don't remember whether I asked if I 
could get sets of the plates from the same source, but 
probably I did not. It was all something that had 
happened long before. 


Now the scene changes to California, and 
another ten years or so have passed. By this time my 
collection of books about wine has grown to a large 
enough number so that the term "library" is not 
wholly derisory. My father has retired from the 
nursery business, leaving behind that copy of The 
Grapes of New York in the glass-fronted bookcase 
standing in his old office. It occurs to me to ask him, 
after the manner of collectors, whether I could have 
the book, since I know that he now has no use for it, 
if he ever did , and I know enough of his partner to 
know that he would have no use for it either. There 
was some hesitation in the face of this request-after 
all, no one had ever before asked for any one of the 
books in that small office collection. My father's 
partner was a little suspicious: did I want to sell the 
book, or just to read it? But these were not very 
formidable obstacles , and, in the end, I got the book 
and happily added it to my shelves. 


A few more years passed, and I decided that, 
having collected a good number of wine books, it was 
time that I should write one . It had occurred to me 
that no one had ever written a full account of the 
history of winegrowing in this country from the 
beginning, and I thought I might take that as a 
subject. So I did. And from that moment on, The 
Grapes of New York was no longer a mere ornament 
on my book shelves but an active partner in my 
historical work. I have just said that there was no 
full account of the history of winegrowing in this 
country , but the materials for a large part of that 
history had been assembled by Hedrick in his 
prefatory account of the grape in America and in his 
descriptions of the hundreds of varieties catalogued 
in his book. These were not, I repeat, mere botanical 
descriptions but historical accounts densely packed 
with information about how the different varieties 
had been discovered or bred, about who had done the 
work , and a thousand other details. 


While I was still at work on the history, a 
colleague of mine attended a book sale at the library 
of Scripps College, the women's college among the 
Claremont Colleges in California . The Scripps 
Library had no scientific or botanical section - that 
was handled by other sources in Claremont-but, 
inexplicably, there among the books for sale lay a 
prime copy of The Grapes of New York. My colleague 
spotted it, and, remembering my interest in such 
things , bought it and gave it to me. I wanted to pay 
him for it but he said no, it had not cost much. "How 
much?" I asked. "Three dollars." So now I had two 
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copies of The Grapes of New York, both of them gifts. 
Every collector has some unearned triumph to tell 
about: mine is that my two copies of The Grapes of 
New York, copies of which are currently being offered 
on the Internet at up to $900, cost me precisely 
nothing . In defense of my luck, however , I may plead 
that I have made extensive use of the book, have 
studied it closely, and have come to appreciate it as 
few, I imagine, have had occasion to do in these days. 
The fact that I don't need two copies is immaterial. 
We are talking about collecting here, not mere 
necessity or practicality. 


Two more little details and I have done. 
Sometime in the '80s my married daughter came 
across a stack of the colored plates from The Grapes 
of New York in a Santa Barbara bookshop. After 
considerable deliberation, she selected the print of 
the obscure blue variety called "Janesville" to give to 
me, and that print, now handsomely framed, hangs 
in my house. Janesville is not, one gathers from 
Hedrick's description, much of a grape-"the fruit is 
worthless where better sorts can be grown," he says. 
But my daughter's name is Jane, which explains her 
choice from among the abundant possibilities. 


In 1990, after the publication of my History 
of Wine, that great collector and student of wine, Roy 
Brady, invited me and my wife to lunch at his house 
in Northridge. Brady had read and liked my book, 
and this was his generous way of saying so. I won't 
describe the lunch and the accompanying wines 
-that would be another history-but will record here 
only that one of the first things that leaped out to my 
eye on first entering the Brady house was a wall 
hung with the colored plates from The Grapes of New 
York, much as I had seen them many years before in 
a house in upstate New York . 


Roy is now gone, but the colored plates are 
still there. I hope that, wherever they may go next, 
they will find an owner who admires them as Roy did 
and who may even take the trouble to learn about 
where they originally came from. The book deserves 
that attention. 


_ ______ _ NOTES--------
1. The full title, after the heavy-handed style of official publi
cations, is U. P . Hedrick , N. 0 . Booth , 0. M. Taylor, R. Wellington, 
~nd M. J . Dorsey, The Grapes of New York, Report of the New York 
Agricultural Experiment Station for the Year 1907, II (State of 
New York , Department of Agriculture , Fifteenth Annual Report, 


Vol. 3, Part II), Albany : J . B. Lyon Company, State Printers, 1908. 
2. "Hedrick's misleadingly titled The Grapes of New York (1908) is 
a monumental work that takes the whole subject of viticulture in 


the eastern United States for its province " (A History of Wine in 
America , 1989, p. xvi). 


3. William H. Barnes , The Grape 1n Kansas .... ,Topeka, Kansas 
State Horticultural Society , 1901. 
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JANESVILLE 


[GRAPES OF NEW YORK, p.316-reduced] 


[U. P . Hedrick , courtesy : FmsT 100 }'EA.Rs of the NEW YoRJr 
STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA110N, 1999] 
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WINE-MEMORY 
AND MEMORIES OF WINE: 


Ian Maxwell Campbell and his 
'Wayward Tendrils of the Vine" 


by 
Ernest Oldmeadow 


[In celebration of our tenth year, it seems fitting to 
feature our namesake. This tribute to Campbell and 
his book by literary epicure Ernest Oldmeadow 
(1867-1949) originally appeared in the Winter 1947 
issue of Wine and Food. We are grateful for the kind 
permission to reprint. - Ed.] 


c:::z~~~C-:#9~ lthough the world's extant 
literature abounds in descrip
tions of banquets and more 
intimate meals, the writers 
have usually been grudging of 
details. They tell us that 
wine and food were lavishly 
provided: but not what wine, 


w~~~2;;;;:::;;~::j what food. We learn that 
gods and demigods and heroes drained countless 
goblets: but not what the goblets held. Noah, we 
know, achieved his unseemly intoxication on new 
wine, not on a skinful of older juice which he had 
literally put by for a rainy day: but not even the 
shortest of wine lists can be gathered from the Bible. 
The Roman poets treated us better, with the wine 
which Horace had kept for four years in a two-eared 
jar and the Falernian, nota inferiori - a phrase 
translated by a delightful schoolboy as Falernian of 
an inferior brand. Two hundred years later, we have 
those garrulous pedants, the Supping Scholars of 
Athenreus, whose tongues fondled the names of many 
famous wines, Italian as well as Greek. Then comes 
a long break, with only rare mention of any 
particular vineyard. Chaucer's father, a vintner, 
must have chosen better from worse in his purchases 
from Bordeaux: yet his son did not think it worth 
while to set down names. When Shakespeare men-


tions wines other than sack, his words are usually 
without warmth. 


With the new literary interest in wine, search 
was made for allusions to growths and vintages; and 
the searcher who uncovered a passage which had 
been overlooked rejoiced like a man who had found a 
pearl in a river. The definite mentions of wine, even 
by 19th century writers such as Thackeray, Peacock 
and Meredith, were reproduced so proudly that those 
authors were almost made to seem as if they had 
done wine an honour by naming Sauternes, 
Burgundy, Amontillado, Vintage Port and Rhenish 
and all. 


Beginning about forty years ago, there came 
a change. Posterity will not be able to justly bring 
against the 20th century the accusation of vagueness 
and meagreness in their wine-allusions which could 
be made against the centuries running before. Such 
books as Andre Simon's first book, A History of the 
Champagne Trade in England, appeared in 1905, C. 
E. Hawker's Chats about Wine followed in 1907; but 
the pace quickened after the war. Professor 
Saintsbury's famous Notes on a Cellar-Book, first 
published in 1920, was soon followed by Frank 
Hedges Butler's Wine and the Wine Lands of the 
World [1926], Charles Walter Berry's Viniana [1929], 
H . Warner Allen's Romance of Wine [1931], Frank 
Schoonmaker's Complete Wine Book 1934], Maurice 
Healy's Stay Me with Flagons [1940], T. A. Layton's 


INSIDE THIS ISSUE 
• SULLIVAN on ZINF ANDEL - PART IV 


• OUR BOOK is BORN! PINNEY - PART II 


• BOOK REVIEWS by FOSTER, SIMONS, 
CATTELL & McMILLIN 


• NEWS & NOTES 


• NEW MEMBERSHIP ROSTER ENCLOSED 


Choose your Wine [1940], Andre Simon's Vintagewise 
[1945], and fifty others which have been supple-
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mented by abundant and often intelligent lines about 
wine in the works of contemporary novelists and 
essayists. And now we have Colonel Ian Campbell's 
Wayward Tendrils of the Vine [London: Chapman & 
Hall , 1947], which is like a vast pergola , leafy with 
many vines and magnificent with amber and purple 
clusters of the vine's unique and noble fruit . Its 
eighteen chapters contain hundreds of appreciations , 
comparisons , and reminiscences of wine and wine
folk , as well as much sound wine-lore in general. 


But Ian Campbell has done more than add 
another to the fast-multiplying pile of wine books. 
For the moment , let us make a distinction , not 
verbally perfect yet useful , between writers with 
wine-memories and writers with memories of wine . 
Many authors who, in all honesty , have penned such 
sentences as "I remember the Chateau X of 19 .. . " do 
not truly remember the wine . They remember 
having drunk it , the occasion , the names of their host 
and fellow guests , the pleasure the wine gave them , 
and perhaps even a few facts such as the wine's 
lightness or bigness , its dryness or fruitiness , its 
colour , its freshness or ripeness. Yet they do not 
truly remember the wine itself. This unamiable 
conclusion can be tested by giving them , soon after 
their earlier experience of it , a glassful from the same 
bin, but with no mention of the name and date , no 
showing of the label. They do not recognize it , do not 
identify it . And herein lies their difference from the 
man with a wine-memory-the man who , after a few 
tastings , or even only one , has the wine itself , and 
not merely a batch of collateral reminiscences , estab
lished in his memory . This co-operation of mind and 
matter may be denied by those who minimize the 
physiological element in memory as a "faculty of the 
soul ." Yet the part played in memory by the sense
organs is beyond dispute . Innumerable men and 
women can testify that the sudden bringing-in of a 
strongly scented flower has recalled and revivified 
some almost forgotten episode in their past lives . 


A wine-memory in this sense requires a 
natural gift as a starting-point : just as a music
memory requires what we call "an ear for music. " 
And those who signally possess an innate wine-sense 
must , like the born musician , develop it by study , 
study, study ; practice , practice , practice . Legends 
concerning men who have "never been caught out" as 
to a shipper , a chateau, a vintage year , are 
exaggerated: indeed , Ian Campbell himself humbly 
confesses to misses as well as hits . It remains true , 
however , that the number of men with wine
memories in working order is large enough to prove 
that all this is no fancy and that wine-memory is a 
biological fact in the richly developed sense-life of 
civilized man. Its reality is felt all through Camp
bell's pages , even when he seems to be concerned 


only with wine-gossip and anecdotes . He knows not 
only "about" the scores of wines he names : he knows 
the wines. He has risen above the wine-prattle of 
those ready writers who would cut sorry fi.gwes if 
their judgements were put to the test . In short, he 
has honoured that great saying of Lord Bacon: "Get 
to know things in themselves." 


Without throwing too wet a blanket over 
readers of Ian Campbell 's book who aspire to "go and 
do likewise ," it is kind to warn them that he has had 
advantages over most of us. He entered the wine 
trade while in his 'teens . His first task was to cork 
sample bottles of Graham's "Jubilee" Port. In his 
own words , he became "so saturated with the taste 
and smell of that 1887" that it has ever since been his 
"yardstick" in assessing young vintage Port. Soon 
afterwards , he went to Spain and lived with the 
Jerezanos , "acquiring the good habit of drinking 
sherry through all meals ." After coming of age , he 
went to Bordeaux and dwelt among the growers and 
shippers of Claret. Still later , he spent months , off 
and on , in Champagne and in Portugal . Experiences 
such as these contribute incalculably to the formation 
of a wine-memory. Most of us learn wine in a land 
where it is an exotic. However excellent our English 
wine merchant , however fine and varied the stocks in 
the cellars of the clubs and restaurants and private 
houses we frequent , we cannot be on the same terms 
with Claret , Burgund y, Sherry , Port , Champagne, 
Rhenish , Moselle , as are the men who have sojourned 
on the banks of the Gironde , the Douro and Father 
Rhine , on the Cote d'Or , in Reims and Epemay , or in 
Andalusia , on the soil where the wines are produced , 
eating every day the food associated with the wine 
throughout fifty generations , breathing the aromas 
which abide in old cellars like the ghosts of ancient 
incense lingering in a cathedral; because a wine
memory is nourished by sense-organs as well as by a 
thinking , recollecting , co-ordinating mind . 


The tendrils of the vine , with what he calls 
their "silly , curly fingers ," ministered so subtly and 
delicately to Ian Campbell that we who know only 
the vine 's old gnarled wood and new lusty stalks 
cannot but envy him those elfin caresses. 


[EDITOR'S NOTE ON THE BOOK: Written by Campbell 
(1870-1956 ) in celebration of his golden jubilee as a 
wine merchant , Wayward Tendrils of the Vine was 
first published in a signed , hand-numbered edition of 
750 copies in 1947 , with a two-color title page. The 
handsome book was printed at the Curwen Press , the 
venerable London printing house recognized world
wide for its excellence of craftsmanship , and printer 
of numerous Wine & Food Society publications. A 
second edition of Wayward Tendrils, with a plainly 
lettered title page , was published in 1948.] 







We WELCOME to our membership several new 
Tendrils : Jean-Luc le Du , Sommelier at Restaurant 
Daniel , New York ; Mike Sarmento, who has a 
special interest in the history of Zinfandel ; and the 
American Center for Wine, Food and the Arts 
(Napa , CA), which we hope to learn more about. 


ANNUAL Membership ROSTER 
is enclosed with this issue . Please remember to keep 
your editor up-to-date with contact information . 


KUDOS to our Contributors! 
Michael Amorose sent his best wishes with a note 
that he "particularly liked the January 2000 issue of 
the Newsletter and the excellent articles by Thomas 
Pinney , Paul Scholten , and Charles Sullivan. I plan 
to review them from time to time in an effort to stick 
a little more history in my head ." 
And , Robert Fraker , long-time Tendril and savvy 
proprietor of Savoy Books , wrote : "It is hard to 
believe W-T is entering its 10th year. The news
letter continues to prove itself an entertaining and 
worthwhile publication . Congratulations to all!" 


PORT WINE Insert 
Our thanks to Isaac Oelgart , collector of all things 
on Port , for the fine reproduction of the 19th century 
Page & Sandeman brochure , "A Few Remarks on the 
Non-Gouty Properties of Fine Old Port Wine in 
Wood." A votre sante! 


More NOVEL Reading 
Here's a trio of wine fiction titles to perhaps add to 
your reading table . Please be inspired to send in 
your favorite, not so favorite , vintage or just-released 
wine fiction titles! Blood is Thicker than Beaujo
lais , "a wine lover 's mystery" by Tony Aspler 
(Toronto: Warwick Publishing , 1995, 203 pp) . Aspler, 
who has written several non-fiction wine books 
(including The Wine Lover 's Companion and Tony 
Aspler's International Guide to Wine), sends inter
nationally distinguished wine journalist , Ezra Brant , 
to Beaujolais for the release of the famed Nouveau 
only to uncover "a plot of murder, fraud, and inter
national intrigue." Thanks to Ron Unzelman for 
the following note on Full-Bodied Red by Bruce 
Zimmerman (NY: Harper Collins , 1993, 310 pp) : The 
winemaker knew the taste of one Cabernet vat was 
off, and "not for the usual reasons ." Once again, in a 
wine novel set in California 's Napa Valley , a dead 
body is pulled from a wine vat . The amateur sleuth, 
Quinn Parker , solves the case with minimal insight 
into things vinous . Deadly Vintage by William 
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Reiling , Jr . (NY: Walker & Co., 1995, 200 pp) 
introduces Jack Donne, urbane investigator , who 
runs into "greed , deception, and murder" in 
California's Central Coast wine country, the Santa 
Ynez Valley. 


LATE BULLETIN!! 
WINE BOOK COLLECTION FOR SALE 


The Newsletter has just received notice of 
bookseller Stephen Lunsford's Catalogue 55 
WINE & DRINK - available mid-April - featuring 
the Alison Bridger wine book collection . For a 
copy of the catalogue , contact him at Box 3023, 
Blaine , WA 98231; phone 604-681-6830; fax 
604-681-6994 ; e-mail: lunsford@direct.ca 


ARPAD HARASZTHY BOOKLET 
Our good fortune! (and a-propos Charles Sullivan's 
Haraszthy essay this issue) - Wine historian and 
honorary Tendril member Ernest P. Peninou has 
found a cache of his 1983 publication, A History of 
the Orleans Hill Vineyard & Winery of Arpad 
Haraszthy & Co., and offers copies ($15 each) to all 
interested Tendrils. Only 1,000 copies were printed 
of this attractive , well-illustrated 33-page history 
(card covers, 8"x5W'). Send your order, with pay
ment , to Ernest Peninou, do Wayward Tendrils , Box 
9023 , Santa Rosa , CA 95405 . 


DUPLICATES!! WANTS!! 
To all Tendrils: WHERE are those lists of your 
duplicate wine books that are occupying precious 
shelf-space or are shamefully relegated to a card
board box "to be taken care of later" that fellow 
members might desperately want?! And , remember: 
submitting a Want List often turns up elusive titles! 
The Newsletter always welcomes your lists. Send 
them in. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership! Sumcrtptton 
to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS NEWSLETTER is SJJ USA and 
Canada; S20 uverseas. Penniuion to reprint is nq,,eSled. Pka# 
addrasa/J ~ to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS. Bax 9023, 
Santa RD.Sa, CA. 95405 USA. E-mail: lendrils@jps.net FAX 707-S#-
2723. Editor and Publisher: Gail Urrubnan. 
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THE GENESIS OF A BOOK 
by 


Thomas Pinney 


PART n: A Difficult Birth 


[ We celebrate the birth of The Story of Wine in 
California in our continued history of this California 
wine literature dassic . -Ed.] 


' ts genesis was , in fact, a very 
long and difficult process , 
some of which can be recon,9Jlt1 structed from the surviving 


J: documents. At some moment 
in 1951 the Wine Institute , 
the trade organization of the 
California wine industry , and 


~~~~~~=~ Max Yavno , who had already 
been attracted to the possibilities of the subject , 
agreed that Yavno would make a series of photo
graphs for the Institute to illustrate the entire 
process of winegrowing . At the same time , the 
University of California Press , under the direction of 
August Fruge , began to plan the publication of a book 
about California wine that would use a selection of 
Y avno's Wine Institute photographs in combination 
with a narrative text . Fruge wrote to M.F.K. Fisher 
in November 1951, inviting her to write that text . 
Mrs. Fisher , who was then living in her parents' 
house in Whittier , was evidently attracted by the 
idea but not ready to commit herself. Y avno called on 
her with some samples of the pictures that he had 
been making , and , even though she was still not 
ready to sign a contract , Mrs . Fisher's imagination 
began to go to work on the idea of the book. A long 
letter from her to August Fruge dated 24 May 1952 
is full of suggestions about what that book should be 
and how it should be developed , suggestions that , 
despite the many interruptions and delays that 
obstructed the creation of the book, had a powerful 
influence on the outcome . The book, she wrote , 


should be light and easy. Everything in it , 
every phrase , should be agreed to by such 
experts as Amerine , maybe Winkler , maybe 
some such amateur as Harold Price . BUT for 
people , or do I mean PEOPLE , the book should 
be basically lively , light and easy as I've said , 
gay. It should tell in a dozen different ways 
the warming truth that wine cannot spring 
from the soil and be poured into a goblet 
without man behind it.. . human beings , 
loving vile?? wonderful basically living men . 


She went on to suggest that the photographs ought to 
begin with intimate and sensuous shots of grape 
leaves , shoots , and flowers , then go on to show how 


the grape must be separated from its parent vine and 
go to the press : 


how that happens is a wonderful mixture , 
photographically , of ox-cart techniques and 
the latest production-belt methods: tiny 
Escondido and Napa wineries vs. Fresno and 
Cucamonga wine-factories run by Eastern 
distilleries . 


She suggested that the sequence run (as it does in 
the book) from the southern border of the state 
northwards , "giving an impassionate resume of the 
geographical set-up of the present industry ." The 
photographs of machinery and technical procedures 
should be 


not too technical but correct , to give some guy 
from Montana who only knows about cows an 
idea , and a good one, of the subtle intricacies 
of producing a bottle of honest-to-god wine . 


Fruge responded to Mrs . Fisher 's suggestions by 
saying that he was "pleased , and perhaps even a 
little bit surprised ," after her protracted hesitations , 
to receive her notes towards the book , and that he 
would use them "to work up for Max something 
approaching a shooting script ." 


More than a year after this letter Mrs . Fisher 
was still interested but still uncommitted, while 
Yavno went on making photographs . Finally , by 
early 1954 she had agreed that , if she could have a 
final set of pictures from Y avno "by the end of May at 
the latest ," she would try to suppl y a text to 
accompany them . Unluckily Yavno , though he had 
produced an abundance of photographs , could not be 
persuaded to go into the darkroom and produce 
finished prints of his work. Mrs. Fisher therefore 
wrote in June 1954, that she could have nothing to do 
with the enterprise before September 1955: she and 
her daughters were going to France and would not 
return to St. Helena until then. But she thanked 
Fruge for 


letting me feel myself a part of your project. 
I have great faith in it . It is too bad that 
things have lagged so often , but as one who 
has sat in on some of the periods of 
enthusiasm and activity , I must say that I 
feel there is plenty of life in it yet ... and I hope 
that all continue to feel the same way . 
At this point , with the photographer 


reluctant to print his photographs , and the writer 
gone off to France , the project was shelved . 


The Wine Institute , though it had commis-







sioned Yavno to make photographs back in 1951, 
seems not to have been directly interested in the 
book, which was wholly a University of California 
Press enterprise. The Institute was now soon to be 
involved , however . In 1955 a new group , called the 
"Premium Wine Producers of California," was formed 
within the Wine Institute in order to carry forward 
the gradually-building idea that California produced 
not just wine but fine wine. When they learned of 
the projected but now dormant Story of California 
Wine, they were at once interested. So far the 
promotion of California wine through the Wine 
Institute had been carried on by so-called "generic" 
advertising , most of it in the form of print ads. The 
Premium Wine Producers wanted , instead , to employ 
public relations in their cause-that is, the formation 
of good opinion through the agency of wine tastings , 
wine festivals , newspaper articles , organized tours , 
books-the whole apparatus of publicity without 
direct advertising . From an early point in their 
deliberations , the Premium Wine Producers had put 
the idea of a book about California wine high on their 
list of desirable items. It was not long before the 
Premium Wine Producers and the University of 
California Press were in touch , the one in search of a 
book , the other with just such a book waiting to be 
taken from the shelf and revived. 


In June of 1958 the Press' proposal for a 
"California grape and wine picture book" was put 
before the Premium Wine Producers with a request 
for a subsidy towards its publication . 1 The proposal 
was explained again at a meeting in October 1958, 
but no action followed. In April 1959, a sub
committee of the Premium Wine Producers was 
appointed to settle the question of financial support 
but was still unable to make up its mind. After the 
fashion of committees , meetings continued through 
the next two years. The minutes of the sub
committee preserve something of the intimate 
history of the book, as in these details from a meeting 
held in San Francisco on 2 August 1960: 


The secretary ... outlined the background of 
this project and explained the purpose of the 
meeting , viz ., to try to resolve some of the 
basic issues still pending which have 
retarded positive action looking toward 
completion of the project. These issues 
include the selection of an author for the text 
and captions; the use of color plates; the 
number of copies of the book to be printed ; 
and the possibility of industry assistance , 
such as advance commitments to buy copies , 
agreement to acquire any excess (i.e., unsold) 
copies , and various others. 


Mr. Fruge outlined the difficulties his 
office faced with respect to authorship, 
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financing and editing. The basic question 
now requiring attention, he said, is this: Is 
this to be a large , handsome book for limited 
distribution, or a small, popular one for mass 
production? The answer to this question will 
resolve a number of others, he added . Mrs. 
Carroll [Rita Carroll , designer for the Press) 
pointed out that the size of the run (i.e., 
number of copies) will have a direct bearing 
on the authorship question , in particular. 


Dr. Amerine said it was possible that Mrs. 
M.F.K. Fisher , who had been designated 
originally as the first preference for author, 
may return to California this Fall after a 
prolonged sojourn in Europe and if so, may 
be available to write the text thereafter. His 
offer to collaborate on the book, he said, was 
"strongly tied in .with Mrs. Fisher" and the 
understanding that she alone would do the 
text. He would be reluctant to enter into any 
other collaboration agreement, he added. 


The group consensus seemed to clearly 
favor Mrs. Fisher as the first choice. 
Alternatives considered, in case she may not 
be available, were the Mssrs Mark Schorer, 
George Stewart, Henry Miller, and Wallace 
Stegner, together with a number of others 
who for one reason or another were 
mentioned only briefly and casually .... 2 


Mr. Fruge and Dr . Amerine indicated that 
full industry financial support of the book, as 
originally outlined by Mr . Fruge and 
proposing a figure of $6910 (including 
author's honorarium of $1000), would now 
come to something in the neighborhood of 
$15,000. 


At last , almi,st three years after the proposal 
had first been made , and after much deliberation and 
much consultation with authorities of one sort and 
another, the sub-committee recommended that the 
Wine Institute allow $10,000 towards the publication 
of proposed volume. That was in March 1961. 


The Premium Wine Producers could make 
recommendations , but they could not compel the 
Wine Institute to spend the money , and there were 
obstacles within the Institute itself. The big 
producers-the wineries making standard wines by 
the millions of gallons-were suspicious of the 
handful of wineries that aimed at making "premium" 
wines , and though both groups belonged to the Wine 
Institute they often disagreed about their aims and 
methods . Why, the big producers may have thought, 
should we subsidize a book that promotes "premium" 
wines and implies quite invidious comparisons with 
our "standard" wines? Moreover, they had been used 
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to direct advertising rather than to the indirections 
of "public relations." In helping to overcome this sort 
of reluctance the eloquence and conviction of Louis 
Gomberg were of crucial importance, according to the 
recollections of both August Fruge and Rita Carroll. 
Gomberg, a lawyer by profession, a former official of 
the Wine Institute, and now an independent 
consultant to the wine industry, was also serving as 
secretary to the Premium Wine Producers group. He 
believed in California as a source of good wine, and 
he understood the importance of publicity. While 
others hesitated or resisted the doubtful idea of 
subsidizing a book, Gomberg never doubted that it 
was a good idea, worthy of whole-hearted support. 


In any event, and no doubt at least in part 
because of Gomberg's advocacy, the Wine Institute 
made a grant of $5000 to the Press in 1961, and with 
that the book became an active project again. It 
should be noted here, however, that in one form or 
another the book would have gone forward anyway: 
the Press had informed the Premium Wine Producers 
in March 1961 that "they intended to put the book 
out, with or without industry aid" (Minutes of 3 
March 1961). The Institute had also made an earlier 
indirect contribution to the costs · of the book by 
buying a set of photographs from Y avno many years 
before, when the book was still only a shadowy 
proposal. These were to be used for Institute pub
licity, but might also be used in the book. Through 
this arrangement, several of the pictures that appear 
in The Story of Wine in Califorma became quite 
familiar images through their repeated use in 
pamphlets, brochures, calendars and other promo
tional items produced by the Wine Institute. 


M. f. H. flSH IR 
Subsidy in hand, 
the University 
Press could now 
settle the un
answered questions. 
It was decided that 
the book should be a 
"large, handsome" 
one, with color 
plates, rather than 
a "small popular 
one for mass 
production." Mrs. 
Fisher was again 
asked to provide a 
text, and this time 


the work went on quickly. Early in 1962 it was 
finished and in the hands of the Press: the subsidy 
had also allowed the Press to increase her fee from 
an originally-proposed $1000 to $2,500. 


The support of the Wine Institute was not 
without its price. Lest any "unfair" advertising seem 


to be provided by the book, none of the subjects 
-people or places-was to be identified. That re
striction, it has always seemed to me, seriously 
diminished the historical value of the book. The 
Wine Institute also asked for the right to review the 
manuscript of the book, with authority to "suggest 
changes in the text, captions and photographs 
selected, or accept them as proposed." 3 A sub
committee of the Premium Wine Producers was 
appointed to carry out such a review, and presumably 
did so: its members were Otto Meyer, head of Paul 
Masson, John Daniel of Inglenook, and John Ellena 
of Regina Grape Products (Cucamonga). 


Early in 1962 the Wine Institute gave 
another $5,000 towards the costs of the book
specifically for the costs of the color plates, as August 
Fruge remembers-and asked for the right to "see 
the text in its revised form and the photographs and 
transparencies finally selected for the book." 4 To 
this, Fruge replied that things were now far too 
advanced to allow any revision, and that neither 
photographs nor text could give offense: "I believe 
that all the objectionable pictures have either been 
omitted or heavily cropped," he wrote; as for Mrs. 
Fisher's part, she "was quite cooperative and, so far 
as we know, a suitable compromise was found for 
each problem." She was, as the published text shows, 
careful not to offend the big producers, who, as she 
tactfully says, "with the most hygienic and spotless 
equipment produce uniformly good wines for almost 
every purse and palate" (p.14). Mrs Fisher was no 
wine snob, and was certainly happy to see "uniformly 
good wines" made widely available through mass 
production. On the other hand, she pays no respect to 
the then-familiar notion energetically promoted by 
the Wine Institute that "every year is a vintage year 
in California." Instead, ·she emphasizes the risks, the 
failures, the uncertainties of grape growing, depend
ent, like any other agricultural enterprise, on the 
whims of nature: 


Will it be a hot summer and raise the sugar 
content to the right level for a great wine, a 
good wine, a poor but still drinkable one? 
Will there be a late and murderous frost? 
Will there be cruel drought and blistering 
sun, to wither the finest grapes as they swell 
out to full perfection? (p.36). 


This was certainly not the rhetoric of the Wine 
Institute. 5 


Mrs. Fisher's preparation for writing the text 
probably did not demand much homework, for the 
knowledge of California's special history and con
ditions shown in the text is such as anyone might 
have worked up in a short time with the aid of some 
judicious advice. She clearly understood the basics of 
the subject from her own experience; she had, after 







all , had a vineyard in Switzerland. And she had 
lived some years in St . Helena , in the heart of Napa 
Valley , where her enthusiastic interest in wine was 
not likely to miss any chances for instruction. The 
received tradition of California history that she was 
working in, however , accepted a number of things 
that later inquiry has shown to be wrong. Serra did 
not bring grapes with him in 1769 , for example : the 
first European grapes were not planted then , nor did 
that first planting take place in San Diego . There is 
no evidence . that Jean Louis Vignes brought in 
"Frenchmen ... with cuttings from their finest vines," 
and the handful of San Francisco residents in 1840 
certainly were not critics of the wine that "flowed 
from their own rolling hills ," there being no 
significant production of wine in northern California 
at that early date. She gives , as did everyone else at 
the time, far too much credit to Agoston Haraszthy, 
who was not the first to bring in new grape varieties 
to the state , who did not introduce the Zinfandel, and 
who was emphatically not "the father of modem wine 
growing in the Western world." But it is precisely 
because the book belongs to its particular moment 
that it can say these things . One may also note a few 
more or less technical confusions. Phylloxera did not 
arrive in Europe from California ; it was the other 
way around . Grapes are not "crushed" in presses (p. 
80) but in crushers, and the practice of opening the 
doors of a cellar in the winter has nothing to do with 
disgorging champagne (p.99). These are minute 
specks on the surface , however , leaving the per
suasive enthusiasm of the text untouched. 


Max Yavno's part in the book extended over 
more than a decade , and one wonders how many 
thousands of pictures lie invisible behind the one 
hundred and eleven that were finally chosen for 
publication? Unlike Mrs Fisher , who could remain 
quietly at home, he had to be strenuously busy in the 
work of making pictures. For this , he had to travel 
the length of the state to visit wineries and vine
yards, find vantage points for photography , go up in 
airplanes , arrange studio shots , revisit scenes in 
different lights, weathers , and seasons-in short , do 
all of those things that make documentary photog
raphy a challenge to patience and persistence. When 
he worked on the problem of getting wide-field 
pictures of wineries he told an editor at the Press 
that "it is impossible to get them from anything but 
a very tall tower ." The editor thereupon arranged 
with some friends at the California Air National 
Guard to 


take Max up on a special flight to photograph 
some vineyards and wineries from the air. 
Knowing the National Guard pilots, I think 
we should get some rather interesting , not to 
say spectacular , pictures . Whether Max will 
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survive mentally and morally is something 
else again. 6 


But more important than any such assistance were 
the photographer's own high formal standards. Rita 
Carroll, who designed the book, made several trips 
with Y avno in search of sites to be photographed. 
Sometimes, she recalled, the subject was known in 
advance; sometimes they sought out suggestions from 
all quarters; sometimes serendipity decided: 


Foremost in my reminiscences are the untold 
hours "on location" spent waiting for the 
precise moment when Max finally clicked the 
shutter. He was a perfectionist. Every blade 
of grass, each vine, shadows and clouds had 
to be just what he anticipated. His concern 
was almost entirely with the mechanics of 
the situation rather than the subject. 
Maynard Amerine, who was evidently a 


strong influence in determining the character of the 
book , was a fitting choice to write an introduction. At 
that time Professor of Enology and Chairman of the 
Department of Viticulture and Enology at the 
University of California, Davis , Amerine's work went 
back to the beginnings of renewed University 
research following Repeal. Through his association 
with W.V. Cruess, with whom he collaborated on the 
exhaustive testing of grape varieties and their wines 
from different sites in California, he linked up with 
the research work of pre-Prohibition California; his 
work in writing the basic guides to California 
winemaking after Repeal was a map of the industry's 
future. He enjoyed a unique position both as an 
important contributor to the work of winegrowing in 
California and as a member of the University: he was 
thus in the industry but not of it. He had also the 
experience of having served on the board of editors of 
the University of California Press and so could lend 
an understanding hand to the progress of the book 
towards publication. 


This account of the genesis of The Story of 
Wine in California may now conclude with a brief 
account of its birth and reception. The book was 
officially published on 29 September 1962 at a price 
of $15 in an edition of 7,500 copies-a very high price 
for a book then , and a very large press run for a 
university press book. By the end of October, nearly 
4,000 copies of the book had been sold , and an active 
promotional campaign continued. As the Press 
reported to the Wine Institute subcommittee: 


UC President Kerr had given a copy of the 
book to each member of the University's 
Board of Regents, as Christmas gifts; copies 
of the book had been presented within the 
last several days to former President Dwight 
D. Eisenhower and to President John F. 
Kennedy , at informal presentations by Chair-


r-- ---
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man Meyer [of the Wine Institute] and 
Gove.rnor Pat Brown, respectively; and ... an 
important announcement in the book trade 
regarding high honors accorded the wine 
book will be made in April. 7 


The high spirits that appear in this report did not 
last long. As perhaps a further evidence of the book's 
unusual character, it attracted remarkably little 
notice from the reviewers. ~ magazine mentioned 
it, to be sure, but only in a joking, one-sentence 
notice (7 December 1962). Brief notices appeared in 
the San Francisco Chronicle, the Los Angeles Times, 
and, surprisingly, the Cleveland Plain Dealer. The 
trade journal Wines and Vines gave the book an 
intelligent notice by the editor, Irving Marcus, who 
evidently knew something of the book's history. And 
that seems to be it. Sales soon fell off. There was no 
widespread and sustained notice in the press. The 
Wine Institute, despite Louis Gomberg's pleas, made 
no purchases for promotional distribution. After the 
early flurry of sales, another two thousand or so 
copies were worked off, but partly at sale prices. 
Later, the bindery in New York informed the Press 
that a thousand unbound sheets of the book had been 
"lost," and with that the commercial life of the book 
ended. It did not recover its expenses, and the Press 
had confirmed, through the experiment, that not 
much of a market yet existed in this country for a 
celebration of California wine. This was a meager 
reward for the patience and persistence of August 
Fruge in bringing to publication such an unusual and 
interesting book, but the history of publishing is 
strewn with such inequalities between merit and 
reward. Fruge, incidentally, makes no mention of 
The Story of Wme m Califorma in his memoir of his 
career at the University of California Press, A 
Skeptic among Scholars (1993): it was not, one 
supposes, an important disappointment. 


Much has changed since 1962. Wine 
books-whether coffee-table confections or solid 
technical treatises or anything in between-are now 
a staple part of American publishing. And the trade 
of winegrowing mirrored in such :books has itself 
changed almost out of recognition. We may now turn 
our attention to the third of the book's claims: its 
record of a trade that was just about to undergo quite 
revolutionary changes. 


~~~~~~~~·NOTES~~~~~~~~~
.1. They were now known as the Academy of Master Wine 
Growers, a change of name forced on them by resentment on the 
part of other members of the Institute of the word "premium" in 
their original name. If they represented "premium" wines , it 
was hotly demanded, then what did that make the wines of the 
other producers? In the face of the protest, they yielded and 
adopted the inoffensive "Academy" name . In this discussion, 
however , it seems simpler to continue to use the original name . 


.2. Mark Schorer , George Stewart, and Wallace Stegner were all 
Bay Area English professors, with numerous published works 
to their credit . Heney Miller, the "odd-ball" of the group, was the 
author of Tropic of Cancer. The proposition that he do the 
California wine book is delightfully absurd . 


.3. Roy W. Taylor, Public Relations Director, Wine Institute, to 
August Fruge, 19 January 1962. 


.4 . Taylor to Fruge, 9 May 1962. 


.5. Not all have agreed. The late Roy Brady , knowledgeable 
lover of wine and collector extraordinaire of its printed word, 
wrote February 1963: "In my opinion, and in this virtually 
everybody I know agrees , The Story of Wine in California is a 
disgrace . I doubt that M.F.K Fisher wrote the text . I have long 
admired her work and I do not find any of her style in the book. 
Quite to the contrary it sounds like the commercial enthusiasm 
of 717 Market Street . It is no secret here that the Wine Institute 
was the guiding hand behind the book. The pictures are fine -
too bad there's no description of or rationale to them." 


.6. Emlen T. Littell to M.F.K Fisher, 4 December 1953. 


.7. Minutes of Premium Wine Producers of California , 31 
October 1962. 


"The Blessing of the New-Born Book" 


[In our next issue we shall conclude Prof. Pmney's 
study with his notes on Yavno's brilhant and 
historical photographs. - Ed.] 







IN THE WINE LIBRARY 
with 
Bob Foster 


The Heart of Burgundy: A Por
trait of the French Countryside by 
Andy Katz. NY: Simon & Schuster , 
1999, 112 pp ., cloth , $30 . 
Andy Katz , an American professional 
photographer who has already pub
lished two books on California 's wine
growing regions [A Portrait of Napa 
& Sonoma and The Vineyard: A Year 
in the Life of Cahfornia Wine Coun


tryj , has now turned his considerable talents to 
France's legendary Burgundy region . The result is a 
magnificent book that captures the special country
side feel of the region. 


Katz has an eye for the small details that 
make Burgundy so intriguing for the visitor . Rather 
than just photographing landscape after landscape , 
Katz hones in on small details set against the lush 
green of the vineyards. I am particularly struck by 
his eye for such architectural details such as roof 
patterns , windows, doors , wrought iron fences, and 
even traffic mirrors. The ninety photographs warm 
the heart. The end result of his skills is a superb 
work that can only add to a wine lover's enjoyment of 
the wonderful wines of the region. 


The only jarring note is the lack of infor
mation given to the reader. Virtually all of the 
photographs are framed with a border of white paper 
on the page . This area could have been stylishly used 
to identify where in the region the photograph was 
taken. Instead , there is a very small block of type on 
the last page of the book that gives the reader this 
information . It thus requires one to continually flip 
pages forward and backward to gain the ultimate 
sense of place. It's a needless frustration for the 
reader . 


Nevertheless , this is a superb book that 
simply adds to the glory of the region. It is a must 
for all lovers of Burgundy. Very highly recommended. 


[ With all kind permissions , Bob's review is excerpted 
and reprinted from the December 1999 I January 
2000 issue of the Califorma Grapevine . - Ed .] 


A GOURMET by Andre L. Simon 
"Gourmets drink wine. . .. the greater number of people 
who now drink wine with their meals , as evidenced by 
the greater sales of wine and of wine books , is sufficient 
proof that there are more Gourmets than ever before ." 
- Gourmet's Week-End Book, 1952. 


WINE IN PRINT: A REVIEW 
by 


Hudson Cattell 


9 


[ While California has its Zinfandel controversy and 
myth , the eastern winegrowing regions have their 
own: Cynthiana vs Norton. The following review is 
reprinted from Tendril Hudson Cattell's fine journal, 
Wine East. - Ed.] 


From this Hill, by my Hand, Cynthiana 's Wine by 
Paul Roberts. Baltimore: Resonant Publishing, 1999, 
188 pp. , paper , $16.95. 


In 1998 Paul Roberts opened a winery, Deep 
Creek Cellars , in Friendsville, Maryland. This book 
in part is an account of his love affair with the grape 
variety Cynthiana which dates back to sampling a 
1981 vintage from Stone .Hill Wine Co. in Hermann, 
Missouri . 


Most readers will be aware that a 
considerable amount of controversy surrounds 
Cynthiana and Norton , a genetically identical grape 
variety. In the early 1990s researchers at the State 
Fruit Experiment Station of Southwest Missouri 
State University and at the New York State 
Agricultural Experiment Station in Geneva, New 
York, tested both varieties and concluded they were 
identical. There was immediate disbelief on the part 
of many growers who were certain that they could 
spot differences in their vineyards. As Paul Roberts 
writes, "To this day plenty of growers and wine
makers do not accept the findings . As a result, most 
Midwestern wineries market Cynthiana wines as a 
lighter drink for immediate enjoyment, while the 
wine from Norton, generally, is presented as the one 
for longer aging ." As for his own position, he writes, 
"I consider my vines Cynthiana , but tend to use the 
name interchangeably with Norton." 


Roberts goes into the origins and background 
of both Cynthiana and Norton in some detail, and it 
is a complex but colorful history mixed with a certain 
amount of myth. "Midwestern wineries love all this 
intrigue," he writes . "For new customers coming 
through the door , the name controversy heightens 
the allure of Cynthiana's wine . Most sellers happily 
supply a short recitation." 


Much of Roberts' book comes from journal 
entries dating back to the winter of 1990-91. Not 
surprisingly, it is autobiographical , going into some 
detail about what the author was doing and thinking. 
The last part of the book deals with his strong views 
on environmental philosophy, and he quotes a 
number of people who have been prominent in 
American "environmentalism." He delves into the 
ecology of North American Indians, especially their 
reverence for the earth and life , "where the most 
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profound meaning for living dwells" ... and where 
"ultimately, a sense of well-being comes from 
personal contact with the earth and its forces." 


When I was reading the book , I began to 
wonder what audience Roberts was writing for. 
There are several long passages dealing with various 
aspects of grape growing - five pages on pruning 
alone, for example, where we learn that the trellis 
supports the vines during the growing season, and 
that the vine bears fruit only from buds on a cane. 
This basic information suggests that the audience in 
part might be readers who know very little about 
grape growing . The origins of Norton and Cynthiana 
are fascinating; the autobiographical material may 
be a bit overlong for some readers; and his section on 
environmental philosophy may well be of interest to 
anyone who shares these concerns. 


Readers familiar with Everett Crosby's The 
Vintage Years: The Story of High Tor Vineyards 
[New York: Harper & Row, 1973] will immediately 
recognize how different it is to start a vineyard and 
open a winery today than it was in 1952. But 
however striking the differences may be between the 
past and the present, there is a certain commonality 
among those who grow grapes and make wine. 


UNUSUAL ITALIAN-AMERICAN "MUG" BOOK 
by 


Bo Simons 


[Bo Simons, co-founder of The Wayward Tendrils and 
wine librarian at the Sonoma County Wine Library , 
shares the h'brary's latest treasure with us. - Ed.] 


everal weeks ago William Heintz 
stopped by the Sonoma County 


Wine Library with a small paper
bound book to donate. Heintz, author 
of California's Napa Valley: One 
Hundred and Sixty Years of Wine 
Making (San Francisco: Scottwall 


Associates , 1999) and a veteran and 
thorough historian specializing in Calif


ornia wine, had been interviewing George Greeott , a 
man in his 90s and a long-time Sonoma County 
Chalk Hill Road resident. Greeott gave Heintz a 
book to donate to the wine library. · 


Titled Colonie JtaJjche in Califorma -
Strenna Nazionale - Cenm · Biogra.ic1: the book con
tains within its original greenish gray paper wraps 
an important piece of California wine making 
history. Roughly translated, the title means "The 
Italian Colony in California - National Gift - One 
Hundred Biographies." Compiled by A. Frangini and 


written entirely in Italian, it was printed in San 
Francisco (Lanson-Lauray & Co.) in 1915. Included 
in the 172-page book are the biographies of many 
Italian Americans who helped build Northern 
California: bankers, grocers , farmers, druggists, and 
wine industry people , lots of wine industry people -
Enrico Prati (Martini & Prati Winery), Giovanni 
Greeott (Alpine Winery) , Francesco Passalacqua 
(Healdsburg grape growers) , Martino Scatena 
(Scatena Bros. Winery) , Samuele Sebastiani 
(Sebastiani Winery). 


This book resembles a 19th century "mug" 
book , except there are no mug shots, the text is in 
Italian, and it dates from the early 20th century. 
Historians gave the term "mug" books to the 
subscriber-written histories that flourished through
out America in the 19th century. These county and 
regional histories consisted largely of individual 
biographies of the leading citizens of the day, and 
were often graced with the portraits of the notables. 
The publishers who put together the "mug" books 
usually sought out the local leaders and blatantly 
flattered them , saying that because of their place in 
history they deserved a featured spot in the 
wonderful history book they were publishing. The 
locals either paid a subscriber fee or agreed to buy a 
number of copies of the book. They then wrote their 
own biographies or supplied the details that the 
publisher edited into a satisfactory biographical 
sketch. Today, if one takes into account that not 
every word in such self-penned, self-promoted biog
raphy is the absolute truth , the researcher can find 
quite a bit of useful material in these "mug" books . 


Colonie Jtaliche in Califorma is unusual in 
that it never , as far as I can tell , made it into a 
library before . Melvyl , the University of California's 
online catalog - which contains the holdings of the 
California State Library as well - does not list it. 
Library of Congress has not recorded it . The OCLC 
Union Catalog , the largest bibliographic utility in the 
world , contains no entry for it. (I suppose that those 
in the Italian-speaking community in Northern 
California who bought copies of the book, never 
thought to place it in a local history collection .) In 
my thank you letter to Mr . Greeott , I mentioned this 
uniqueness , and he called me immediately . "Why, I 
have several more copies. I discovered them in the 
attic. My dad must have bought them and forgot 
about them. Would you like several more to put in 
those libraries you mentioned?" Would I? You bet. 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


The Stature of France 


The Book: The Wines of France by Clive 
Coates. Revised edition, 2000. South San Francisco : 
Wine Appreciation Guild , 416 pp . $50. 


A WINE HISTORY EXERCISE: Select the most important 
wine country of each millennium . My candidates: 


4000--3000 B.C . SUMER pioneered the three W's: 
Writing , the Wheel , and Winemakii_ig. 


3000-2000 B.C. EGYPT produced the first drawings 
of winemaking , was the first to label wine jars with 
source of grapes, winemaker , degree of sweetness. 


2000-1000 B.C . PHOENI CIA invented glass, the 
alphabet (symbols for sounds instead of a different 
symbol for each word), and they took vines and wine 
throughout the Mediterranean. 


1000-0 B.C. GREECE made the best wine of the 
millennium and moved quality winemaking to Italy , 
the Rhone , etc. 


0--1000 A.D. The ROMAN EMPIRE established quality 
winemaking in most of today's best sites in France , 
Germany , parts of Spain , etc . Its Benedictine black
robed monks preserved winemaking as the Empire 
faded in mid-millennium . 


1000--2000 A.D. FRANCE merely developed almost all 
of the world 's best wine grapes (Chardonnay , Pinot 
Noir , Merlot , Cabernet Sauvignon , Sauvignon Blanc 
.. . ) and made the world's best wines. 


So, if you are seriously interested in wine , you must 
learn about . . . THE WINES OF FRANCE . . . which just 
happens to be the title of a grand new book by 
Master of Wine Clive Coates, veteran wine merchant 
and noted wine author . In 1982, Coates, long-time 
Decanter magazine contributor and twenty-year 
student of the wines of France , gave us Claret, a 
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history profiling some fifty-three chateaux with 
twenty years of vintage assessments. After 
establishing in 1985 his own fine-wine magazine,~ 
Vine, he published the first edition of The Wines of 
France five years later. He followed this with Grands 
Vins. The Finest Chateaux of Bordeaux and their 
Wines (1995, 816 pp .), "not so much a second edition 
[of Claret] but an entirely new work" in which he 
widens the scope and explores in depth almost one 
hundred of the best producers , and provides vintage 
notes extending back to 1928. In 1997 Coates was 
awarded the Cliquot Wine Book of the Year for his 
Cote d'Or, a 1000-page tome celebrating the great 
wines of Burgundy . 


If his credentials don't convince you, here are a few 
tidbits to prove that his new book belongs at your 
bedside . 


+ MUSCAT - "There is a phrase in the Song of Sol
omon , 'a fountain of gardens ,' which to me 
summarizes the flavor of dry Muscat wines ... 
A good dry Muscat from Alsace ... makes a 
perfect aperitif , and is best drunk young." 


+ BARBARIANS - The Roman emperors forbid the sale 
of the wines of Gaul (France) to the bar
barians . . . which makes one wonder if it 
might have spurred their attacks on such 
wine districts as Champagne. 


+ BURGUNDY - Produces superlative reds and in
comparable whites ... Classic Cote de Beaune 
is the most complex and perfectly balanced of 
all white Burgundy. 


+ CHAMPAGNE - "A new trend is to produce Cham
pagnes with less sugar , even none at all. 
These have various names such as Brut 
Sauvage , Brut de Brut , and Brut Zero." 


+ BORDEAUX - In 1309, did Pope Clement, the for
mer Archbishop of Bordeaux, set up his court 
at Avignon in southeastern France , rather 
than Rome , to be closer to the source of 
French wines? 


The Bottles: Of the six varietals mentioned 
above, here are some recent favorite California 
models : 
Peju Province Estate Reserve CABERNET SAUVIGNON , 


Napa Valley , $75 . 
Fieldstone '97 MERLOT , Staten Family Reserve, Alex


ander Valley , $25. 
David Bruce '97 PINOT NOIR , Central Coast, $16. 
Shenandoah Vineyards '98 BLACK MUSCAT (dessert), 


Amador County , $12 . 
Sattui '98 CHARDONNAY , Carsi Vineyard Old Vine, 


Napa Valley , $24. 
Guenoc '98 SAUVIGNON BLANC , North Coast, $14. 
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ZINFANDEL: A HISTORY OF A GRAPE AND ITS WINE 
by 


Charles L. Sullivan 


PART IV 


THE HARASZTHY MYTH 


[ Our January installment concluded with Sullivan s 
promise to expose "the myth created in the 1880s 
which totally confounded the history of Zinfandel for 
the next ninety years . ... The details are compHcated 
and often a hit tedious , hut in all I think the whole 
story is worth telling . It is a good tale, full of skull
duggery, heroics , perhaps even a Httle 'recovered 
memory, ' or better, recovered false memory." Let us 
begin. - Ed.] 


AGOSTON 
hen the matter came up in 
the press in May 1885 the 
first thing anyone should 
have asked was , "Well, can 't 
someone show me where Col. 
Haraszthy mentioned the 
Zinfandel in his voluminous 
public writing on California 
wine ." It was almost seven


teen years since the extraordinary Hungarian had 
quit California for Nicaragua, where he was de
voured a year later by alligators . But he was well 
remembered as the man who , more than any other , 
had filled the Northern California press between 
1857 and 1866 with letters, articles , speeches , and 
interviews on viticulture and winemaking . But if 
Agoston Haraszthy ever uttered or. wrote the word 
"Zinfandel ," there is not a trace that remains , or even 
remained in the 1880s, except in the mind of his son , 
Arpad Haraszthy . 


The basic biographical data for the father has 
never been in question. It can be found in any good 
library in the Dictionary of Amencan Biography. And 
there aren 't many nobodies in those volumes . 
Haraszthy is truly an important figure in the history 
of the American West. 


I have already mentioned his birthplace , 
Futak , in the Vojvodina , then in 1812 a part of the 
Kingdom of Hungary , which was a portion of the 
Austrian Empire , today in Serbia, formerly part of 
Yugoslavia . His family was of the landed gentry and 
thoroughly Magyar (Hungarian) in ethnicity . He 
came to America in 1840, ending up in the Wisconsin 
Territory where he helped found the town of Sauk 
City. In that area he was into at least a dozen 
entrepreneurial enterprises. He also got into politics 


and was on hand when Wisconsin became a state in 
1848. He had become a power in the Wisconsin 
Democratic Party and campaigned mightily for Lewis 
Cass , the conservative Michigan senator and his 
party's presidential candidate in 1848. Cass lost by a 
whisker to Zachary Taylor ; had he won , Haraszthy 
would probabl y have stayed in Wisconsin as a 
political beneficiary of his friendship with Cass . 


A few months after the election the news of 
gold in California reached Wisconsin . In April 1849 
Haraszthy , his wife , father , and six children headed 
off on the Santa Fe Trail for San Diego . There he 
called himself "Colonel" Haraszthy , an honorific he 
had picked up in Wisconsin. No one knows when or 
how he became "Count" Haraszthy . 


The rough frontier life in San Diego was too 
much for his wife and two young daughters , so 
Agoston sent them back to the East Coast , along with 
his nine year old son , Arpad . The boy and his father 
were not reunited until 1857 in Sonoma , and then 
briefly. 


Meanwhile Agoston began investing in San 
Diego County real estate , planting fruit trees and 
grape vines in nearby Mission Valley. In April 1850 
he was elected sheriff and his father , Charles, was 
elected to the town council . San Diego historians 
remember the two for their role in building the first 
jail there. One has called the business the "first 
instance of municipal graft in California." But no 
charges were ever brought against the Haraszthys . 


Agoston became a power in local politics from 
the outset and joined the pro-Southern wing of the 
Democratic party. In 1851 he was elected to the State 
Assembly on a platform calling for a north-south 
division of the new state. The mission of the 
Southern California Democrats , many recently there 
from slave states , was to set up a separate territory 
that would eventually be a political ally of the 
"Cotton Kingdom ." Haraszthy accepted the idea , but 
when he arrived in Northern California he saw that 
this was where the action was ; he did not retw·n to 
San Diego . 


Haraszthy realized that this new frontier 
needed a totally different type of agriculture than 
had served the sparsely populated Mexican province 
California had been before the American Conquest. 
There had to be nurseries , orchards , vineyards, and 







truck farmers to feed the burgeoning population. A 
few had made huge fortunes in 1850 and 1851 by 
raising vegetable crops and by cornering certain 
parts of the state's slender fruit production . He 
decided to help meet this challenge , buying a piece of 
land near the old mission outside San Francisco to 
start a nursery. He called it Las Flores. He also made 
good mone y brokering fruit, particularly fresh table 
grapes . In 1853 he was able to acquire a 640-acre 
tract in the uplands on the San Francisco Peninsula 
near Crystal Springs . There he expanded his nursery 
operation and even took to raising cattle. While there 
he planted some Mission vines and may have 
imported grape cuttings from the East Coast. It is not 
clear whether such an import was direct or through 
local connections here. I know from reading the 
Macondray letter books that the sea captain's family 
knew Haraszthy. But I also know that he had 
Hungarian connections on the East Coast, where the 
rest of his family was staying . This could have been 
the source of these vines. And anything from the east 
might have included Zinfindal , which was in regular 
use there . There were also later stories about his 
having imported vines directly from Europe and that 
these included the Zinfandel. There is not a scintilla 
of contemporary evidence for such an importation, 
not a word in the press nor a word from Haraszthy 
himself. 


Haraszthy at the Mint 
During the next three years Haraszthy began 


engaging in endeavors substantially far removed 
from horticulture. He became involved in the 
smelting and refining of the gold coming down to San 
Francisco from the Mother Lode. He , with several 
partners , opened a private smelting firm . In 1854 his 
Democratic political connections got him an 
appointment from President Franklin Pierce as 
Assayer of the San Francisco Mint. 


Over the next eighteen months his activities 
got him into trouble with the U. S. Treasury's special 
agent on the West Coast, J. Ross Browne . In January 
1857 Haraszthy resigned his post and in June 
Browne revealed his case against the Hungarian. His 
accounts were apparently $150 ,000 short. It was a 
long and complicated affair. But in 1860 the criminal 
charges against Haraszthy were dropped. The best 
research into the matter dearlyindicates nothing . It 
does suggest that Haraszthy's guilt could not be 
proved , not that he was actually innocent. But 
comments by Browne made at a later date indicate 
that he was then not at all convinced of any previous 
wrongdoing . 1 


A Legend is Born 
Meanwhile Agoston Haraszthy had set out on 


the venture that made him something of a legend in 
the history of California winegrowing. In 1855 he had 
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visited the Sonoma Valley and tasted the wine made 
from Mission grapes grown there. The depressed 
price of land , the quality of the wine, and the healthy 
appearance of the old unirrigated vineyards he saw 
there moved him to make a serious move into 
winegrowing. He bought 560 acres of land east of 
town, including the old Kelsey place called Buena 
Vista Ranch, whose wine he had liked . He then had 
many of his young vines at Crystal Springs 
transferred to Sonoma. There were already several 
working vineyards in the Sonoma Valley, but it was 
Haraszthy who was able to focus the attention of the 
oldtimers, and many newcomers, on commercial 
winegrowing. In 1857 he made 6,000 gallons of wine 
at Buena Vista and began the estate's physical 
transformation. 


During the coming year he expanded the 
Buena Vista vineyard ~ith vines he propagated 
himself , which he bought from others in the area, and 
perhaps which he imported. But there is no 
contemporary evidence for such an import . He also 
had tunnels dug into the mountainside to store his 
coming vintages, and he built a solid stone winery. 
And he raised grain and vegetables , and planted an 
orchard. In 1858 a large part of his grape crop he sold 
fresh in San Francisco. By then he had 140 acres in 
vines. By 1859 he had 250 acres. And his neighbors 
were also doing well with their vines . Everyone 
agreed that Sonoma was having a boom, and that 
Haraszthy , more than anyone else, was its author. 


In 1858 Haraszthy wrote a report on grapes 
for the California State Agricultural Society. From 
this and other of his writings that appeared in the 
Bay Area press it is clear that he was concerned 
about the wine grape varieties available in 
California. He was convinced that the Mission would 
not suffice. But in his own report he had stated that 
he had more than 150 varieties growing at Buena 
Vista. He never listed them. He couldn't . Such a 
claim was pure puffery . The Hungarian was 
employing the great American entrepreneurial 
tradition of substituting his hopes for facts in public 
statements about his enterprise. 


In 1860 he gave an address at the State Fair 
calling for better varieties in California vineyards 
and at the end of the year developed a plan to import 
a large number of first class European wine varieties, 
and perhaps make a few dollars on the side . 


Working through the State Agricultural 
Society and political friends in Sacramento, 
Haraszthy got a bill through the legislature calling 
for the state to appoint a commission "to collect 
together all the useful and valuable grape vines .. . 
for distribution amongst the people." Meanwhile he 
advertised in the local press that he would supply 
farmers with several kinds of vines for a few dollars. 
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As I previously noted, there was virtually no 
response. 


Haraszthy was on his own when he sailed 
from San Francisco on June 11, 1861, seemingly 
oblivious to the fact that the country was being torn 
to pieces by war. Back in Sacramento Haraszthy's 
pro-Southern cronies were calling for the nation to 
let the seceding Southern states go in peace. 
(Haraszthy himself never publicly supported the 
Confederacy and Union men like Warren and 
Osborne never questioned his loyalty.) 


He stopped in New York to arrange for the 
publication of a book to chronicle his tour. He was on 
the high seas bound for Southampton when the 
American armies were routed by the Confederates at 
Bull Run. He was accompanied by his wife and 
daughter Ida, soon meeting Arpad in France. He was 
a young man now and had been studying sparkling 
wine production at Epernay in Champagne. They 
toured France, Italy, Germany, and Spain collecting 
vines, while Agoston took notes for his upcoming 
book. By October the party had amassed about 
100,000 vines of some 300 varieties, which were later 
consolidated and shipped home. 


The party arrived in San Francisco in 
December. Agoston quickly set about trying to get 
some kind of compensation for his expenses. But the 
political scene had changed since he left. Now Union 
forces controlled the state government and 
Haraszthy's "Copperhead" friends were in total 
disrepute. The legislature was in no mood to hear 
about underwriting this Hungarian grandee's 
vacation in Europe. If his collection was so valuable, 
his critics argued, why didn't he just sell it. The fact 
was that there was nothing special about the 
importation of good European vines. It had been 
going on since 1852. 


Haraszthy took his vines to Buena Vista and 
planted them, and there most of them stayed. It is a 
pity they were not distributed, but there was no 
mechanism for it. But that it was distributed 
throughout the state became part of the legend 
constructed by Arpad years later. There is nothing to 
support such a claim. And , of course, there was 
nothing in his list of imports that even vaguely 
sounded like Zinfandel. So what? By 1862 the vine 
was in place in much of the winegrowing country of 
Northern California. 


The last chapter of Agoston's adventure in 
California wine came in March 1863 when he was 
able to promote the incorporation of the Buena Vista 
Vinicultural Society, a move that infused his venture 
with much needed capital. But it was a serious error 
on the part of the eight San Francisco capitalists who 
pumped their money into the Sonoma venture. 
Haraszthy continued as superintendent and the 


result was economic disaster . In 1864 the Society's 
fiscal report tried to put a brave face on matters . By 
July 1866 the directors were lamenting the "hopeless 
condition of the Society ." Three months later 
Agoston was forced out of his position at Buena Vista. 
After their correspondent had visited the place, the 
Alta Califorma wondered at the sorry state of the 
once great vineyard . It now resembled a jungle where 
it was next to impossible "to get enough grapes of any 
one kind to make a barrel of wine." 


During 1867 Haraszthy produced brandy and 
planted a couple of vineyards for others in the upper 
Sonoma Valley . Then in 1868 he was off to Nicaragua 
to set up a distillery. 


The lively Hungarian's demise went without 
much notice in Northern California; the entangled 
vineyard and the lack of profits at Buena Vista were 
now symbols of his failure. Years later the slavish 
acceptance by journalists and wine writers of the 
Haraszthy Myth meant that Agoston's real contri
butions to the California wine industry would be 
overlooked and forgotten. It was laughable to assert 
that he was the "father" of the industry, but I don't 
think that anyone contributed more to its growth and 
development. He was a great publicist . He was the 
young industry's public conscience, promoting better 
wine through the use of better grapes and rational 
cellar practices. He advocated vineyard and cellar 
techniques in the 1860s that were considered 
prescient in the 1880s . Unfortunately the picture of 
the man's contributions developed in later years 
emphasized a few material accomplishments which 
cannot be supported by the historical evidence. His 
introduction of Zinfandel into California is the most 
obvious and most oft-quoted of these . "Still it is not 
true." So say all those who have examined the full 
record from the period between 1850 and 1868. 2 


More than a month after Haraszthy's 1869 
death an unsigned obituary article appeared in the 
Alta California. The rhetorical style, the phrasing , 
even the vocabulary indicate that the piece was 
written by an indignant son , shocked at the callous 
forgetfulness of a once admiring Northern California 
community for which Agoston Haraszthy had once 
been a hero. The cadence of the words would echo 
through the son's writings on the California wine 
industry for the next thirty years: 


- Agoston Haraszthy was the father of the 
California wine industry . 
- His imports in 1861 were the basis for the 
eventual development of California's fine 
wines. 
- He was the first to import foreign wine 
varieties to California. 







ARP AD 
The young lad of ten who was sent back to the East 
Coast from San Diego with his mother and sisters in 
1851 was the bright star of the Haraszthy children. 
Intelligent, energetic, full of curiosity, Arpad was 
placed in academies in New York and New Jersey to 
advance his formal education . When he finally joined 
his family in Sonoma in 1857 he stayed only two 
months before heading off to Paris to study civil 
engineering. Then in 1860, encouraged by his father , 
he changed course and moved to Epernay to study 
the production of Champagne in the firm of De 
Venoge. He stayed there two years and accompanied 
Agoston on his 1861 European tour. 


He was home in Sonoma in 1862 in time to 
supervise the crush at Buena Vista for his father. He 
also began experiments making California sparkling 
wine . Next year he and brother Attila married two of 
General Vallejo's daughters. According to historian 
Ruth Teiser , Arpad's wife Jovita "was considered the 
beauty of the Vallejo family." 3 


Arpad continued his sparkling wine 
experiments after Agoston organized the Buena Vista 
Vinicultural Society, but the expensive failures 
involved forced him to resign and leave his father's 
employ . In 1866 he joined forces with wine merchant 
Isador Landsberger and within a year had produced 
what eventually would be California's first 
commercially successful bottle fermented sparkling 
wine - Eclipse. By the 1870s ·Eclipse was a 
commercial success and Arpad became known as 
something of a man-about-town, in historian Teiser's 
words, a "convivial boulevardier" and charter 


· member of the San Francisco Bohemian Club. 
But Arpad was a troubled man. He and 


Jovita now had two children but their domestic life 
was unhappy. In 1877 she began divorce proceedings. 
General Vallejo was finally able to placate her and 
"avoid a scandal." Whatever the problem, Arpad had 
written his wife several letters, "asking her pardon." 
In the General's words, Jovita finally gave in, "for the 
sake of the children ." Next year the couple's new 
baby died and Jovita died soon thereafter. A symbol 
of the couple's shaky circumstances is the fact that in 
their twelve years in San Francisco before Jovita's 
death they changed residence seven times . 


In 1879 Landsberger pulled out of the 
partnership and Arpad was able to bring in Harry 
Epstein, a rancher I businessman who supplied 
$28,000 for the firm to buy the Orleans Hill Vineyard 
in Yolo County. The land was totally unfitted for the 
production of fine wines. Historian Ernest Peninou 
has written that the place was nothing but "dry, hot 
sun-swept foothills." I join in terming the purchase 
by a supposedly knowledgeable leader of the wine 
industry, "unexplainable." 4 
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Arpad and Epstein spent more money 
expanding the vineyard there to 340 acres by 1885. 
Meanwhile they were producing still wine and 
"Champagne" at other premises. Next year, to secure 
the failure of the venture, they built a 250,000 gallon 
stone winery on the Yolo property. The folly of this 
endeavor can be guessed from the fact that the 
vintage there often began in July. They were dry
farming premium vines in the middle of a desert. 


It was during this period of Arpad's familial 
disintegration and financial folly that the Zinfandel 
question was raised in the press. But so far as his 
public image was concerned Arpad Haraszthy was on 
top of the world. In 1878 he had been elected 
president of the State Vinicultural Society. In 1880 
he became the first president of the Board of State 
Viticultural Commissioners (BSVC). 


THE ZINFANDEL WAR 
No one who grew Zinfandel or was making Zinfandel 
wine in the early 1880s gave a hoot about the battle 
that was soon raging in the press over the origins of 
that vine in California . The fight developed when a 
desperate man put forth a historical theory that 
simply did not fit the historical experience of the men 
who had lived through Zinfandel's coming to the 
Golden State , and its subsequent rise in prominence. 
Nevertheless , Arpad's fictitious characterization of 
his father's contributions became a historic block of 
concrete for almost a century. 


The idea that the Zinfandel might have come 
from Hungary had been kicking around in California 
since the 1860s, since numerous copies of Prince's 
book were at hand and there was a clear reference to 
the "Zinfardel" of Hungary. It is doubtful that anyone 
noticed J. F. Allen's unwillingness later to equate this 
reference to the vine well known in New England 
that came to California . And few would have been 
aware of Prince's own recognition of the fact that 
Gibbs had brought what he now thought was 
Zinfindal to Long Island from Vienna. I find such 
references in numerous sources with no mention of 
any role by Haraszthy. 5 It makes sense that people 
would wonder about it a little , since it was then that 
it was really starting to catch on. 


Charles A. Wetmore 
The first squeak I can find from Arpad 


Haraszthy on the subject was in 1877 when the San 
Francisco Bulletin mentioned that Agoston had 
transferred the Zinfandel from Crystal Springs to 
Sonoma when he moved north. 6 (One must keep in 
mind that when these events took place Arpad was 
on the East Coast, later a teenager studying in 
France.) From then on Arpad began pushing the 
story to unbelievable limits . He passed it on to 
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Charles A. Wetmore, Commissioner-at-Large of the 
State Viticultural Board, who included it in his first 
report to the Board in 1880. It is clear that Wetmore 
had been duped, for he gave Agoston thanks for his 
1860 "princely gift to this State, including our now 
famous Zinfandel." (He didn't even have the date 
correct.) Wetmore went on to state that the vine "is 
more known now in America than in Europe .... " That 
was true, since there is no evidence that the vine was 
ever known by that name in Europe. Wetmore surely 
blushed when someone pointed out to him that in 
Agoston's complete 1861 list of vine imports, 
published as an appendix to his own supplementary 
report in 1881, there were 157 Hungarian varieties 
listed as having been brought back from the excur
sion, and there was no mention of Zinfandel. 7 


There is no record of the events, but it is clear 
that Wetmore was now challenged by men who had 
been on the scene twenty-five years earlier and knew 
what had and had not happened. The mistake he had 
made concerning the 1861 listing was obvious. But 
what was the truth as to the original introduction of 
the vine? 


He must have talked to dozens of oldtimers 
and then developed a generalized theory concerning 
the Zinfandel's introduction to California. He had to 
be careful because he couldn't call Arpad a liar. And 
I'm not at all sure that he thought Arpad was lying. 
I'm not even sure that Arpad knew that he was lying. 
Family memory can be a very fragile thing. At the 
moment his family life was in shambles, partly 
because of a dishonest indiscretion. And he had just 
invested virtually everything he owned in a very 
tenuous new venture that would eventually come 
down around his ears. 


In 1884 Wetmore did his best to clear up the 
mess he had made in his report four years earlier. He 
obviously had stirred up a hornet's nest. In tracing 
the history of California winegrowing he praised 
Agoston Haraszthy for his contributions, although he 
correctly acknowledged Charles Kohler as "the 
pioneer and founder" of the . California wine industry. 


Then he noted that Agoston had imported 
vines to California before the 1861 trip, and that 
among them was the Zinfandel, "which he knew in 
Hungary." He might better have said, "Arpad told me 
that his father had known the vine in Hungary." He 
surely wondered why Arpad had told him the 
Zinfandel had been in the 1861 importation and then 
changed his story. 


Wetmore also backed away from his previous 
implication that Agoston had been cheated by the 
state, another piece of misinformation from Arpad. 
Now the commissioner admitted that the collections 
had been made at Agoston's own private cost. He also 
backed away from his contention that these imports 


had been a great service to the state. Now he could 
only list a few table grapes in the collection that had 
been further propagated. Then he went on to praise 
the many earlier Californians, mostly German and 
French, who had made truly valuable importations in 
earlier years, which "laid the foundations of 
vineyards that are now successful." It is clear that 
Wetmore, who was but fourteen in 1861, had been 
given some powerful history lessons during the 
previous four years by some of the people who had 
made that history. 


Later in his report Wetmore addressed the 
question of the Zinfandel. First he stated that 
Agoston's importation of that vine from Hungary "is 
known to his family." He was not unkind enough to 
add, "and to no one else." But he did give a very 
adequate generalized history of the coming of the 
vine to California, a history which does not differ 
from the one that I have traced, except that he gave 
no names or dates. Zinfandel had come to California, 
in his words, in various small lots "at an early day, 
from eastern nurserymen who called it Zinfindal." He 
also acknowledged Prince's historic reference in 1830. 
He continued that "it was not extensively propagated 
from the early nursery stocks, but became sufficiently 
scattered throughout the State to cause much present 
confusion in the popular claims for recognition as to 
the credit due for introducing it." As to the vine's 
European origins, Wetmore was as correct as he 
could be, given the material available to him. 
Zinfandel was "taken from collections in Europe that 
are as little known there as here, rare curiosities of 
viticulture which we have utilized .... " 


Wetmore hoped this report would put an end 
to the matter. Haraszthy could make his claim 
through "family memory," and the people who had 
been here in the 1850s and had taken part in the 
discovery of the Zinfandel had been saluted in a 
general fashion. Now the whole thing should go 
away. The industry's fortunes were soaring and they 
didn't need this internecine bickering. 


William Boggs 
But the wine men out in the country wouldn't 


let it go away. In Sonoma Robert Thompson, a well 
known journalist and local historian, had been 
putting the whole Zinfandel story together, talking to 
everyone he could find who remembered. In May he 
wrote a long article for the San Francisco Evening 
Bulletin and made hash of Arpad's claims. He traced 
the Zinfandel from New England to California, citing 
Macondray's, Osborne's, and Boggs' contributions. 8 


A few days later Boggs himself wrote the St. Helena 
Star and told the story of his personal involvement in 
the coming of the Zinfandel. 9 The Boggs letter was 
a reply to one of Arp ad's of May 11 to the Bulletin in 







which he reasserted the claims for his father . 
Boggs first made it clear that "no disrespect 


was meant to the memory of his (Arpad's) lamented 
father , or that there was any desire to detract from 
the credit due him for his enterprising interest 
promoting the wine industry of this State." But he 
had been on the scene and knew what happened. He 
had owned the land next door to Agoston's 1857 
Sonoma purchase and came to know the Hungarian 
on a daily basis . He told in his letter how he and 
Haraszthy had organized the Sonoma Horticultural 
and Viticultural Gardens in 1859 and how he had 
brought the Zinfandel over from Osborne's place in 
Napa. Boggs noted that to that time the only 
"foreign" grapes in Sonoma were a few table varieties 
and the Black St . Peters Vallejo had acquired from 
Delmas. 


Then Boggs told of the transportation of 
Haraszthy's vines from Crystal Springs to Sonoma. 
"There were no foreign vines shipped to Sonoma ... I 
know whereof I write .... " He had been there and 
helped plant these Mission variety vines. "Col. 
Haraszthy may have had some foreign vines ... in San 
Mateo (County), but there was no such grape planted 
by him at Buena Vista vineyard" until the Osborne 
cuttings arrived. Arpad was "mainly indebted to his 
own vivid imagination " in his claim that his father 
first brought the Zinfandel to Sonoma and had been 
the first to import foreign varieties to California . 


A few days later Antoine Delmas added his 
voice . He had imported the Zinfandel under the 
Black St. Peters name in 1852. (He thought it was 
from France , but I think it was in his shipment from 
New England .) He had planted the R. T. Pierce 
vineyard in Santa Clara to the Black St . Peters and 
everyone knew those vines were Zinfandel today . 
(William McPherson Hill told the same story from 
Glen Ellen .) A week later Arpad was in San Jose for 
a viticulture conference and was persuaded to look at 
the Pierce vines . He admitted they looked like 
Zinfandel , but he stuck to his guns . He knew the vine 
had grown in his mother's vineyard in the old 
country , but thought it might be a seedling of the 
Pinot Noir. 10 He also noted Prince's reference to the 
Hungarian Zinfardel , to help prove his point, 
obviously unaware that Prince credited Gibbs, 
Perkins , and Allen with introducing the vine to the 
East Coast. 


Arpad refused to back down ; some of his 
statements became absolutely outlandish. According 
to a trade journal he claimed that Macondray's 
gardener had told him personally that the sea 
captain had had no Zinfandel in his grapery. 
(Macondray had been dead seven years before Arpad 
in 1869 first mentioned the Zinfandel in print .) He 
told a Napa newspaper that his father knew the 
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Zinfandel in Hungary and that it made excellent 
claret there. He also began questioning whether the 
Zinfandel's growing habits were similar to those of 
the Black St. Peters . 11 


Historical Concrete: Bancroft 
By the fall of 1885 the public controversy had 


subsided. ~ 'ow Arpad decided to start mixing his 
historical concrete. In the spring of the next year he 
penned a four page memo for historian H. H. 
Bancroft in which his father's contributions to the 
California wine industry were given in detail . In July 
Bancroft produced a forty-five page typescript titled 
"The Haraszthy Family." Most of this document is a 
fulsome encomium to Arpad Haraszthy , historically 
accurate, for the most part , but a tedious chronicle of 
the great works of a great man's more than great son. 
Only the first twelve pages were devoted to the 
father. They follow Arpad's manuscript closely and 
contain some good history about Agoston's years in 
California . But squeezed in was the same historical 
nonsense Arpad had been recently peddling. 


There were some strange inconsistencies 
between the manuscript and the typescript. In the 
manuscript Arpad had written that his father had 
imported vines from Europe and the East Coast in 
1853 and planted them at Crystal Springs in March 
1854 . Of course , the Zinfandel was included. Arpad 
has Agoston selling vines from this importation years 
before moving to Sonoma , "to all parts of the state." 
Concerning the Zinfandel at that early date, "ever 
after it was his pride to recommend its plantation as 
the best grape for Red wine claret." In the final 
version put together by Bancroft the importation 
takes place in 1851, while Haraszthy was in San 
Diego. Such a claim is nonsense, but what happened 
between the writing of the manuscript and the 
production of the final draft? Did Arpad now learn of 
the pre-1853 importations by others? It would almost 
appear that Arpad was in on the composition of the 
final draft. 


This section of the typescript ends with this 
sentence. 


It is now universally admitted that to 
Col. Haraszthy is due the sole credit 
of the first introduction of foreign 
vines into the State of California . 


There would have been many a viticultural 
pioneer in California who would have gagged on that 
line . But no one would see it except historians later 
doing research on the history of the wine industry at 
the Bancroft Library in the University of California. 


Another inconsistency is truly remarkable, 
but does not relate to the Zinfandel. Concerning the 
1861 importation, that manuscript contends that the 
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vines "were sold throughout the state , for the first 
time causing a general and large plantation of 
foreign vines in every direction ." But in the 
typescript the vines were "scattered through the 
country," which "now conduce to the general 
confusion in nomenclature." These are the words of 
Charles Wetmore , not Arpad Haraszthy. But if 
Wetmore was consulted , how did the "first 
importation" silliness get through? I think that we 
shall never know. But this was the document that so 
many later used to outline the growth of the 
California wine industry in the early days. Historian 
Thomas Pinney is gentle , I think , when he rejects the 
Haraszthy document , since "its demonstrable errors 
make it unreliable in general ." 


Next Arpad wrote a brief article which 
appeared in an obscure Northern California publi
cation , the Sonoma County and Russian River Valley, 
Illustrated. Here he refabricated and embellished the 
Zinfandel story. Before, the vines had simply been 
imported ; now they came directly from Hungary , 
along with five other Hungarian varieties. Now the 
date of the importation was precise , February 1852, 
and all were then planted at Crystal Springs. This 
was impossible, of course , since Agoston was not 
elected to the Assembly until later in that year , and 
then headed north for the first time from San Diego . 
And he did not acquire the Crystal Springs land first , 
but the property near the Mission, Las Flores . It is 
understandable that Arpad might not have the story 
straight , since at that time he was a pre-teenager 
living in New Jersey. 


Then Arpad moves the story in his article to 
Sonoma with accurate detail. He gives lots of good 
names and numbers . And then he slips in the casual 
intelligence that Sonoma "suddenly became the 
supplying grape vine nursery for foreign vines for the 
whole State of California. It was from here that the 
Zinfandel was distributed to the four parts of the 
state prior to 1859 .... " Nothing like this happened, 
but the list of vines he adds to the Zinfandel is 
precisely that which Boggs had brought over from 
Napa's Oak Knoll. 12 


Arpad had large numbers of his article 
reprinted and he distributed them to the press here 
and on the East Coast , to trade journals , and 
throughout the industry . By the end of the decade 
the materials he had produced concerning his 
father 's introduction of fine wine varieties to 
California were everywhere , and it was about all a 
person could find. When journalists wanted a picture 
of the origins of the wine industry , this is what they 
got: 


1. Agoston Haraszthy was the first 
to import fine wine varieties from 
Europe, including the Zinfandel from 


his native Hungary. 
2. His later importations in 1861 
were the basis for the great success 
of the California wine industry since 
the late 1870s . 
3. In Arpad 's words , Agoston was 
"The Father of the Vine m 
California." 


It wasn't true. There is not a shred of 
evidence from 1851 to 1869 to support this out
landish view of California wine history. 


We can get another dimension of the picture 
of the Haraszthys and Zinfandel in the early years by 
taking a look at what Arpad Haraszthy actually said 
and wrote about that variety when as a young man 
he was an important commentator on the viticultural 
scene in Northern California. (I have already noted 
that I have never been able to find a word on the 
Zinfandel from the lips or pen of his father .) 


Even before he returned from France after 
his apprenticeship in Champagne he had become a 
correspondent for the influential California Farmer. 
He sent publisher James Warren a series of articles 
on French wines and vines directed to the California 
reader . They began in June 1861 as letters to 
Warren . When he returned he continued writing for 
the Farmer until spring 1863, when he began writing 
articles on wines and vines for Warren 's son , J . Q. A. 
Warren , who was now publishing his short-lived 
California Wine, Wool and Stock Journal. Up to this 
point Arpad had not written a word about Zinfandel 
which , twenty-five years later , he would claim his 
father had been promoting and distributing "to the 
four parts of the state ," since before 1859. 


Arp ad's articles for the younger Warren were 
knowledgeable , intelligent , and loaded with practical 
information for the California winegrower. He never 
mentioned Zinfandel , even in his article specifically 
aimed at describing the best varieties for local 
production . 13 The University of California file of this 
publication is actually made up of the copies from the 
library of Arpad's father-in-law , Mariano Vallejo . 
Arpad's file went to U. C.'s Bancroft Library . In both 
these collections the issue which included Arpad's 
recommendation for red wine varieties had been 
removed by someone. I know not by whom , but I 
know the person I suspect. It would have been 
embarrassing indeed , in the midst of the public fight 
over the introduction of the Zinfandel , for it to have 
transpired that a famous son was making claims that 
flew in the face of what he had written a quarter of a 
century earlier. 


The first mention in print of the Zinfandel 
that I can find by Arpad was in Alta California in 
1869, as a good variety for sparkling wine. 14 Be-







tween 1871 and 1872 he wrote a series of articles, 
"Wine-Making in California," for the Overland 
Monthly. 15 He mentioned his father's 1861 vine 
imports and later listed a few varieties doing well in 
California , among them Zinfandel. But he made no 
familial claims . 


In 1877 Edward Bosqui published the 
beautiful Grapes and Grape Vines of Califorma. The 
unnamed writer of the section on Zinfandel had been 
primed by Arpad and declared that the variety "was 
first brought to this State by the late Agoston 
Haraszthy , between the years 1853 and 1854" from 
Hungary to Crystal Sr,rings, afterwards to Sonoma, 
then throughout the state. Arpad repeated this claim 
almost verbatim for the Bulletin just before this 
handsome ampelography went to press. 16 


I think that it was this claim that started 
Robert Thompson and William Boggs on their ill
fated attempt to set the record straight. But they 
hadn't the energy or moxie to keep the fight going. 
Arpad had won the battle by 1888. In that year the 
New York Tribune ran an article on the Haraszthys 
and Zinfandel without mention of counter claims or 
controversy . Later the Scienti.ic American even 
thought that it was Arpad who had made the 1861 
importation . 17 


As Arpad's fortunes declined after the 1880s 
no one dared or wanted to bring more tragedy into 
his life. (After 1894 everything fell apart. His 
Champagne company went under and the Orleans 
Vineyard was lost. In 1900 he headed off to the 
Klondike in search of gold. He soon returned empty 
handed and on November 16 collapsed and died in 
San Francisco while waiting for.a cable car.) But now 
and then the Zinfandel question came up in academic 
circles . Scholars tended to say that the matter was 
still in doubt. In 1888 Prof . George Husmann wrote, 
"the true origin and dissemination of this important 
variety is not yet clear." Some years later a German 
student of viticulture visited Professors Eugene 
Hilgard and Edward Wickson at the University of 
California. They apparently talked long on the 
mystery of Zinfandel, the Haraszthy story, and the 
vine's possible European origins. His conclusion 
from these conversations was that at that moment 
(1908) it was not possible to be sure of the origins of 
the variety in California nor its counterpart in 
Europe. But he was intrigued by the possibility that 
it might have come from Austria. So am I. 18 


The Haraszthy legend was now locked into 
the accepted popular record. Arpad's claims were 
generally repeated by leaders of the industry in the 
years after his death. Wine writers and other 
journalists could not be expected to go behind the 
story. I suppose even amateur historians should not 
be expected to go back and examine the sources from 
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the 1850s and 1860s. Wasn't the truth of the matter 
set out in the manuscript on file at Bancroft Library, 
available to all interested parties? Astonishing as it 
may seem, not one 20th century wine writer or 
historian, amateur or professional, prior to the 1970s 
ever wrote a word about the heated debate of the 
1880s from which the legend had been distilled. 


~~~~~~-NOTES~~~~~~~~~-
1. See Haraszthy at the Mint (Los Angeles, 1975) written by 
Haraszthy's great-great grandson, Brian McGinty . 


2. Actually there is one important and quite recent exception . 
Brian McGinty has now written a biography of Agoston 
Haraszthy (Strong Wine, Stanford University Press, 1998). It is 
a fantastic piece of research and does much to clear up several 
parts of the Haraszthy Myth. But he clings to one aspect of the 
myth , that is, Arpad's outrageous and self-serving claims of the 
1880s about his father . McGinty accepts the idea that Arpad's 
claims !!liU'. be spurious, but continually cites them, inferring 
that they might be true. Of course, they might be true , but there 
is no contemporary evidence to support them. And there is 
plenty of evidence that shows a fairly clear picture of the truth. I 
wish McGinty had employed Occam's famous razor to come up 
with the best interpretation . 


3. For Arpad's early years I have followed Teiser's biographical 
essay which she wrote as an introduction to the Book Club of 
California's 1978 limited edition of his Wine-Making in 
California, written for the Overland Monthly in 1871-1872 . 


4. A History of the Orleans Hill Vineyard ... (Winters [CA], 
1983). 


5. e.g. Sonoma Democrat , 5/28/1870; Alta California, 5/20/1870 . 


6. 1/20/1877 . 


7. First Annual Report of the Board of State Viticultural 
Commissioners (San Francisco , 1881); First Annual Report of 
the Board of State Viticultural Commissioners, Second Edition -
Revised (Sacramento , 1881). 


8. 5/5/1885 . 


9. 6/8/1885. Some of the information had already appeared 
earlier in the Napa County Reporter, 7/4/1884 . 


10. San Jose Herald , 5/28/1885; Pacific Wine & Spirit Review, 
7/3/1885 . 


11. Napa Register, 7/10/1885. 


12. Arpad Haraszthy . "Early Viticulture in Sonoma ," in~ 
County and Russian River Valley, Illustrated (San Francisco, 
1888): 77-79. 


13. See particularly his articles from April to June 1864. 


14. 3/9/1869 . 


15. 12/1871 - 5/1872. 


16. Leon Adams wrote a historical note for the 1980 reprint of 
the Bosqui volume. He warned that the author was "in error" on 
the introduction of the Zinfandel to California, and noted that 
research had proved otherwise. In 1978 Adams had written that 
my research "into the introduction of the Zinfandel grape to 
California was an important contribution to the wine history of 
the United States .. " 


17. Pacific Wine & Spirit Review, 2/17/1888; Scientific 
American , 3/18/1899 . 


18. Adolf Cluss. "Kalifornien als Weinland," in Allgemeine Wein 
Zeili!ng, No.32, 33, 37 (1908) . 













